**Weight Loss Cure for Obesity – Kevin Trudeau**

**Introduction**

Read this book cover-to-cover. You are being exposed to one of the greatest kept secrets, and greatest discoveries in the cause and cure for the affliction of obesity. The corruption in the established medical community resulting in unscrupulous pharmaceutical conglomerates to take advantage of the vulnerabilities of the overweight by selling them outrageously expensive and dangerous surgical procedures and drugs is more than scandalous and appalling, it should be regarded as criminal. The true root causes of obesity are now known, yet this information is not only being hidden from you, but is being debunked and discredited by those who have financial interests in keeping this knowledge suppressed. The methods of curing the condition of obesity without expensive drugs and surgery in a totally safe manner are also being debunked and discredited. These ineffective, effective, and safe methods of losing weight and keeping the weight off forever are being hidden from the public. Those who have financial interests in keeping people obese are the main culprits. The shock and outrage is the number of well-known government agencies, associations, and publicly traded corporations that all have a direct financial self-interest in keeping obesity rates going up. This book opens up Pandora's box in relation to the weight loss industry, food industry, and drug industry, and how they are all working together to keep America and the world getting fatter, fatter, and fatter. More importantly, this book not only outlines the problem, but gives you the workable solution!

**Lose Thirty Pounds In Thirty Days... Guaranteed**

*First they ignore you, then they laugh at you, then they fight you, then you win.* — Mahatma Gandhi

You are about to learn about the greatest medical discovery relating to obesity and weight loss of all time. The cause of obesity and weight gain has finally been discovered. The cure has also been discovered. It has been used and tested for over thirty years by over 100,000 people with virtually 100% success. The most amazing fact is that the true cause and cure for obesity and weight gain has been systematically and purposefully debunked, discredited, and hidden from the public. Now, for the first time since the cause and cure of obesity and weight gain was discovered over thirty years ago, this information is finally being revealed to the world!

This is not my discovery. I am simply reporting on the facts relating to this medical discovery. A top British medical doctor discovered the cause and cure for obesity thirty years ago. He opened a clinic in a hospital in Rome, treating the rich and famous for over twenty years. His clients included hundreds of members from various royal families throughout Europe, major Hollywood celebrities, and some of the wealthiest people in the world. He was paid enormous sums of money to keep the cure a secret. The results were spectacular.

Before I go on telling you about the history of this discovery, I want to explain in simple terms what results you can expect. When you do "the weight loss cure protocol," as it is now called, you should lose about one pound per day. This means in thirty days you should lose approximately thirty pounds. Exactly how much weight you lose will depend upon how much total weight you need to lose. If you only need to lose thirty pounds total, then you are more likely to lose twenty pounds in thirty days. If you need to lose 100 pounds, then you could expect to lose more than thirty pounds in the first thirty days. I have reviewed thousands of files of people that have done this protocol over the last thirty years. Almost everyone loses about one pound per day while on the protocol. This is important. The weight loss cure is not a diet, not an exercise program, not a psychological behavior modification program, or some other system that is supposed to help you lose weight. The weight loss cure actually addresses and corrects the physiological cause of obesity, weight gain, and inability to lose weight.

When you read this book cover-to-cover you will learn the true cause of obesity, weight gain, and the body's inability to lose weight. You will learn why food companies are making us fat on purpose. Most importantly, you will learn the simple protocol that you can easily do that will cure the basic underlying cause of the problem that makes you fat. There is absolutely not even one weight loss diet, program, system, pill, or anything else that addresses the true cause as to why we are fat. Even the government admits that nothing works for permanent weight and fat loss.

I know from personal experience that nothing works because I have virtually tried them all. I have struggled with weight my whole life. When I was growing up there were only one or two kids in each class that were considered fat. We were called "husky" or "big boned" or "healthy looking." I was that kid. Compare this with kids today. Statistics show that if we were to use the same standards of what was considered "fat" back in the 1940s, it would show that over 60% of children between the grades one through twelve are overweight. Compare this with the 1940s, where less than 1% of the children were considered overweight. I was one of the overweight kids. Throughout my life I tried everything to lose weight and keep it off. I went to "fat farms" for weeks at a time; I hired personal trainers and exercised as much as five hours a day. I tried every pill sold, every new diet, every miracle device, subliminal tapes, hypnosis, laser therapy, and more. I bought the prepackaged food. I even hired a private chef to prepare specific meals that would help me lose weight and keep it off. I tried every diet you've heard of: the blood-type diet, the low carb diet, Atkins, South Beach, low calorie, vegetarian, food combining, high protein, raw, the grapefruit diet, the chocolate diet, NutriSystem, Slim Fast, Jenny Craig, Weight Watchers, and probably a hundred more different kinds of diets. I tried every specific kind of exercise program, every herb, and homeopathic or nutritional product sold that promised to reduce my appetite, burn fat, and solve my weight issue forever. I drank so many different miracle protein shakes that it virtually drove me mad. I would lose some weight, but always gained it right back. Nothing really ever worked.

Many of you are in a similar situation. You've tried everything, yet nothing really ever works. When I say works, what does that mean? Yes, if you do any diet and exercise program you may, in fact, lose some weight. The problem is during the diet, exercise, or weight loss program you are usually hungry, grumpy, fatigued, have food cravings, need to use super human willpower, and feel deprived and miserable. The weight you lose is never the fat in the problem areas. You actually lose water, structural fat, and muscle. The biggest problem is that these weight loss programs lower your metabolism, and increase your appetite. They actually make it so the body gains weight quicker, stores more fat in the problem areas, and make it even harder in the future to lose weight and fat. This is why when you stop the diet, exercise, or weight loss program you very quickly gain all the weight back, plus more! The scariest thing is the weight you gain back is the fat that is stored in the problem areas that is virtually impossible to lose. Diet, exercise, and weight loss programs actually make you fatter in the long-term.

The fact is, fat people and thin people have different ways in which their bodies operate.
Here are the common problems that people who are overweight have to deal with. Individuals who are dealing with weight issues, generally speaking, have the following characteristics, which are quite different from people who are not dealing with weight issues. These are some of the common denominators that virtually all fat people have.

1. **Their body metabolism is low.** What this means is when a fat person eats food their body does not burn the food as fuel at a very high rate. People who are naturally thin burn food and calories quickly. Up until now there has never been a treatment that truly addressed this particular problem. This is one of the reasons why when a person goes on a weight-loss program and actually loses some weight, they gain all the weight back very quickly. If you don’t correct low metabolism then you are destined to be fat your whole life.

2. **High hunger.** Thin people can never understand this. A fat person is physically hungry more often and at a higher intensity than the naturally thin person. Thin people always say that fat people don’t have enough self-control to stop eating. This is not true. The thin person cannot comprehend the physiological, intense, and almost constant hunger that the fat person has to deal with. It has nothing to do with self-control. This is a real, gnawing, tortuous, intense physical hunger. This is one of the reasons why naturally thin people and exercise gurus have no right to author a book on how to lose weight. They have never really had to deal with the real issues that overweight people deal with.

3. **Eating when you’re not hungry.** Fat people also have a problem with “emotional eating” or cravings. Certain food cravings fall into the above hunger category as they are physiological in nature. Other food cravings or emotional eating occur when you are physically not hungry, but you are “hungry” to fill an emotional need. This is actually physical in nature. I have read over 300 diet books and only two give any real solutions that address this problem. There are two other issues relating to obesity. The first is genetics. As amazing as it sounds, genetics do not play a major role as a cause for obesity. Genetics do determine general body shape, but are not the main cause for a low metabolism, intense and constant physical hunger, or emotional eating.

The other issue is that specific foods, or kinds of foods, actually make you gain weight very quickly. Nutritionists and doctors always talk about calories, fat, protein, carbohydrates, and sodium. Some are now more advanced and talk about simple carbohydrates, complex carbohydrates, and the glycemic index levels of foods. (Foods high on the glycemic index fall into the category of highly refined or super highly refined, causing massive spikes in insulin secretion, leading to increased food cravings and hunger, and making the body increase fat deposits.) Some talk about saturated or unsaturated fats. All of these components have some level of importance. However, nutritionists and doctors virtually never mention the most important and significant components of food which lead to weight gain and obesity. The most significant components of food that play the largest role in weight gain and obesity are food additives, chemicals, and food processing techniques! It’s not the food itself; it’s not really the calories, the amount of fat, the amount of carbohydrates, sodium, glycemic index level, or protein. It’s how food is processed and the man-made chemicals and additives in the food that actually cause weight gain and obesity. These include bovine growth hormone and antibiotics injected into meat, poultry, and dairy products, flavor enhancers, such as monosodium glutamate, artificial sweeteners such as NutraSweet (aspartame) and Splenda (sucrosol). This also includes man-made sugars such as high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, dextrose, sucrose, fructose, highly refined white sugar, processed molasses, processed honey, molato xtrin, etc., plus the over 15,000 chemicals that are routinely added to virtually every product you buy, including conventionally grown fruits and vegetables. Man-made trans fats such as hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils cause weight gain and obesity. Additionally, food processing techniques such as pasteurization, which is now done on virtually every product in a bottle or carton, homogenization, and irradiation (which is done to over 50% of all food products sold in America) all cause weight gain.

As part of “the weight loss cure protocol” all of these issues are addressed and corrected easily and permanently.

As I tried various methods to lose weight I experienced several problems that most of you are familiar with. While on every weight loss program the first problem was that the weight didn’t come off very quickly. This was always frustrating and de-motivating. With “the weight loss cure protocol” this problem is solved. I lost six pounds the very first day. I lost twenty-nine pounds in the first twenty-one days. I lost a total of forty pounds in six weeks. When you are losing weight every day this keeps your motivation to continue with the program very high. The next problem with every other weight loss system I tried is that I was always hungry and miserable. With the “weight loss cure protocol” mild hunger only lasts for a couple of days. Then, almost miraculously, hunger is virtually nonexistent. This made staying on the protocol very easy and pleasant. With other weight loss programs I was tired, grumpy, and had food cravings. With “the weight loss cure protocol” I had tons of energy, was happy and excited, with no food cravings at all. With other weight loss programs you don’t actually lose the fat in the “trouble areas.” No matter how much weight you lose you still have fat around the hips, thighs, buttocks, and waist. Your stomach never gets flat. With “the weight loss cure protocol” you are actually burning and releasing the fat in these troubled areas. Your body is completely reshaped. You lose massive amounts of inches. Your stomach gets flat! Your waist gets much smaller. It’s the only method known that burns and releases these secure fat reserves, dramatically changing the shape of your body. The before and after photos of people who have done this protocol look as though they have had liposuction! With most other weight loss methods time-consuming exercise is required. Although exercise is always encouraged, with this protocol no exercise is required. While I did this cure I purposely did no exercise at all to make sure these spectacular and almost miraculous results could be achieved without exercise. In reviewing the records of thousands of people that have done “the weight loss cure protocol” over the last thirty years, I can report that no exercise is required and the spectacular results are consistently achieved even without any exercise!

This weight loss approach is quite different than anything else in the treatment of obesity. There are no hunger and food cravings. You have increased energy. You lose weight from the very first day. You lose approximately one pound per day. You lose fat in the trouble areas. You lose massive amounts of inches. Your body is completely reshaped as if you got liposuction. Your success in reducing inches and fat, combined with no hunger, no cravings, no feelings of deprivation, and no depression keep you motivated to stay on the protocol. There has never been a weight loss treatment that is so easy and works so well. One of the most exciting things that people experience is a fast and dramatic flattening of the stomach. Weighing yourself in the morning, and looking at yourself in the mirror, is one of the most exciting and motivating experiences patients do while on this protocol.
Every person who has lost weight in the past knows that the process of losing weight is hard, miserable, frustrating, depressing, and full of deprivation. Even with massive exercise, fat in the trouble areas is virtually impossible to lose. This protocol solves all these issues.

The biggest challenge with all other weight loss programs however, is keeping the weight off permanently. No other weight loss system corrects and cures the basic problems overweight people deal with or the true cause of obesity. When you stop a weight loss program, statistics show that almost everyone gains the weight back very quickly. We all know that we actually gain the weight back faster than we lost it! This is because no weight loss program cures and corrects the low metabolism, the intense and constant hunger, or the emotional eating and food cravings. This "weight loss cure protocol" does in fact "cure" and correct these problems. When you finish the protocol your metabolism is reset to the normal level. Your physical hunger is reset to the normal level. The emotional eating issues and food cravings are gone forever. This means when you finish this protocol you will be able to be a normal person in relation to your eating and weight. Your hunger will be completely normalized. You will be able to eat any food you want. Your body will burn the food you eat so that it does not turn to fat. Your hunger and appetite mechanisms will be regulated so that you have an intense feeling of fullness with no physiological food cravings. You will have no desire to eat when you are not hungry. For some of you, this will be a new and life-changing experience. Imagine going to a buffet and eating a normal amount of food and feeling totally full and satisfied. Imagine not having to deal with willpower or deprivation.

Imagine not being hungry throughout the day. Imagine no longer being a slave to food or your weight. This cure may be the answer to your prayers.

As I mentioned, I have struggled with my weight my whole life. I've constantly dealt with hunger. I had to use willpower to reduce the amount of food I ate. I was constantly thinking about food, desiring food, and wanting food. When I ate foods I enjoyed in the amounts I wanted to, I would gain weight quickly. Because my metabolism was abnormally low, as it is with most fat people, I would gain weight even when I ate the normal amount of food. For the last twenty years I have researched almost every known weight loss treatment. Like Oprah, my weight was constantly going up and down like a yo-yo. I would work really hard with diet and exercise and get my weight to 195 pounds, then in just a short period of time I would go back up to 240 pounds. At my peak I weighed close to 300 pounds. The lowest I ever got was 185 pounds. The whole process was hard and made me miserable. It was always easy to gain weight and very difficult to lose it. In my first book, *Natural Cures They Don't Want You To Know About*, I list thirty-two dos and don'ts that help you lose weight and keep the weight off. Since doing those things my weight situation dramatically improved. Still, I was not cured. I still dealt with low metabolism and high hunger. This meant keeping the weight off was unpleasant and difficult. I also dealt with an inability to flatten my stomach and lose the fat in the problem areas. My search for a solution to the obesity problem has been going on for over twenty years.

I read over 300 books on weight loss. The problem with the majority of these books is they are written by people who have never personally had a weight problem. These authors never had to deal with the issues that fat people deal with. They were never seriously overweight or obese. They never dealt with constant and intense physical hunger. They never experienced massive and overwhelming and compulsive food cravings or emotional eating when they weren't hungry. They never looked in the mirror and saw grotesque fat deposits over their body that no matter how much diet and exercise they did, they still couldn't lose it. These so-called diet and weight loss experts could never tell me how to lose weight easily, reshape the body, and lose the trouble area fat and keep the weight off for good. They only shared theories that did not address the true causes of obesity.

The other group of authors who write these weight loss and diet books are people who are still fat themselves! It annoyed me when I read these books. If the information in the books actually worked, then why was the author still fat? Why was the author unable to reshape their body and lose the fat in the trouble areas? Obviously, these authors didn't know what they were talking about.

Their ideas and weight loss systems obviously didn't solve and correct the true causes of obesity. It is interesting to note that I personally met and interviewed many of these weight loss and diet gurus, fitness and exercise gurus, and executives who run the weight loss pre-packed food companies, diet pill companies, and weight loss aids companies. I can tell you this, these people have either never had a weight problem so they don't know what they're talking about, are still fat, which means they don't know what they're talking about, or are simply in the weight loss business to make money. After twenty years, the search for the most effective and permanent weight loss method seemed to be an impossible task. I was about to give up.

I began thinking that maybe it would be better to give up the weight loss miracle search. I was tired of going to restaurants, wanting and craving food, yet constantly depriving myself of the pleasure of eating. I was getting fed up with constantly being hungry. I was tired of constantly trying to motivate myself with such phrases as, "Nothing tastes as good as being thin feels." The fact is I, like most fat people, got great pleasure in eating. The thought of resigning myself to the fact that I would be a jolly fat guy for the rest of my life began to have much appeal. The only true weight loss miracle, if there was one, would have to be something that was incredibly easy to do, or I was no longer interested in even trying it. It had to work fast; it had to get rid of the fat deposits in the trouble areas; it had to reshape my body and flatten my stomach. Most importantly, when I finished losing all the fat, inches, and weight I wanted, I needed to be able to eat anything I wanted, any time I wanted, as much as I wanted, and never gain the weight back. I had to live without deprivation, without using willpower, without crazy exercise, without hunger, and without craving and wanting food all the time. I actually thought, although this was a tall order, that the end result was an achievable goal. I had seen people who have never had a weight problem. They eat everything they want, as much as they want, without exercise, without deprivation, and yet always remain thin. The question was, is there a way to get my body to operate like theirs?

My idea for this ultimate weight loss miracle was exciting. However, I felt finding such a cure would be like hitting the lottery. But you know people do hit the lottery! I didn't know it, I didn't expect it, but I was about to find the greatest weight loss discovery of all time.

In the Bavarian region of Germany an anti-aging clinic exists for the rich and famous. Kings, queens, members of royal families from around the world, celebrities, and billionaires routinely come to this small, semi-secret anti-aging clinic. The medical doctor who runs the clinic administers anti-aging therapies such as chelation, blood oxygen, and most importantly, live cell therapy. In my first book, *Natural Cures They Don't Want You To Know About*, I tell the story about how I was born with a deformed heart and was treated and cured with live cell therapy. I explained how this all-natural, non-patentable, inexpensive therapy has been made illegal in America by the FDA because it would adversely affect the profits of the pharmaceutical companies. Live cell therapy is one of the
most effective health enhancing and anti-aging treatments in the world. The rich and famous who secretly received this therapy experience almost superhuman health and vitality. Some people get the treatment once in their life. Others get several treatments in their lifetime. Most, however, receive the therapy every year or two. Having had the treatment over twenty years ago, I decided it was time for me to start a regular administering of live cell therapy. The treatment is painless, takes five minutes, has no side effects, is inexpensive, and would allow me a nice vacation in Bavaria. I was looking forward to experiencing Oktoberfest, hiking the Alps, and doing some sightseeing among the castles and lovely villages throughout the region. When I arrived at the clinic the doctor gave me a private tour of the patient archive room. I first had to sign a confidentiality nondisclosure statement promising not to reveal the names of any of the past or current patients. I looked through thousands of photographs of past and current patients who regularly come for the live cell therapy. What I saw blew my mind. It was virtually a who's who of world leaders, billionaires, celebrities and royalty. This had to be one of the best-kept secrets in medical anti-aging therapy. The doctor and I chatted about my medical condition and what I had hoped the treatment would achieve. A complete battery of blood tests and hormone tests were done in addition to dozens of other medical tests to assess my condition. Many patients come with serious medical conditions such as heart disease, MS, arthritis, diabetes, or cancer. The doctor is very clear that he does not treat these conditions; he only administers the anti-aging and health enhancing live cell therapy, and other anti-aging treatments. These therapies promote health in the body by stimulating and revitalizeing internal organs and glands. Only the body heals disease. I had no preexisting known medical condition. I simply wanted a "tune-up." I had no symptoms that needed to be dealt with. The doctor asked if there was anything specific that I wanted to achieve physically. I joked that I wished I could lose some weight and keep it off forever! The doctor paused and very seriously and matter-of-factly stated that there was a cure for obesity that I could receive while at the clinic. I was about to brush him off figuring that it was just another diet and exercise program. I was, however, intrigued when he used the word "cure." I asked how it worked. He went on to say that a British medical doctor, in the late 1950s, discovered that all overweight people have a low metabolism, constant and intense hunger, and massive food cravings causing them to eat when they are not hungry. This M.D. also discovered that fat is stored in three areas of the body. First, structural fat around the joints and organs; second, normal fat reserves throughout the entire body; and third, secure or abnormal fat reserves, which are known as the "problem areas." In women, these problem areas generally include the hips, thighs, buttocks, waist, stomach, and behind the upper arms; in men, the upper chest, back, neck, waist, and stomach. These secure or abnormal fat reserves (the problem areas) are never released no matter how much diet and exercise you do. The body retains these fat reserves as a survival mechanism and will only release them after ninety days of starvation as a last resort so that the person does not die. They are also released during pregnancy so that if a pregnant woman has no food, the unborn fetus still receives the nutrition needed to be a fully nourished healthy baby. The doctor went on to say that the protocol developed by this British M.D. virtually cures the cause of obesity. During the treatment, which lasts between three and six weeks, a person will lose about a pound a day. You will have no hunger and your energy levels will be high. You will have no food cravings and you will not feel deprived. You will not need willpower. Although exercise is encouraged, you do not need to exercise. Most importantly, the weight you will be losing will be almost all fat. You will lose very little, if any, muscle. The fat you lose will be from the problem areas or the secure fat reserves. This means your body will be reshaped. It will look as if you have had liposuction. You will not lose the structural fat that you need for good health. When you are finished with the protocol your hypothalamus gland will be reset. Your internal body weight set point will be lowered. Your metabolism will rise and be reset at a much higher level. Your physiological hunger will be reduced dramatically back to a normal level. You will no longer experience food cravings or need to eat for emotional reasons. You will be cured and you will not gain the weight back.

This sounded too good to be true. If this was real, this was an answer to my prayers. I was highly skeptical. The doctor then escorted me to the confidential patient files. Being a best selling author in the health field, a journalist, and having signed the confidentiality nondisclosure agreement, the doctor allowed me to review the patient files. Incredibly detailed and accurate records were kept on the people that had been treated with this weight loss protocol. The statistics were astonishing. Almost everyone lost a pound a day from the very first day they started the protocol. The before and after photos were startling. Every patient saw a dramatic flattening of his or her stomach. Wherever the patient held on to fat shrunk the most; the waist, hips, thighs, buttocks were all completely reshaped. Remember, this was without exercise of any kind. With women, even though some lost sixty to eighty pounds, the breasts did not reduce, but rather became firmer. Men lost the spare tire around the waist and the fat around their upper chest vanished. The faces of these patients did not look drawn, rather the skin glowed, was taught and tight, and wrinkles diminished dramatically. Everyone looked ten to fifteen years younger. The weight loss numbers were astounding:

- 7 pounds in 7 days
- 10 pounds in 7 days
- 12 pounds in 7 days
- 18 pounds in 7 days
- 12 pounds in 14 days
- 16 pounds in 14 days
- 21 pounds in 14 days
- 18 pounds in 14 days
- 20 pounds in 21 days
- 25 pounds in 21 days
- 35 pounds in 21 days
- 45 pounds in 21 days
- 20 pounds in 30 days
- 28 pounds in 30 days
- 35 pounds in 30 days
- 45 pounds in 30 days
- 60 pounds in 30 days

These are actual results from actual patient records.
The weight loss numbers were beyond anything I had hoped for. Every person's results were slightly different based on a multitude of factors, including age, gender, and how much they needed to lose. The heavier a person was the faster they lost. One statistic that stood out was everyone who was sixty pounds or more overweight lost at least a pound a day during the six-week treatment. Most importantly though was the fact that the weight they were losing was not muscle or structural fat—these people were losing almost 100% fat directly from the problem areas, completely reshaping and re-sculpting their bodies. The results were fast and effective. There has never been* a weight loss protocol that burns off these secure problem area fat deposits and reshapes and re-sculpts the body so effectively. Nothing even comes close. The fact is the majority of weight loss protocols never even touch these problem area fat reserves.

The comments from the patients in these records repeatedly stated that they were not hungry at all, had tons of energy, and were overwhelmingly excited about the results. Since many of the patients come back annually to the clinic, the long-term effects were of great interest to me. These thousands of records proved that people could lose fat faster than any other known weight loss system and do so virtually effortlessly. The big question was would the weight and fat stay off? In follow-up observations the statistics showed 85% of the patients kept the weight off (within 10%) after one, two, and five years. The most exciting statistic was no one gained all the weight back. The other important point was in the very small percentage that did gain some weight back; the record showed that these people gained the weight over a very long period of time while at the same time grooming themselves on food on a daily basis. In other words, they gained the weight back very slowly. It was actually hard for them to gain the weight back, I compared this with every other weight loss method. Remember, with other weight loss methods the weight comes off very slowly. It is hard to lose the weight. You gain the weight back quickly and easily. It is very frustrating! This protocol was exactly the opposite. You lose the weight and fat quickly and effortlessly, and it is very difficult and slow for you to gain the weight back. Remember, over 85% kept the weight off. No other weight loss method comes close with these successful results. Needless to say, I was utterly impressed. More than that, the excitement and motivation to start the protocol come close with these successful results. Needless to say, I was utterly impressed. More than that, the excitement and motivation to start the protocol and the spectacular, miraculous results they have achieved. I am not a medical doctor. I am a researcher, investigator, and

people, and obese people in the world. America, however, has the highest percentage of overweight people, fat people, and obese people in the world. In America specifically, more people are on diets, eating diet food, and taking diet pills and products than ever before. More weight loss books are purchased than ever. More "lite," low carb, low fat, no sugar, low calorie, and diet food is purchased and consumed than ever. More people are exercising than ever before. Yet, each year people are getting fatter and fatter and fatter. Nothing is working. So many questions filled my mind. If this weight loss cure, discovered and developed by a prominent British medical doctor, was so effective, why has it remained a secret for over thirty years? If there are tens of thousands of long-term success stories why doesn't everyone know about it? First it had to work for me before I investigated further and told the world about this medical weight loss miracle cure.

Here are my personal results. Before I started the protocol I weighed 231 pounds, with a forty-two inch waist. Five weeks later, I weighed 195 pounds, with a thirty-four inch waist. I did no exercise at all during the protocol. I was slightly hungry for the first two days, but then I had virtually little or no hunger at all. The two things that all my friends noticed mostly were that I looked ten years younger and my skin was incredibly clear. The other most exciting thing to me was everyone noticed how flat my stomach was. This is very exciting for anyone who has a weight problem. The protocol was everything that I hoped it would be—no hunger, no food cravings, no grumpiness, no feeling of deprivation, no fatigue, a dramatic loss in not only weight but fat; most importantly a dramatic effortlessness in which you lose the weight and keep it off is unmatched, nothing even comes close.

Before you learn the exact protocol it is important to know the real untold reasons why you are fat, why you have a low metabolism, why you have intense and constant hunger, why you have uncontrollable food cravings and eat when you're not hungry, and why it is so hard to lose weight yet so easy to gain it. It is also important that you know why this weight loss cure has been debunked, discredit, and hidden from the public for so many years. You must also know the truth about the tens of thousands of people, including major celebrities, royalty, and other members of the rich and famous who have secretly been treated with this protocol and the spectacular, miraculous results they have achieved. I am not a medical doctor. I am a researcher, investigator, and journalist blowing the whistle and reporting on one of the best-kept secrets in the area of weight loss.

Let's learn why you are fat and who is making you fat. You'll be surprised to learn it's not your fault that you're fat! It's Not Your Fault You Are Fat

*If people let the government decide what foods they eat and what medicines they take, their bodies will soon be in a sorry state as are the souls who live under tyranny.—Thomas Jefferson

People are overweight, fat, and obese all over the world. America, however, has the highest percentage of overweight people, fat people, and obese people in the world. In America specifically, more people are on diets, eating diet food, and taking diet pills and products than ever before. More weight loss books are purchased than ever. More "lite," low carb, low fat, no sugar, low calorie, and diet food is purchased and consumed than ever before. More people are exercising than ever before. Yet, each year the percentage of
people in America that are overweight, fat, and obese continues to rise. This trend is rapidly spreading around the world, but no country comes close to America in terms of the percentage of people that are overweight, fat, and obese. As I mentioned in the last chapter, in the 1940s less than 10% of the population of America was considered fat. Using the same standards as in the 1940s, today over 50% of the population is considered fat. The problem continues to get worse. Every diet system has failed. Even government statistics show that there has never been a diet plan, program, or product that has worked.

The most common myth is that to lose weight and keep it off you must eat less and exercise more. This is even the U.S. Government’s “law” in relation to selling weight loss products. Fat people are told they have no willpower or self-control. This is untrue in most circumstances. I am here to tell you it’s not your fault you’re fat. When you understand the reasons why you are fat and why every diet and exercise program has failed, you will be free to experience “the weight loss cure protocol” and cure yourself of the bondage of being a slave to food, hunger, cravings, deprivation, and obesity once and for all.

The key that no one addresses is that fat people and naturally thin people have bodies that operate quite differently. A fat person’s metabolism is abnormally low. A thin person’s metabolism is normal or slightly high. This means if a naturally thin person and a fat person ate the exact same amount of food over a one-week period, the thin person would not gain any weight and the fat person would gain weight. When your metabolism is abnormally low your body cannot burn the food as fuel. When food is not burned for fuel the excess must be converted to fat, thus increasing your weight and making you fatter. This is the first condition which must be corrected if you want to experience rapid weight loss and, more importantly, be able to eat whatever you want in the future without gaining any weight. "The weight loss cure protocol" is the only method known that cures this problem.

In addition to having a low metabolism, fat people generally eat larger quantities of food than naturally thin people. This has nothing to do with self-control or willpower. Thin people cannot understand the very real fact that fat people have an abnormally high, intense, and constant real, gnawing, physical hunger. Fat people are hungry with more intensity than thin people. When fat people eat they do not get a feeling of fullness. When thin people eat food their hunger stays high much longer causing them to eat more food. Thin people have their hunger mechanism shut off very quickly and their hunger stays low or nonexistent for many, many hours after they eat even a small quantity of food. Fat people, on the other hand, get hungry very quickly even after consuming a large meal. This is one of the reasons why fat people are so miserable while dieting. Nothing addresses the intense and prolonged real hunger. If this physical abnormality is not corrected you are destined to live your life in misery and with feelings of deprivation. This intense and prolonged hunger is a physical abnormality which is corrected and brought back to normal with “the weight loss cure protocol.”

The other reason fat people consume large quantities of food is they have uncontrollable intense food cravings to eat, even when they are not physically hungry. This is sometimes called emotional eating, but it is actually a physical abnormal condition. Thin people do not understand just how overwhelming and uncontrollable these food cravings and urges can be. There is not a weight loss program ever developed that permanently corrects this condition. This is another reason why weight loss programs fail. If this condition remains intact, the person trying to lose weight or keep the weight off is constantly struggling with these food cravings and urges; therefore living in more misery and deprivation. Thin people cannot understand that these uncontrollable intense food cravings and urges are no different than a drug addict’s cravings for more drugs. “The weight loss cure protocol" corrects this physical abnormality once and for all.

Fat people also eat the wrong types of foods. This is a sub-symptom of hunger and food cravings. When hunger and food cravings are corrected, this symptom is automatically corrected. Upon completion of "the weight loss cure protocol" you will no longer have high intense hunger or uncontrollable these food cravings for the types of food that make weight gain happen rapidly. This does not mean you will be restricted to certain kinds of food. On the contrary, when you finish "the weight loss cure protocol" you will be able to eat any food you want in any amount you want any time you want. What will occur, however, is that because the physical abnormalities have been corrected, your body will no longer crave or have intense hunger for certain types of food. This is a freeing experience leading to a life where you are no longer a slave to food or your uncontrollable cravings.

Genetics play a relatively minor role in obesity. It is true that we all have different genetic makeup’s. This means some people have blue eyes, and others have brown eyes. Genetics determine why some people are tall and others are short. Genetics do, in fact, determine basic body shape and structure. This means some people are genetically programmed to be thin and others to be heavier. This is important. Not everyone has the genetic type and bone structure to be a tall, skinny runway model. Some people are built naturally wider and thicker. This does not mean, however, that you are destined to be overweight, fat, or obese. It simply means that everyone’s body will look different. Remember, there are tens of thousands of people that have been treated with “the weight loss cure protocol” over a thirty year time period. The results are virtually 100% successful. Even if you have a major genetic abnormality resulting in low metabolism or intense high hunger, “the weight loss cure protocol” will correct this.

If you’ve read my first two books, Natural Cures “They” Don’t Want You To Know About and More Natural Cures Revealed, you know that treating symptoms is never the answer. When a symptom is found we must ask, what is the cause of that symptom? When we find the cause or causes of a symptom we must then ask what is the cause or causes of that! We must continue finding the cause until we get to the root cause of the symptom. When we address and correct the root cause, all the sympotms vanish. The first question then is what is the cause of a low metabolism? Remember, almost every fat person has a low metabolism. In order to lose weight rapidly and keep it off forever your metabolism has to be brought back to normal, or even slightly elevated. With a high metabolism you can eat any kind of food you like, in any quantity you want, and your body will burn it off and not convert it to fat. This means you never have to diet ever again, and you will never gain weight. This will be achieved when you do “the weight loss cure protocol.”

So the main reasons for obesity are low metabolism, constant and intense hunger, food cravings, and eating when you’re not hungry. There is one more main reason for obesity, which is abnormally storing fat in secure problem area fat reserves throughout the body. We’ll talk more about that later. First, let’s start by addressing low metabolism.

So -why is your metabolism abnormally low? What is the cause, or causes? The number one cause of a low metabolism is the hypothalamus gland operating abnormally. The question then is what causes the hypothalamus gland to operate abnor-mally, creating low metabolism and a condition where the person cannot burn as fuel all the food they consume even if they are consuming small quantities. This means that a person eating even small amounts of food cannot lose weight and actually gains weight. There
are a multitude of reasons why the hypothalamus does not work properly. These include genetics, a clogged liver, Candida yeast overgrowth, a clogged colon, artificial sweeteners, trans fats, food additives, growth hormones and antibiotics in food, monosodium glutamate, lack of sun, lack of sleep, nutritional deficiencies, heavy metal toxicity, parasites, yo-yo dieting, eating eradicated food, eating pasteurized food, eating genetically modified food, lack of walking, non-prescription and prescription drugs, chlorine and fluoride from the water you drink and bathe in, high fructose corn syrup and other man-made sweeteners, propylene glycol and other chemicals introduced into the body through the skin in the form of lotions and creams, carbonated drinks, electromagnetic frequency exposure from cell phones and other wireless devices, and traumatic stressful incidences in our life. There are many other causes.

Let's briefly discuss several of these causes as many of them are themselves caused by other factors. This way you can see the interrelation of these causes and how many actually cause other problems to develop, which in turn can cause additional problems to develop, all leading to the creation of an abnormally operating hypothalamus, resulting in high hunger and low metabolism.

1. Genetics. It is true that everyone is born with different metabolic rates. Some people are naturally born with super high metabolisms. Other people are born with abnormally low metabolisms. This is a physical condition. Your metabolism, if caused by genetics, will be corrected once and for all through "the weight loss cure protocol."

2. A clogged liver. Virtually every fat person tested has a sluggish, clogged liver. Non-prescription and prescription drug use, trans fats, including hydrogenated oils, artificial sweeteners, Candida yeast overgrowth, and many other factors, cause this. A clogged liver always results in low metabolism and high storing of body fat.

3. Candida yeast overgrowth. In your intestine you have good and bad bacteria. If you've ever taken an antibiotic in your life, the antibiotic destroyed the good bacteria. This allows bad bacteria, including Candida yeast, to abnormally overgrow. The Candida clogs the colon, making digestion and metabolism slow. It also creates gas and bloating, as well as food cravings for bread, pasta, cheese, and sugar. Over time, the Candida turns into a fungus and spreads throughout the entire body. Unless you correct this problem you will always have food cravings, gas, bloating, low metabolism, slow digestion, and you will never have a flat stomach.

4. A clogged colon. If you are not having three bowel movements a day you have a clogged colon. The colon gets clogged by non-prescription and prescription drugs, lack of water, lack of fiber, lack of walking and exercise, lack of digestive enzymes in the food we eat, and many other factors. In autopsies, medical doctors have found as much as thirty pounds of undigested fecal matter in people's colons. Unless you clean your colon, digestion will remain slow, metabolism will remain slow, food cravings will remain high, hunger will remain high due to lack of nutrients being absorbed properly, and you will never get a flat stomach.

5. Lack of enzymes. Today's food supply is void of living enzymes. Any food in a jar or a can has been pasteurized, meaning it has been heated to over 180 degrees for thirty minutes, killing all the enzymes in the food. Microwaving food kills the enzymes. Even commercially grown fruits and vegetables are devoid of enzymes due to the gassing used in the ripening process and dowsing the fruits and vegetables in heavily chlorinated water, and irradiation. Without enough enzymes you can never correct low metabolism and will always have gas, bloating, constipation, and slow digestion.

6. Underactive thyroid. Thyroid production can be low due to non-prescription and prescription drugs, nutritional deficiencies, and fluoride in the water you drink and bathe in. If you have an underactive thyroid, this must be corrected or you will be stuck with a low metabolic rate. "The weight loss cure protocol" corrects this.

7. Inefficient pancreas. The pancreas secretes insulin. People with a weight problem have a pancreas that is not operating properly and have insulin tolerance problems. This is caused by a multitude of factors, including non-prescription and prescription drugs, Candida overgrowth, nutritional deficiencies, a clogged liver and colon, artificial sweeteners, high fructose corn syrup, and other considerations. If you do not correct insulin intolerance you will continue to have abnormally high amounts of fat in your body and continue to store more fat abnormally high.

8. Hormonal imbalances. Hormones partially regulate metabolism. Hormonal imbalances are caused in part by stress; chemical additives in food; chlorine and fluoride in water you drink, shower, and bathe in; cosmetics, lotions, and creams you put on your skin; Candida overgrowth; a sluggish liver and colon; and many more factors.

9. Artificial sweeteners. All man-made artificial sweeteners slow metabolism. This includes aspartame and sucralose. These go by the trade names NutraSweet and Splenda.

10. Monosodium Glutamate (MSG). This is called an excite-toxin. It is a man-made chemical that should never be consumed. MSG is now sometimes listed on food labels as "spices," "flavors" or, in many cases, does not have to be listed at all.

11. Lack of water. Most people are dehydrated and don't know it. Lack of pure water hydrating the cells leads to a low metabolic rate.

12. Carbonated drinks. These block chemical absorption, leading to nutritional deficiencies which lower metabolism. This includes diet drinks.

13. Lack of sleep. This means less than seven hours per night. Research show this leads to obesity.


15. Lack of sun. The sun stimulates metabolism plus alleviates depression and stress.

16. Nutritional deficiencies. Without proper nutrition your metabolism cannot be normal. The most common deficiencies include calcium, zinc, magnesium, Vitamin G, Vitamin E, and other amino acids and cofactors, including CLA and chromium.

17. Heavy metal toxicity. Most people are loaded with heavy metals, including mercury from amalgam fillings. These heavy metals clog the liver, colon, and affect circulation.

18. Poor circulation. Without proper circulation metabolism will stay low. People's circulation is poor due to clogged arteries, which is caused by trans-fats, homogenized dairy products, and chlorine in the water. Other causes include vitamin and mineral deficiencies, heavy metal toxicity, Candida overgrowth, and misaligned feet and ankles. Lack of walking and exercise are also a factor.

19. Lack of oxygen. Most people have lower than normal levels of oxygen in their blood and cells. This is caused by poor breathing habits, nutritional deficiencies, lack of exercise, a clogged liver and colon. It is also caused by non-prescription and prescription medications.
20. **Allergies.** Environmental and food allergies are caused by Candida overgrowth, a clogged liver and colon, poor circulation, parasites, heavy metal toxicity, and many other factors.

21. **Parasites.** Almost 100% of overweight people have parasites. A clogged liver and colon, Candida, heavy metal toxicity, and nutritional deficiencies are the main causes.

22. **Yo-yo dieting.** Every time you go on a diet and lose weight and gain it all back you are in fact lowering your body's internal thermostat and internal body weight set point. Every time you diet to lose weight your metabolism goes lower.

23. **Lack of sweating.** The skin is the largest organ in the body. It must breathe and eliminate toxins on a regular basis. Sweating is a natural body process. Lack of sweating leads to a clogged lymphatic system and sluggish metabolism.

24. **Low muscle mass.** If your body does not have normal amounts of muscle your metabolism will always be low. Increasing muscle mass always leads to a high metabolism.

25. **Air conditioning.** Research shows that air conditioning lowers metabolism.

26. **Breakfast.** Eating no breakfast keeps metabolism low.

27. **EMS.** Electromagnetic frequencies are generated from all wireless devices, including wireless phones, cell phones, laptop computers, and even TV and computer screens. They have an adverse affect on every cell in the body, lowering metabolic rate.

28. **Eating before bed.** Filling your stomach before bed, with highly refined or super highly refined easily digestible food, promotes low metabolism.

29. **Genetically modified food.** In America most fruit, vegetables, and dairy products have been genetically modified, creating food that is in fact man-made. The body does not know how to react to these abnormal food products, causing metabolism to be lowered.

30. **Food additives.** If food is not 100% organic, the food is loaded with herbicides, pesticides, chemical fertilizers, antibiotics, and over 15,000 man-made chemicals. This is unique to America. American produced food absolutely, positively, 100% will make you fat.

31. **Lack of walking.** In America the average person walks less than one-tenth of a mile per day. In other countries people walk five miles or more a day. The body is designed to walk. Lack of physical movement results in a constant lowering of the metabolic rate.

The above list is just to give you an idea of some, not all, of the factors that we deal with every day, keeping our metabolism low. The list may seem overwhelming. The bad news is this list is just the tip of the iceberg. The really bad news is if you are fat right now, weight problem and lack of energy. The good news is that your metabolic condition can be corrected easily and effortlessly and in a world all of your meals would have all of these tastes and scents, thus keeping metabolism high and hunger low.

As you can see, the hypothalamus in an abnormal state is the main cause for both low metabolism and intense constant hunger. The skin is the largest organ in the body. It must breathe and eliminate toxins on a regular basis. The hypothalamus is the body's master gland. It is the master gland that regulates metabolism. It is also the master gland that regulates physiological hunger. This gland does not operate in a normal state in fat people. It must be reset and normalized in order to eliminate intense and constant physical hunger. The reasons that the hypothalamus is operating abnormally include genetics, a clogged liver, Candida overgrowth, a clogged colon, lack of digestive enzymes, nutritional deficiencies, stress, high fructose corn syrup, artificial sweeteners, microwaved food, MSG, lotions and cosmetics put on the skin, non-prescription and prescription drugs, fluoride and chlorine in the water you drink, bathe, and shower in, dehydration and lack of water, carbonated drinks, ice cold drinks, trans-fats, lack of sun, food additives, genetically modified food, heavy metal toxicity, lack of oxygen, environmental and food allergies, parasites, yo-yo dieting, air conditioning, lack of sleep, EMS, lack of fiber, and several other factors.

As can be seen, the hypothalamus in an abnormal state is the main cause for both low metabolism and intense constant hunger. There are two other interesting factors that cause the hypothalamus to be in this abnormal state, making metabolism very low and hunger very real, intense, and constant.

The first factor that can cause the hypothalamus to lower metabolism and create intense hunger is the lack of all the various "tastes" in food we eat on a daily basis. The basic tastes that should be present in most meals throughout the day include saltiness, sourness, sweetness, bitterness, and savoriness. "Sub-tastes" include temperature, texture, smells, astringency, fat, tingly numbness, spiciness, lack of spiciness, or coolness. When the body does not get stimulated with all of these "tastes" as well as scents, the hypothalamus is tricked into believing the body lacks food, thus lowers metabolism and increases hunger. In an ideal world all of your meals would have all of these tastes and scents, thus keeping metabolism high and hunger low.

The other factor, and most interesting and significant cause of intense and constant hunger, is that food manufacturers are specifically and purposely creating food, using manufacturing processes, using food additives, and using chemicals that specifically are designed to affect the hypothalamus and increase hunger when you eat the food. Food manufacturers are making food with the sole purpose of creating a physical chemical addiction to the food. I have personally been in the chemists' labs where the directives are to create food that increase hunger, lower metabolism, get a person physically addicted to the food (like a drug), and make people fatter. Food companies are publicly traded corporations. These publicly traded international conglomerates have only one objective...to increase profits! The only way they can increase profits is to produce food at the lowest possible cost and to get more...
people to buy and eat more food. This is why publicly traded food companies are producing genetically modified food using chemical poison fertilizers, herbicides, pesticides, and other dangerous growing methods. This is why food is ripened with poisonous gas, injected with chemical preservatives and flavoring agents, eradiated, pasteurized, bathed in poisonous chlorine baths, injected with antibiotics, growth hormones, and other deadly drugs. Food is produced in an unnatural, abnormal way. Fruits and vegetables are not grown, they are manufactured! They are made to grow abnormally fast, look the same, and last ten to twenty times longer than nature intended. Every bit of commercially produced fruits, vegetables, meat, dairy, poultry and fish is purposefully laced with thousands of man-made chemical agents, hormones, and drugs. Every commercially made grain or food product in a bag, box, jar, or can has been altered from the way nature intended. They are all, with the exception of 100% organic, loaded with some of the over 15,000 man-made chemicals that the U.S. Government allows to be put in the food. Most of these chemicals don't even have to be listed on the labels!

The main reason why it's not your fault you're fat is that the American food supply is being produced purposely to make you fat! This is why when thin people from other countries come to America and eat what they think is the same food that they were eating in their own country, they unexpectedly gain weight rapidly. Generally speaking, the bread in America will make you fat. The bread in other countries will not. The milk, butter, and cheese in America will make you fat. The milk, butter, and cheese in other countries will not. The meat, poultry, and farm-raised fish in America will make you fat. The meat, poultry, and wild fish in other countries will not. The pasta, rice, and potatoes made in America will make you fat. The rice, pasta, and potatoes grown in other countries will not.

In my first book, Natural Cures “They” Don’t Want You To Know About, I talk at length about how food is produced in America. I would encourage you to read my first two books, Natural Cures “They” Don't Want You To Know About and More Natural Cures Revealed. They will give you an insider’s view of how the food industry in America is specifically making you fat.

There is another important cause of why the hypothalamus is operating abnormally, keeping our metabolism low and hunger high. When a person consumes small amounts of food for a 24-hour period, followed by consuming a massive quantity of calories and foods high on the glycemic index, the hypothalamus gets shocked and begins to create the conditions for abnormally storing fat, lowering metabolism, and increasing appetite. Think of the average person who goes to bed, wakes up eating little or no breakfast, skips lunch, and then in the evening has a huge meal. This is the ideal, perfect storm scenario to shock the hypothalamus into operating abnormally, thus creating obesity.

It may appear that there is no way out of this trap. It may seem like it is impossible to reset the hypothalamus and normalize the hunger. The good news is “the weight loss cure protocol” will quickly and easily reset your hypothalamus, thus eliminating the intense and constant hunger that you have. The even better news is when you are finished with the protocol you will be able to eat any kind of food you want. You will be able to eat cheeseburgers, French fries, ice cream, cookies, cakes, bread, pasta, cheese, butter, cream, steak, pizza, Mexican food, mashed potatoes and gravy, virtually any kind of food you want. Remember, when your hypothalamus is reset, your metabolism will be high and you will no longer have intense and constant hunger. You will automatically and effortlessly be eating normal quantities of food without ever feeling hungry or deprived. Your body will naturally burn the food as fuel, giving you abundant energy and guaranteeing that you do not gain the weight back.

Let's address the uncontrollable, compulsive urges to eat when you're not hungry, and food cravings. Sometimes this is called emotional eating. It is actually triggered by the hypothalamus. What causes these massive uncontrollable food cravings, making you eat even when you're not physically hungry? The basic causes are: mental and emotional stress, Candida overgrowth, a clogged liver, a clogged colon, lack of digestive enzymes, nutritional deficiencies, hormonal imbalances, artificial sweeteners, non-prescription and prescription drugs, high fructose corn syrup, food additives, microwaved food, MSG, lotions, creams and cosmetics on the skin, environmental and food allergies, parasites, lack of fiber, and several other factors.

You will again notice that the causes of food cravings are the same causes of low metabolism and intense and constant hunger. I would like to address the two most significant causes of these food cravings.

The first is Candida yeast overgrowth. Your intestine is loaded with good and bad bacteria. If you have ever taken an antibiotic, the antibiotic killed the good bacteria in your gut. This allowed the bad bacteria, including Candida yeast, to overgrow abnormally. When Candida overgrows in the intestine it burrows itself into the intestinal wall. It also turns into a fungus spreading throughout the entire body. The yeast and the fungus feed on simple carbohydrates such as sugar, yeast, bread, pasta, cake, ice cream, etc. Candida is the main cause of carbohydrate food cravings. It is also a major cause of constipation, gas, bloating, and a protruding stomach and waist. It causes depression, lack of concentration, a feeling of spacey ness and fatigue. When the Candida burrows itself into the intestinal wall it creates pockets where food is trapped. When food is trapped in the intestine it begins to turn toxic. Interestingly enough, these toxic food particles create actual cravings for that food while at the same time producing allergic reactions to that food. It's a catch-22. The condition actually makes you crave foods that make you feel bad.

The Candida condition also creates a second cause of food cravings which is parasites. These parasites feed on the body, creating nutritional deficiencies. The person then develops massive and uncontrollable cravings for certain kinds of food. The body, however, cannot assimilate the nutrients effectively due to the clogged liver and colon; therefore, the food cravings come back frequently and persist.

There is an emotional, mental aspect to food cravings as well. These are linked to stressful emotional experiences we've had in our life. They are also linked to the massive brainwashing and programming that we have had from all of the food advertisements. Without going into great detail, I know from personal inside experience that food companies use the most sophisticated mind programming technology when producing advertisements for certain foods. The television ads and print ads for food are designed to create emotional triggers that actually make us crave food when these triggers are set off. This is almost like having a post-hypnotic
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Would encourage you to read my first two books, Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About and More Natural Cures Revealed. They will give you an insider’s view of how the food industry in America is specifically making you fat.
suggestion implanted in our mind. When the trigger is set off you experience an uncontrollable overwhelming craving and urge to eat certain kinds of food. This urge is so powerful it causes you to crave, and want specific food even when you are not hungry. This is, again, why I say it's really not your fault that you're fat.

The good news is that as part of "the weight loss cure protocol" you will be able to eliminate these food cravings at both levels. You will no longer be a slave to the food companies.

As you can see, I am exposing and blowing the whistle on dirty secrets that the food companies do not want you to know about. This is one of the reasons why I am personally attacked, debunked, and discredited in such a massive way through the news media. Food companies spend billions of dollars in advertising in virtually every magazine, newspaper, television network, and radio network. These media outlets are controlled by the advertisers. I, therefore, am the enemy of the food industry. I want people to be cured of their obesity, food cravings, low metabolism, and intense hunger. If you are cured you will automatically and effortlessly be eating and buying less food. The food industry, on the other hand, wants everyone's metabolism low, hunger and food cravings high, making more and more people continue to buy and eat more food every year. The food industry wants you fat and physically and emotionally addicted to their food!

**It's Profitable Keeping You Fat**

In my first book, *Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About*, I explain how it always all about the money. I highly recommend you read that book as well as my last book, *More Natural Cures Revealed: Previously Censored Brand Name Products That Cure Disease*. These books go into great detail of how the corporate system works relating to the drug industry and the food industry. As a former insider and current whistle-blower, I expose how the money flows and why it is profitable for these industries to keep people fat and sick. Following the money trail answers all questions. The drug industry knows that people who are overweight, fat, and obese have more medical symptoms and buy and take more non-prescription and prescription drugs. There is a financial motive to keep people sick. Overweight people are sick and great customers for the drug companies. Remember that the same group of about 300 families that control the world-wide pharmaceutical industry also control most of the publicly traded food producers and manufacturers. Members of the food industry and the drug industry regularly have secret meetings to determine how they can each increase the other's profits. In Oslo, Norway I was personally at one of these secret meetings. Remember, drug companies and food companies are publicly traded corporations whose only objective is to increase profits and shareholder value. Their only goal is to sell more of their products. Drug companies have publicly stated that they want more and more people buying and using more and more of their drugs. They do not want to prevent or cure disease. Doing so would put them out of business. Their only objective is to convince people through the use of their deceptive advertising that they need to be taking more and more drugs on a regular basis. Food companies simply want to sell more and more food. Their publicly stated objectives are to get more and more people consuming larger and larger amounts of food. These industries work together. Drugs, both non-prescription and prescription, have side effects that include lowering metabolism and increasing hunger. This makes people fatter, making them buy more food, increasing the profits of the food companies. This also makes people sicker, therefore, buying and using more drugs. It is a preplanned vicious cycle.

Food companies specifically make food by using genetic engineering techniques, food processing techniques, and adding chemicals into the food that create disease in the body. Just like the tobacco industry knew that smoking cigarettes cause cancer and other diseases, yet lied about it for fifty years, so too do the current food producers and manufactures know that their genetically modified chemically laced food products cause cancer, heart disease, arthritis, MS, lupus, depression, and a host of other illnesses. One board member from the Mayo Clinic, whose identity must be kept secret, shared with me the data showing that virtually all cancerous tumors are loaded with pesticides and herbicides used in the production of most commercial food! The food companies are making food purposefully to create new illnesses. The food companies, for example, designed and engineered food that would create the epidemic of such diseases as acid reflux disease, depression, insomnia, restless leg syndrome, constipation, high blood pressure, and high cholesterol. The drug companies knew this in advance. This is why when a new disease becomes common there is already a drug ready to be marketed! The food companies also are specifically putting chemicals in the food, in many cases not listing them on the label that are designed specifically to increase appetite, get you physically, chemically addicted to the food like a drug, and make you fat. This way the food companies are assured that each person will be consuming more and more food every year. This increases their profits.

Both the drug industry and food industry are using sophisticated brainwashing techniques in their deceptive advertising, virtually programming our minds with mental triggers that give us overwhelming compulsive cravings and urges for a specific food and drugs. I know this factually because I was directly involved on a covert basis in this activity for almost twenty years. This is why 80% of Americans are overweight. This is also why the obesity problem is now spreading around the world.

A sub-industry that has a financial incentive to keep you fat is the diet industry. The weight loss or diet industry consists of companies that sell exercise equipment, weigh loss pills, powders and potions, prepackaged food, low fat, low carb, and low calorie food, and every other weight loss treatment marketed and sold. The same people that own and control the food industry and drug companies own the vast majority of the companies involved in the weight loss industry directly or indirectly. These weight loss companies have data in their internal documents showing that their products and programs do not work. The most significant secret data reveals that these companies know that the number of overweight people will continue to increase year after year, thus increasing their profits. These weight loss and diet companies are taking advantage of desperate vulnerable people who are struggling with their weight. The most amazing insider secret I want to blow the whistle on is the fact that the same unscrupulous people will sell ten different worthless diet aids over time to the same person. These marketers know that the first diet product will not work. When a customer buys the product, the companies know in a month or two the person will still be fat, and therefore will be a prime customer for their next worthless diet aid. This cycle repeats itself over and over again. The products are marketed under different names and companies so that you don't know it's the same people selling you the various products. This is nothing more than a moneymaking scam.

These marketing scams can be quite comprehensive. These corporations use books, doctors, media outlets, TV and radio talk show hosts, combined with selling supplements, and prepackaged food, all under the "brand" they are trying to promote. Two prime examples include the Atkins diet and Dr. Phil's shape up program.
Atkins started with a book that was based on Dr. Stillman's research from the late 1960s. Major corporations saw the power in the Atkins' brand and an opportunity to make hundreds of millions in profits. They then produced a line of Atkins branded products which sold like hotcakes. The problem was the people running the Atkins organization did not believe in the Atkins program. They were not on the Atkins program. They did not use the Atkins products. They created products, and then lied about the ingredients on the label. They knew that the products would not help people lose weight. They were not interested in whether people lost weight; they were only interested in whether they themselves would make money. I knew Dr. Atkins personally. I believe he was a sincere, genuine man with a deep belief in his program. The money people that took over his organization, I believe, were only in it for the money. I know this because I was in business with them. I knew the people involved, I talked with them on a regular basis, and I have firsthand knowledge of their true money hungry motivation. I remember having lunch with the Atkins executives at Graziano's restaurant in Niles, Illinois. All the Atkins executives were fat! They laughed about all the "suckers" who were buying Atkins products. The whole conversation revolved around how much money we all could make. There was no concern about the people and their desperate need to lose weight permanently. It was all money, money, and money!

Dr. Phil is another example. I do not know Dr. Phil. I have never met him. He may be totally genuine and sincere with his desire to help people lose weight. What I do know is that he wrote a book on weight loss that promoted a line of weight loss supplements and meal replacements using his name. It is no secret that this was a coordinated market effort to create huge profits. We do know that customers who bought the products and felt the only thing they lost was their money filed a class action suit. With no admission or finding of wrongdoing the organizations settled with the unhappy customers for $10 million. Dr. Phil is one of the weight loss gurus and authors that is still fat! With all due respect to Dr. Phil, how could he write a book about losing weight when he is still fat himself? If he and others like him had programs that worked, they should be skinny.

When a new diet book comes out there is a preplanned sophisticated comprehensive marketing program preestablished to invade selling food, diet aids, prepackaged food, or other weight loss programs. I can tell you this from other designers to cure obesity. These books, diet aids, and prepackaged food products are designed only to increase profits for the people selling them.

It is sad that overweight people are being taken advantage of—all in the name of profit. Everyone knows that none of these programs work. Even if a person loses some weight, the major problems and true causes of obesity are never addressed. People are miserable during the weight loss process. People are hungry and feel deprived. The problem area fat never goes away. People are tired, depressed, and grumpy. When they finish these weight loss programs they remain a slave to hunger, fatigue, portion control, counting calories, fat, or carbs, or being unable to enjoy the foods they like. The worst part of all is almost everyone gains all the weight back and puts more weight on. The real travesty is every one of these programs actually makes the condition worse because they leave the person with a lower metabolism than before and an even higher hunger than they had at the beginning of their weight loss regime.

I am revealing this "weight loss cure protocol" because it worked for virtually 100% of the tens of thousands of patients that used it over the last thirty plus years. I am revealing this discovery because it worked for me! I believe that if you follow this protocol your weight loss issues will be cured and you can live the rest of your life as a normal, thin, happy person!

**Why Other Weight Loss Programs Don’t Work and Actually Make You Fat**

There are a lot of myths and theories about weight loss. We hear things such as: eat fewer calories, exercise more, eat low fat, low carb, low glycemic food, food combining, etc. There are hundreds of special hard to follow diets such as the blood type diet, the high protein diet, the raw food diet, the low fat diet, the low carb diet, the low sodium diet, the high fiber diet, the low calorie diet, the vegetarian diet, the macrobiotic diet, the grapefruit diet, the South Beach diet, the Atkins diet, the Slim Fast diet, the Opti-fast diet, etc. There is even a chocolate diet, the skip a day diet, the Mediterranean diet, and the list goes on. There are weight loss programs, which include Jenny Craig, NutriSystem, Sugar Busters, Weight Watchers, and others. These diet programs do not work and actually make you fatter in the long run. None of them address the true causes as to why you are overweight. None of them resets the metabolism. None of them correct the intense and constant hunger. None of them correct the uncontrollable food cravings and urges to eat when you are not hungry. Most importantly, no matter how much weight you may lose doing these programs, none of them get your body to release the secure abnormal trouble area fat deposits. None of these programs reshares your body.

The whole concept that you have to count calories, eat certain foods and eliminate others, count fat or carbohydrate grams is completely unnatural and unnecessary. If you travel around the world and look at people that are naturally thin, none of them are on a diet! None of them do crazy exercise programs! They eat real food, and lots of it.

In France people eat bread, cheese, butter, chocolate, and drink wine. Everyone is thin. In Italy people eat pizza, pasta, Gelato ice cream, bread, and tons of fat. Everyone is thin. In Germany people drink beer, eat cake, sausages, bread, butter, and potatoes. Everyone is thin. In Asia people eat rice, noodles, fish, and drink sake. Everyone is thin. All the diet theories are myths, lies, and deceptions. Throughout the world people eat tons of carbs, tons of fat, tons of salt, drink beer, wine, and other alcohol, eat ice cream and other deserts, have bread with real butter, yet everyone remains thin. No one is drinking diet sodas. No one eats low fat food. No one uses artificial sweeteners. They eat real food—real, full fat milk, cheese, and butter. They eat chicken and other poultry with the skin on! No one drinks light beer—they drink full carb and full calorie beer. Why are people thin in these other countries, eating large quantities of real food on a regular basis? Simple. The food is produced differently than in America. In America, for example, the beef is injected with bovine growth hormone and loaded with antibiotics and other drugs. The beef is fed genetically modified, chemically produced grain and ground up animals. The beef produced in America is different from the beef produced in other countries. It’s not that beef makes you fat; it’s the chemicals and growth hormones and drugs put in the American beef that makes you fat. The bread in America is loaded with high fructose corn syrup, dextrose, sucrose, or other man-made sweeteners that lower metabolism, increase appetite and make you fat. They are also loaded with chemical preservatives and stabilizers which make you fat. In other countries bread is made with flour, water, salt and yeast. It’s not that bread makes you fat; it is American bread that makes you fat. Again, the American food supply is being produced and designed specifically and purposefully to make you fat.

The prepackaged food diets are probably the worst. They are loaded with monosodium glutamate, high fructose corn syrup, and thousands of man-made chemicals. When you go on any of these diets you may lose some weight initially, but you will not lose the secure trouble area fat deposits. You will not reshape your body. The chemicals in this food will continue to lower your metabolism.
and increase your hunger, which is why when people stop these programs they immediately gain all the weight back, plus more. This is why it's so hard to lose weight. This is why losing weight takes a long time. This is also why gaining weight is so easy and takes such a short period of time. In the movie documentary Super Size Me, Morgan Spurlock ate only at McDonald's for one month. He gained twenty-eight pounds in one month. He gained the weight fast and effortlessly. This is because McDonald's food is specifically and purposely made to make you gain weight. McDonald's, for example, even puts sugar on their French fries! They even publicly announced that they are now adding MORE SUGAR into their buns! He also got physically, chemically addicted to the McDonald's food. In between meals he was depressed and had an overwhelming craving for McDonald's food. He exhibited all the common symptoms of a drug addict. When he ate his next McDonald's meal his depression, symptoms, and cravings went away. He said he felt like a heroin addict getting a fix. McDonald's does this purposefully. It wants its customers to be physically, chemically addicted to its food just like a drug dealer wants his victims addicted to drugs. It's the way they guarantee you'll be coming back for more. McDonald's even calls people who eat three or more meals a week at their restaurants "heavy users!"

The scariest part of the documentary was the fact that after seven months of diet and exercise Morgan still had not lost the twenty-eight pounds! This is why diets don't work. Diets and diet food only make the problem worse and make it harder than ever to lose weight in the future.

Diet supplements also do not work. There are many supplements sold that claim to increase metabolism and reduce hunger. These include hoodia and ephedra. There are hundreds of pills containing combinations of vitamins, minerals, amino acids, herbs, algeas, plant extracts, and other various supplements. Some of these do in fact temporarily increase metabolism and lower appetite. None of them, however, have long-term effect. The major problem with these supplements is that when you stop taking the supplement your metabolism goes down even lower than before. Your appetite also can come back twice what it was when you started. Therefore, these supplements make your condition worse. They make it harder for you to keep the weight off and make it even easier for you to gain weight in the future. None of these supplements release the problem area fat reserves or reshape the body.

Those who think exercise is the answer are mistaken. Exercise in any form is recommended and has benefits. Exercise will slightly raise metabolism and slightly lower hunger. Exercise will not, however, release the problem area fat reserves and reshape your body. If you've ever gone to the gym and seen some of the aerobics instructors who exercise three to four hours a day yet still have all the problem area fat around the hips, thighs, and buttocks you know this is true. If exercise was required in order for a person to be thin, why is it that there are tens of millions of people around the world who eat everything they want, never exercise, yet remain lean and thin? Exercise is good and beneficial, but it is not the answer and will not cure the cause of obesity.

Fasting was once called a treatment for obesity. It is not. In researching fasting clinics around the world and reviewing the records of the participants it is conclusive that the majority of the people gain all the weight back very quickly after fasting. Fasting is for cleansing the body from toxins. It is highly encouraged and beneficial. I fast on a regular basis to clean toxins out of the body. There are many kinds of fats. Fasting should only be done under the supervision of a licensed health care practitioner. Cleaning the body of toxins will help everything in your bodywork more efficiently and better. The health benefits of fasting are quite extensive. It is not, however, a cure or treatment for obesity.

Laxatives, diuretics, skipping meals, amphetamines, thyroid drugs, liquid diets, fiber drinks, human growth hormone, testosterone injections, acupuncture, laser treatments, homeopathic remedies, and weight loss teas all do not cure the underlying cause of obesity. These treatments, like all others, do not permanently correct and normalize metabolism or hunger. None of them release the problem area fat deposits. They generally make the problem worse in the long run.

A question that comes up often is why do some people have more problem area fat deposits than others? The hypothalamus gland determines where the body stores fat. There are three basic areas where fat is stored in the body. First is structural fat. This is good fat which surrounds the joints and internal organs. You do not want to lose this fat. Second are the normal fat reserves spread throughout your body. Third are the secure problem area fat reserves. The problem area fat reserves are designed as a survival mechanism. Once fat is stored there, no matter how much diet and exercise you do, this fat will not be released. This is the problem with diet and exercise alone. When you do any diet and exercise program you will lose water, structural fat, normal fat reserves, and muscle mass. The problem area fat will never be released. This is why people who have done constant yo-yo dieting tend to have sore and painful joints, and a sore and painful heel. This means that your body has burned off the good needed structural fat. This is why reduced calorie dieting is not only ineffective, but causes more physical problems. The reason why some people store more fat in these secure abnormal problem area fat deposits is because the hypothalamus gland is not operating properly. "The weight loss cure protocol" releases these abnormal secure problem area fat deposits and, more significantly, resets your hypothalamus so that in the future if you do consume more than your body burns the excess will not be stored abnormally in these secure problem area fat reserves. This is another reason why the medical doctors who have used it with their patients have called this protocol a cure.

It is important to note that "the weight loss cure protocol" normalizes body function. This treatment resets the body to a normal state. The body needs and requires that it have some secure fat reserves for survival. These secure fat reserves are never released with the exception of two instances. First, as a survival mechanism for the human species, these fat reserves are in fact released during pregnancy. This is why in third world countries mothers who consume only a few hundred calories a day during pregnancy still deliver healthy full weight babies. The other time that the body releases these fat reserves is at the point of starvation. This is how prisoners in concentration camps were able to survive. The problem is, when the hypothalamus gets in an abnormal state it abnormally puts fat in these secure abnormal fat reserves at a much higher rate than normal. "The weight loss cure protocol" corrects this problem.

The bottom line is that the major reasons why you are overweight, fat, or obese is your metabolism is abnormally low, your hunger is abnormally intense and constant, you have uncontrollable food cravings causing you to eat when you are not hungry, and when you have excess food that has not been burned off, your hypothalamus stores an abnormally high amount of the excess in the secure problem area fat reserves which will never be released no matter how much you diet and exercise. "The weight loss cure protocol" will once and for all correct this condition.

Who discovered this cure? How was it discovered? Why has it been suppressed and kept a secret for so long? The amazing story will surprise you! 12
The Weight Loss Cure Discovered

A new scientific truth does not triumph by convincing its opponents and making them see the light, but rather because its opponents eventually die, and a new generation grows up that is familiar with it.—Max Planck, German Physicist

In the 1950s obesity was a rare occurrence. In Europe less than a quarter of 1% of the population was considered obese: less than 3% were fat; less than 6% were considered slightly overweight. Europe had just been devastated by the Second World War. Food was scarce. People ate food that was grown and harvested, usually within a mile of where they lived. Everything was relatively fresh. Fruits, vegetables, and grains were not genetically modified. There were no artificial chemical fertilizers. Herbicides, pesticides, and insecticides were never used. Cows roamed freely and ate grass and hay. They were not injected with growth hormone, antibiotics, or other drugs. Meat and poultry was killed and butchered in local neighborhoods and purchased fresh. Bread was made daily with flour, water, salt, and yeast. Pasteurization and irradiating of food, killing all the enzymes and nutritional value, was not practiced. Microwaving of food was an unheard of technology. Artificial sweeteners like saccharin, aspartame, and sucralose were nonexistent. High fructose corn syrup, dextrose and the over 15,000 chemical additives commonly used today were an unheard of concept. Monosodium glutamate and other flavor enhancing excitotoxins were not even imagined. People ate real food. Diet sodas, low fat, low calorie, low carb items were not even considered. People ate real, full fat, full carb, full calorie food.

Due to the devastation of the war, people routinely walked over five miles daily as part of their normal routine. Moving their body as the body was intended was part of normal life. Bending, lifting, pushing, pulling, carrying, reaching were not activities done in exercise classes, but rather acts performed in the normal course of living day-to-day. People did not sit for hours in front of televisions or computers, as computers were nonexistent and television were scarce. People drank tea and coffee with real sugar and full fat cream. High calorie and high carb beer and wine were the drinks of choice. Being slightly overweight, fat, or obese was a rarely indeed. It was at this time that a prominent physician, Dr. A.T.W. Simeons, M.D., became interested in the medical condition of obesity. Born in London, Dr. Simeons graduated in medicine summa cum laude at the University of Heidelberg. His postgraduate studies were done in Germany and Switzerland. He was appointed to a large surgical hospital near Dresden. Early in his career he became engrossed in the study of tropical diseases and joined the School of Tropical Medicine in Hamburg. He spent two years in Africa. In 1931, he went to India, where he stayed for eighteen years. He was awarded the Red Cross Order of Merit by the Queen of England for discovering the use of an injectable remedy for malaria, and a new method of staining malaria parasites, now known as the "Simeons stain." During the Second World War he held several important posts under the government of India, conducting extensive research on bubonic plague and leprosy control. In 1949 he moved to Rome, treating patients at the Salvator Mundi International Hospital. During his career he authored several medical books and contributed to many scientific publications.

Dr. Simeons, M.D., was regarded as one of the top research doctors in Europe. Traveling the world, Dr. Simeons became fascinated with the unique and rare condition known as obesity. Up until this time in history the majority of people that were slightly fat, or obese were the rich. The reasons were well known. The rich had plenty of food to eat and did not have to perform any physical labor. Taking in more calories than the body burns through normal metabolism and physical activity creates excess, which must be stored in the body. This creates excess weight. By simply lowering caloric intake and increasing physical activity the body very quickly and easily burned off the excess fat and weight. People today are not so lucky. What Simeons observed was the unique and rare situation where poor impoverished people became obese even though their calorie consumption was quite low and their physical exertion level was quite small. This made no logical sense. Thus began his fascination with the cause and treatment of obesity. Dr. Simeons very quickly became one of the most knowledgeable experts on every known theory relating to the cause of obesity. He also became one of the world's foremost experts on every treatment used around the world to handle the obesity condition. During this time, it was mostly only the rich and famous that had issues with obesity. In today's terms the profit potential or market for weight loss treatments was incredibly small. If anyone was slightly overweight they simply reduced their food intake and increased their physical activity for a week or two and the condition was easily and almost effortlessly corrected. In Simeons's day, obesity was not the epidemic that it is today. The drug and food companies had not yet figured out a way to actually make us fat, make us intensely and constantly hungry, or get us physically addicted to food. The drug and food companies had not yet figured out a way to mess up our metabolisms and fat storing mechanisms, virtually making it impossible for people to lose weight and fat. Simeons worked with thousands of individual overweight, fat, and obese patients and studied the results with incredible due diligence. Every new theory, every new method, every new lead was considered. He personally tested and critically evaluated everything used around the world for obesity. The results were always disappointing and lacked uniformity. The nature of the obesity disorder was a mystery to every doctor and expert around the world. Remember, at this time obesity was relatively rare. Today, using the same standards as then, over 50% of Americans classify as being obese, and 80% are overweight or fat. The standard theory, which is still what governments and health organizations around the world claim, is that people are fat simply because they eat too much and do not exercise as much as they should. Simeons believed this was neither the whole truth nor the last word in the matter. Simeons believed that overeating is a result of a deeper disorder and not the true cause. For years Simeons tested and studied patient after patient. He completed multiple clinical trials and published these in scientific journals. During his research Simeons received hundreds of inquiries from research institutes and doctors around the world. It seemed that Simeons was the only doctor trying to find the true cause of this condition instead of trying to find a way to profit from the marketing or sale of some "treatment" for the condition. After sixteen years of trial and error, Simeons discovered the true cause of obesity. Once believing he knew the cause, he then could come up with a way to cure the condition permanently.

His basic findings were that obesity, in all forms, is an abnormal functioning of various parts of the body. It is a medical condition. People suffering from this particular disorder get fat regardless of whether they eat excessively, normally, or less than normal! A person suffering from this disorder will still get fat, stay fat, and never lose the problem area fat no matter how much they diet and exercise. Most importantly, Simeons discovered that when a person is free of this disorder, he will never get fat even if he frequently overeats and does not exercise. When the condition is severe, fat accumulates very rapidly. When the condition is moderate, a person gradually increases fat and weight. When the condition is mild, the weight can remain steady for long periods of time with very slow accumulation of fat, yet fat still accumulates abnormally. Whether the person has a severe, moderate, or mild condition, any loss of weight using any diet and exercise treatments is only achieved with much discomfort, is only temporary, and is rapidly regained as soon as the reducing regime is relaxed or stopped.
In order for Simeons to achieve true success he determined his treatment must be equally effective in both men and women, in all age group, and for severe, moderate, and mild forms of obesity. This way, Simeons would know that his treatment in fact corrected the underlying cause of the disorder. To further prove that the treatment, in fact, cured the disorder, all patients must have the ability to eat normally any food he pleases in any amounts without regaining abnormal fat or weight after the treatment. These requirements were met during the research. Simeons then could legitimately speak of "curing" obesity rather than just reducing weight. Never before or since has a true cure for obesity been a legitimate claim.

**Three Kinds of Fat**

There are three kinds of fat in the human body. The first is structural fat. It surrounds the organs and joints. It is important at protecting the organs, arteries, and keeping the skin smooth and taught. It also provides cushioning under the bones of the feet and joints.

The second type of fat is the normal fat reserves used as fuel when the body is dealing with nutritional or calorie insufficiencies. This fat is spread all over the body. Structural and normal fat reserves are in fact normal and needed for good health. Interestingly enough, when people do any type of diet and exercise weight reducing regimes, it is this fat plus muscle that is lost. This is why people who lose weight with every other diet and exercise program have a sore heel, sore feet, sore joints, develop arthritis, and have sagging, old looking skin. They are losing important structural fat, some normal fat, and important muscle mass.

The third type of fat is abnormal, secure reserves of fat. This third fat is a reserve of fuel, but unlike the normal, readily accessible fat reserves spread throughout the body, this fat is located in what is called the "problem areas." In women this is most often the hips, thighs, and buttocks. In men it is most often the waist and upper chest. This fat is stored as a survival mechanism and is only released in the most severe nutritional emergency when the body is close to near starvation. It is also released during pregnancy to ensure the survival of the unborn fetus. In obese patients the body abnormally stores most of its fat reserves in these areas. This causes a grotesque disfiguration of the body shape and guarantees that the person will virtually find it impossible to lose weight and fat in the future.

When an obese person tries to lose weight using any diet and exercise program he loses normal fat reserves, structural fat, and muscle. The patient feels weak and hungry. They look tired and their face and skin become drawn and haggard. To their frustration, the hips, thighs, buttocks, belly, and upper arms show little improvement. The problem areas and grotesque body shape that the patient wants so desperately to correct stays virtually the same. The important structural fat covering their bones gets less and less. Their skin wrinkles and they look old and miserable. This is why dieting and exercise programs can be one of the most depressing and frustrating experiences a person can have.

Because this is a medical physical condition, obese patients feel horrible when trying to reduce. They actually feel physically better when they are staying at their current weight or gaining weight.

Remember, because this is an abnormal physical condition, the basic theories of simply reducing calories and increasing physical activity to lose weight are not true. Many obese patients actually gain weight when reducing calories and increasing physical activity, going against the conventional wisdom held by the majority of the medical community. Every doctor who has studied obese patients under strictly controlled conditions knows this is true even though it is beyond accepted medical knowledge and understanding.

As part of Simeons's research the thyroid gland, the pituitary gland, the pancreas, the adrenals, the gallbladder, and over 100 other physiological functions were tested. No direct, consistent correlation between obesity and these various body functions were found. The only common denominators in all obese patients were a constant and abnormally intense physical hunger, abnormally low body metabolism, abnormally high food cravings and desires to eat when not hungry, and the body's abnormally storing excess fat in the secure problem area fat reserves. Therefore, the theory that obesity is caused by overeating and not enough exercise and can be cured only by under-eating and exercising more is categorically false and leads to misery in the patient and utter failure.

Simeons's greatest discovery was that these conditions were pH by an abnormal functioning of the hypothalamus gland. The hypothalamus gland remains a mystery in the medical profession. Little knowledge as to its functioning is known. Doctors and medical experts simply do not know what the hypothalamus actually does and how it does it. The question that Simeons wrestled with was-if the hypothalamus is functioning abnormally in obese people, what caused this abnormality? The next question was how could this abnormality be corrected? The third question was could this abnormality be corrected permanently so as not to return, thus curing the condition of obesity forever?

During the time of Simeons's research, DNA testing and other medical diagnostic technologies were not available. In many respects Simeons had theorized. Today's advancements in medical diagnostic techniques are proving that his theories were correct. His first theory was that the hypothalamus abnormality was caused by a genetic abnormality. If a person was born with a hypothalamus that did not function properly, their obesity simply wasn't their fault. The second theory as to why a person's hypothalamus would be operating abnormally leading to obesity was that at some point in the person's life their hypothalamus was massively and abruptly overtaxed. Simeons believed that this could be caused by a massive and sudden dramatic, stressful, or emotional event, or series of events, that occurred in a person's life. This would produce an incredible release of hormones, shocking the hypothalamus and, in effect, resetting abnormally high its fat-storing regulators and hunger-producing regulators.

Simeons also concluded that when a person consumed massive amounts of calories in a short period of time this would also cause the hypothalamus to function abnormally. He found the situation worsened when a person ate little or nothing for twenty-four hours right before this large consumption of food, and if the food lacked sufficient amounts of fiber, and was super highly refined.

As I previously mentioned, it is interesting to note that a common denominator of obese people today is that they do this exact regime almost on a daily basis. For example, a fat person today eats dinner at 7:00 p.m. They go to bed, and wake up and skip breakfast. They work all day and skip lunch. They go home in the evening and consume a massive meal twenty-four hours since their last intake of food. This causes a severe negative reaction to the hypothalamus. In Simeons's day, trans fats, high fructose corn syrup, monosodium glutamate, growth hormones, and other chemical man-made additives were not present in the food supply. Today's research is conclusive that these substances make the problem 100 times worse.

Eating a meal in a fast food restaurant is a guaranteed way to mess up your hypothalamus and push it into an abnormal state, lowering metabolism, increasing hunger, and guaranteeing large amounts of fat will be stored in the problem areas making it virtually impossible to lose. A standard meal in a fast food restaurant consists of over 2,500 calories! Combine that with the massive amounts
of man-made trans fats, high fructose corn syrup, artificial sweeteners, MSG, etc. and you have the absolute perfect method to create an abnormally operating hypothalamus guaranteeing you'll become obese. The fast food industry has done this purposefully. This is not a conspiracy, this is pure economics. It is in the financial best interest of the fast food industry to make you fat, and get you physically, chemically addicted to the food like a drug. Fat people buy and eat more food.

Simeons also discovered that constant dieting also creates this abnormal hypothalamus condition. After the Second World War, Simeons observed 6,000 grossly underfed Polish refugees. These Poles were housed in a British refugee camp in India. They were fed normal British army rations; they were not overeating, and engaged in more physical activity than 90% of Americans do today. Surprisingly, within about three months 85% of these Poles were suffering from obesity! This is why dieting doesn't work. Dieting does not address the cause of obesity, dieting makes the condition worse.

Simeons also observed that another cause of the creating of an abnormally operating hypothalamus was the massive consumption of highly refined food with little fiber. Highly refined food, such as white flour and white sugar, causes slow digestion and a dramatic spike in insulin secretion by the pancreas, thus overtaxing the hypothalamus causing is abnormal function resulting in low metabolism, intense and constant hunger, and the storing of fat in the secure fat reserves.

It is interesting to note that in Simeons's day Candida overgrowth was virtually nonexistent. Today, however, over 80% of the American population has a Candida overgrowth. This Candida overgrowth leads to a slowing of the digestion, which leads to over-taxing of the hypothalamus, leading to its abnormal functioning, which creates obesity. In Simeons's day highly refined food was not common. Today, fast food restaurants, and regional and national chain restaurants, serve food that is over 90% classified as highly refined. Much of this food is more than highly refined; it is classified as super highly refined. These include trans fats, which is anything hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated, and high fructose corn syrup. This is another reason why 80% of Americans can be classified as being overweight, and 50% being classified as obese. The food we are being sold is causing the hypothalamus to operate abnormally, creating the condition of obesity.

Believing he had discovered the cause of obesity was an abnormally functioning hypothalamic gland, Simeons's task now became finding a way to correct this abnormal functioning. Most discoveries are made during a "eureka moment." Simeons had such a moment. Being excited with the fact that he truly believed he had found the root cause of obesity, he was also skeptical that he could discover a way to cure the condition. The question that persisted in his mind was if these secure problem fat reserves were in fact normal in small amounts, what would trigger the body to release this fat in those who had abnormally high amounts of this abnormal secure fat deposits? The eureka moment came.

Simeons recalled that while traveling in India, he observed pregnant women giving birth to full-size, full-weight healthy babies. This was not unique in itself. What was interesting was the fact that India was a third world country devastated by the war. Food was scarce. People walked for miles and engaged in high amounts of physical activity. The pregnant women were eating a few hundred calories a day. They were walking for miles and doing strenuous physical chores. Two interesting observations were made. The babies delivered were full size and weight and perfectly healthy. The second was the women, after delivering their children, were skinny. Simeons theorized that these secure fat reserves were a survival mechanism, and during pregnancy were released in order to ensure the health of the unborn baby. It was known that when a woman became pregnant a hormone-like substance was created in skin. Simeons theorized that these secure fat reserves were a survival mechanism, and during pregnancy were released in order to ensure the health of the unborn baby. It was known that when a woman became pregnant a hormone-like substance was created in skin. Simeons theorized that these secure fat reserves were a survival mechanism, and during pregnancy were released in order to ensure the health of the unborn baby.

Simeons also recalled that a rare medical condition was becoming rather common in India at this time. Young boys were not developing their sexual organs normally. They were called "fat boys." They had underdeveloped genitals. They also possessed abnormally large breasts, hips, buttocks, and thighs, and abnormal fat around their bellies. The medical treatment of this condition was a small amount of hCG. The observations were that these patients would immediately lose their ravenous appetite. Surprisingly, they neither gained nor lost any weight. What was strange was that their body shapes changed dramatically. The hips, thighs, buttocks, belly, and breast fat all seemed to melt away. Simeons believed that this reshaping of the body meant that fat deposits that were held in these secure abnormal reserves were being burned as fuel. The boys' energy increased, appetite and food consumption decreased, and their dispositions were elevated. They seemed to be happier.

Simeons wondered if hCG could play a role in getting the hypothalamic out of its abnormal operating state back to normalcy, therefore normalizing metabolism, hunger, and the storing of fat in the secure area fat reserves. He wondered if hCG combined with a complete protocol could release the secure fat deposits in obese patients, thus reshaping their bodies, making them slimmer and more aesthetically beautiful than they could ever imagine. He wondered if this could be a way to keep the structural fat and muscle while simultaneously have the body release and burn off these abnormal grotesque bad fat deposits. Thousands of test patients and years later, Simeons had perfected his "weight loss cure protocol." The results were astonishing. Almost 100% of patients were losing approximately one pound per day while on the protocol. They were not losing structural fat or muscle. They were losing the abnormal secure fat deposits. People's bodies were being completely reshaped. There was no hunger or feeling of deprivation during the treatment; no exercise was required. In follow-up studies almost 80% of the people did not gain the weight back. The surprising observations included the dramatic improvement in various medical conditions. Patients with diabetes dramatically improved or were totally cured of their diabetes. Rheumatism, arthritis, high cholesterol, high blood pressure, gout, and peptic ulcers all improved or were completely cured. Simeons was ecstatic with the results. More importantly, his patients felt like his miracle weight loss cure had given them a new life.

Simeons opened his clinic as part of the Salvator Mundi International Hospital in Rome, Italy to treat obese patients. Doctors from all over the world flocked to Italy as the word spread about this breakthrough medical discovery that was curing obesity. Medical journalists, researchers, scientists, and physicians wanted to see firsthand how Simeons was administering his weight loss protocol to patients.

Although obesity was not common at the time, those patients dealing with the affliction were in many cases desperate to find a cure. In his book Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity, Dr. Simeons recalls one such patient. "I remember the case of a lady who was escorted into my consulting room while I was engaged on the telephone. My back was to her when she sat in the chair in front of my desk. When I turned to greet her I saw a woman who seemed to have the symptoms of anorexia. Her dry skin hung loosely over the bones of her face. Her neck was scrawny and collar bones and ribs stuck out from deep hollows. I was confused as
why she would seek an appointment with me knowing that I specialize in curing obesity. I asked what I could do for her. She replied that she needed to lose weight. I tried to hide my surprise, but she must have noted the astonished expression on my face. She smiled and said, 'I know you think I'm mad, but look at this.' With that she rose and came around to the side of my desk. Putting out from a tiny waist were grotesquely enormous hips, thighs and buttocks. I became excited knowing this would be a true test case. She received the protocol and a virtual medical miracle occurred. The abnormal fat on her hips, thighs and buttocks were transferred evenly to the rest of her body that had been severely depleted of important and healthy structural fat from years of severe dieting. At the end of the treatment this very small woman had lost an astonishing eight inches around her thighs. Her face looked fresh and full of life. The ribs were no longer visible. Her skin was tight and wrinkle free. She looked like a new person. Because the protocol releases abnormal fat reserves and promotes healthy fat distribution for the structural fat, she experienced one of the most dramatic body reshaping and sculpting I had ever seen. Not surprising to me was that her weight stayed the same.

This is a unique case. The woman did not need to lose weight, she needed to lose the abnormal fat reserves while at the same time regain the healthy structural fat so she would look proportionately correct and regain her health.

A bizarre twist that would lead to Simeons's "weight loss cure protocol" becoming one of the most closely guarded medical secrets of all time was about to occur. Remember, in the 1950s and 1960s being overweight, fat, or obese was relatively rare. The majority of people dealing with this condition were upper class and very well-to-do. The vast majority was very slightly overweight or considered very slightly fat. By today's standards these same people would be called average, normal, athletic, or even thin. A very small percent were considered obese at this time. It's interesting to note that these very same obese people of the 1950s and 1960s today would only be called stocky, or chunky. The fact is today's fat people are actually morbidly, grossly obese. It's hard for people in America to really grasp this fact. While I was living in Australia I had a friend who was always called the fattest guy in Sydney. Wherever we went he stood out like a sore thumb because he was so fat. He was fatter than everyone else by a very wide margin. On one occasion we decided to take a trip together to Las Vegas. He loved to eat and wanted to visit one of the famous Las Vegas food buffets. As we stood in the buffet line with dozens of other people my friend smiled and said to me, "I'm not the fat guy here!" He was right. Comparing him to the others in the buffet line, my friend would not have been considered fat. Think about it.

Simeons, therefore, had a clientele that included well-to-do, high society, wealthy individuals from around the world. Although much of Simeons's research was published in prestigious medical journals, news of his cure spread mostly by word of mouth. At this time, it was an embarrassment for most people to say they were receiving treatment for obesity. The news about his cure and spectacular results spread slowly. Not surprising to Simeons, the amount of professional jealousy within the medical community also stifled the spreading of the truth about this medical breakthrough that cured obesity.

Professional jealousy is hard for the average person to understand. We assume when a breakthrough medical discovery is made, the medical community, the news media, and governments around the world would embrace and rejoice in such a discovery that is for the betterment of mankind. Throughout history this has proven to never be the case. Imagine a room filled with 100 people trying to solve a puzzle. The first person that correctly solves the puzzle will be given worldwide accolades, praise, and achieve high status and wealth. All the people in the room want to win the contest. They all want the glory that goes along with being the discoverer of the answer. When one person finally solves the puzzle and wins the prize, are the others ecstatic and happy that they failed? Are they happy that they will remain in obscurity while the lucky victor gets all the glory? No. They wonder if he cheated; they claim the solution to the puzzle is not correct at all. Human nature dictates that they loath and despise him. This happens in all areas of research. It is more prevalent than any average person can imagine. In 1850, a German philosopher noted, "All truth passes through three stages. First, it is ridiculed; second, it is violently opposed; third, it is accepted as self-evident."

The fact is medical breakthroughs are always ridiculed and violently opposed. History proves that it takes decades before new discoveries become generally accepted in medical circles. They are always criticized, debunked, and discredited.

This is made clear in the movie Sister Kenny (1946). This movie discusses the treatment of polio. At the turn of the century polio created the same fear that the word cancer does today. The established profitable medical treatment was to put affected limbs in irons to prevent distortion. Unfortunately, this resulted in paralysis for life. Sister Kenny was not a medical doctor. She was merely a nurse working with patients who were afflicted with polio. Sister Kenny worked with thousands of patients proving that muscles could be reeducated and the patients could walk again. She proved that the irons actually inhibited the recovery of patients and were an ineffective treatment. The arrogance and professional jealousy within the medical community prevented her “cure” to be accepted in medical circles. Medical experts believed only “qualified doctors” could develop treatment methods. The movie chronicles how the medical establishment not only debunked and discredited her effective treatment methods, but actually stopped her from continuing to cure children of their polio affliction. Only after twenty years did the established medical hierarchy accept Sister Kenny's proven and workable treatment for patients afflicted with polio. In the minds of the medical elite Sister Kenny, or anyone outside the medical hierarchy, couldn't possibly discover or develop a useable treatment that was better than what the established medical scientific community had failed to produce. This movie looks like fiction. When you watch it you cannot believe the stonewalling, jealousy, and profit motives involved in health care and medical treatments. Watch the movie. It proves fact is stranger than fiction. The movie is a completely accurate historical portrayal of how breakthrough medical discoveries produced outside of the established scientific medical community, with the potential of disrupting the status quo and pharmaceutical profits, are always stonewalled, debunked, and discredited.

Simeons's "weight loss cure protocol" discovery received similar treatment. Although no one could deny the clinical evidence of its virtual 100% success rate, critics and opponents of his treatments became widespread. None of these critics ever used the protocol on patients. They did not interview patients who had received the treatment. They did not even read the abstracts, double-blind studies, or any of the extensive detailed clinical research produced. Simeons was not dismayed. He continued to treat patients and achieve almost 100% success.

Since most of Simeons's patients came from the wealthy elite from around the world, news of Simeons's success in treating obesity reached a member of one of the leading royal families in Europe. Due to a promise of confidentiality, I will not release the name of this family. The princess of this royal household was ridiculed for her obese condition. Under the most secret circumstances, the princess was treated by Dr. Simeons using his "weight loss cure protocol" for a period of six weeks. The results were nothing less than miraculous. The princess lost almost sixty pounds. More importantly, the reshaping and re-sculpting of her body allowed her for
the first time to be photographed in a swimsuit. This photograph made the front page of major newspapers around the world. Speculation as to how she was transformed from an obese, grossly disfigured woman to this new sexy starlet became the talk of high society circles around the globe.

The secret of Simeons’s treatment was revealed covertly through royal households, Hollywood celebrities, and the rich and famous. Virtually overnight Simeons was bombarded with requests from these well-known public figures to treat them, yet keep their participation, as well as the treatment itself, a closely guarded secret. The enormous amounts of money offered Simeons convinced him to do just that. For the next ten years Simeons's clinic and treatment went underground. He treated thousands of the super rich, celebrities, and royalty. He continued to refine his treatment. The results continue to be virtually 100% successful.

Even under the veil of secrecy rumors began to circulate about this mysterious doctor secretly working out of a hospital in Rome, with a miracle cure for obesity. Thousands of doctors would travel to Rome trying to find if there was a real obesity cure or if the rumors were merely myth and legend. Simeons rarely, but on occasion shared his secret with only the most prominent of doctors under the promise to keep the treatment secret and not reveal it in the public domain. These doctors in turn treated wealthy patients in their own clinics around the world in a nonpublic and rather secretive way. All were amazed at the spectacular consistent results they achieved with their patients. One thing is for sure, you can't keep a secret. Doctors being so excited about the results would share Simeons’s cure with other doctors.

At an anti-aging seminar in Amsterdam, Holland, a young up-and-coming pioneer in anti-aging live cell therapy, Dr. Fritz (per his request, this is not his real name), inadvertently overheard a most prominent Dutch physician explaining to a colleague a weight loss cure that he was using with his patients with miraculous results. Dr. Fritz inquired from the Dutch physician wanting more information.

The Dutch doctor refused to give Fritz any details claiming confidentiality promises. Over the next few months Dr. Fritz, practicing in Germany, made repeated attempts to get more information from the Dutch doctor. His requests went unanswered. Fritz was undaunted going half way. He thought that he would write a small manuscript, publish it himself, and tell the world. For over two years Fritz made his best efforts to communicate with this doctor and get any information anywhere in the world about a so-called weight loss or obesity cure. Fritz knew that this Dutch doctor was one of the most prominent, well respected physicians in the world. He knew that if this doctor was doing something that was having miraculous results with obese patients it had to be legitimate. Finally, after two years of searching and coming up empty, Fritz traveled to Holland and made an unannounced visit to the Dutch doctor. Fritz was politely told the doctor was unavailable for a private visit. Fritz was relentless. He stayed in Holland two weeks. Each day he would visit the doctor's clinic and home asking for an appointment; each time he was denied. Fritz traveled back to Germany without answers. For the next year Fritz forgot about an obesity cure. He focused on his anti-aging live cell therapy. He appeared on Oprah, made speeches to the rich and famous in New York, Hollywood, Chicago, and Palm Beach. He developed a super wealthy clientele including kings of several countries, some of the most famous Hollywood celebrities, and billionaires from some of the most well-known families in the world.

It was over a year since Fritz traveled to Amsterdam and made his futile attempts at talking to the famous, prominent Dutch physician. Unexpectedly, Fritz received a surprise phone call from the very doctor that he had been trying to communicate with. The Dutch physician apologized for his inaccessibility. He explained that the obesity cure was real, but because of a promise of strict confidentiality he could not reveal the exact protocol. Now, however, the doctor was retiring and was impressed with Fritz's curiosity, open mindedness, and tenacity. Fritz himself had become quite well known in well to do circles. The Dutch doctor was impressed with Fritz's work and his prominent clientele. If Fritz would travel to Amsterdam, the doctor would share "the weight loss cure protocol.”

In Amsterdam Fritz learned of Dr. Simeons’s research. He was told the history of how “the weight loss cure protocol” was discovered. Fritz reviewed the patient records and was astonished at the seemingly miraculous weight loss results. The before and after pictures of the patients were startling. The fact that the patients kept the weight, fat, and inches off after the treatment was equally impressive. Results like this never existed. Fritz promised to keep the protocol secret and make it available only to his private patients. Simeons was still operating his clinic in Rome at the hospital at this time. Fritz decided a trip to Rome to watch the treatment administered by the discoverer himself would be invaluable. Little did Fritz know, time was of the essence?

Dr. Simeons received yet another hug combined with tears of joy from a grateful patient. Over the years, patient after patient would come in desperate, despondent, and depressed about their inability to become thin. Each time, a few short weeks later, these same patients would be ecstatic, joyful, and exuberant over their dramatic weight loss, reshaping of their bodies and new lives as a new person. Simeons had been struggling for years with the fact that there were millions of people around the world that were suffering needlessly with their weight issues when the cure was available. In the 1950s and 1960s very few people had major weight problems. Each year the percentage of people who were dealing with this condition was dramatically increasing. Simeons knew that publicizing his work could be disastrous. He knew that like all medical discoveries, it would be highly criticized, debunked, and discredited. Professional jealousy within the medical community was more intense than ever before. There were many groups, organizations, and industries that absolutely did not want a weight loss cure to be accepted. The drug companies wanted to patent drugs for weight loss. Food companies wanted fat people, not thin people, so that they could sell more food. The diet food industry was beginning to blossom and those companies didn’t want anything that could adversely affect their products’ market share.

Fritz decided to go half way. He thought that he would write a small manuscript, publish it himself, and make it available only to doctors. The manuscript would detail "the weight loss cure protocol." This way people around the world who were suffering with an overweight condition could finally end their misery; at the same time, being a small self-published manuscript not available to the general public, would allow the cure to fly under the radar, preventing widespread and massive criticism and ridicule.

Simeons did not know, however, how corporate espionage works. Today we know that virtually all major corporations engage tens of thousands of investigators that do secret, covert, undercover work against competitors or anyone doing anything that could be potentially adverse their profits. We know today, as reported in the news, that the chairman of Hewlett Packard was indicted criminally for having her company engage in illegal investigations of staff members and members of the media. These investigations include going through people’s trash, hacking into their computers, planting listening devices in homes, offices, and cars, wire tapping telephone calls, and reviewing private e-mails. Corporate executives today admit that this is common practice and is done by virtually all corporations.
Simeons was not aware that such eavesdropping was taking place. The fact was that Simeons's weight loss cure was something the drug companies, food industry, and even governments did not want revealed. Remember that Simeons first discovered the causes which make the hypothalamus act abnormally, thus making people fat. The food industry at this time had discovered the same thin. They, using this knowledge to specifically create food that would create obesity. There was great fear that Simeons's research would expose the food companies’ plan to create an obese world.

Simeons wrote his manuscript; he self-published the work, printing only a few hundred copies. That was enough to seal his fate.

The year is 1970. Fritz called Simeons to set up a meeting. He was introduced to Simeons by the Dutch doctor, which guaranteed Fritz an audience with Simeons. Simeons was in the process of quietly releasing his self-published manuscript to doctors around the world. Fritz and Simeons agreed to a visit in three weeks. Fritz could stay as long as he wanted to review files, interview patients, and observe the administering of the protocol. Fritz's idea was to return to his clinic in Germany and offer this obesity cure to his private patients. He had not planned promoting or publicizing the fact that he was treating obesity. His clinic would go on as usual and Fritz would have the gratification of seeing his patients cured of their obesity dilemma and be able to live normal, happy, healthy lives.

Three weeks later Fritz arrived in Rome. Arriving at the clinic to meet Dr. Simeons, Fritz was greeted by the head nurse. The clinic seemed abuzz with activity and confusion. Abprehension seemed to fill the air. When Fritz asked the head nurse to see Dr. Simeons, the nurse nervously said, "You need to call the doctor's wife, here is the number, and there is the phone." Fritz walked to the reception desk and dialed the number. Upon introducing himself the woman on the other end of the phone said sharply, "You need to come to the house immediately," and gave Fritz the address. Grabbing a taxi, Fritz headed for the address given. He knew something was wrong. Twenty minutes later, he arrived at the doctor's home and knocked on the door. There was a long pause, and then the door swung open. A terrified woman stood before Fritz—"He's dead."

Fritz talked to the doctor's widow and discovered Simeons had died just a week before. It was said he died in his sleep from natural causes. It was sudden and unexpected. Simeons's widow was gracious, but obviously distraught. There was no immediate family and Simeons's widow seemed to be having a hard time dealing with all the details and pressures one would expect having a spouse, and the only breadwinner, die so unexpectedly. Fritz politely asked if he could be of assistance. Simeons's widow said yes. Fritz wound up staying in Rome over a month helping Simeons's widow and the clinic deal with the issues that arise when such a tragedy occurs. During this time Fritz interviewed the clinic's staff, gaining insights to the weight loss cure. He reviewed patient records, research notes, internal clinical studies, and the detailed data relating to Simeons's work. He interviewed patients, some of whom were treated ten years earlier. The more Fritz reviewed the facts about "the weight loss cure protocol" the more impressed and astonished he became with the results.

Simeons printed only a few hundred copies of his manuscript detailing "the weight loss cure protocol." Most of these were sent out to doctors the week before his death. There were less than thirty copies that remained in the possession of Simeons's widow. Fritz intuitively knew that securing the manuscripts was vitally important. Simeons's widow felt an obligation to Fritz for his help. Fritz went back to Germany with the last 30 remaining copies of Simeons's manuscript!

Back in Germany Fritz began using "the weight loss cure protocol" and achieving the same spectacular results. Thousands of the most famous Hollywood celebrities, kings, queens, princes, princesses, and some of the wealthiest people in the world have come to Fritz's clinic and received treatment. For over thirty years now, Fritz has enjoyed a private, non-public medical practice. He lives with the self-satisfaction that comes from seeing people's misery, pain, and suffering turn to joy, happiness, and elation. He embodies all the good and pure attributes of a physician whose only goal is to see his patients cured of their afflictions.

When I met Fritz several years ago we became instant friends. Our friendship almost ended when I expressed my interest in writing a book that would reveal and expose this secret obesity cure protocol. We talked for hours; he shared his concerns. He told me about the powerful corporations, associations, governments, and special interest groups that do not want this cure publicized. He let me know that writing such a book would cause me to be personally ridiculed, criticized, debunked, and persecuted in the public and in a very vicious way. He said this could ruin me financially. He expressed deep concern because of the ruthlessness of these groups.

I thought long and hard about writing this book. When I wrote my first book, *Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About*, everything he said would happen already did happen. I was viciously and mercilessly publicly humiliated, criticized, discredited, and debunked. The news media, the government, the FDA, the FTC, attorneys general, the drug companies, and various lobbying groups attacked me. My legal bills were in the millions of dollars—all because I wrote a book telling the truth about how there are natural non-drug and non-surgical ways to prevent and cure disease. I said the unthinkable, that the drug companies, being publicly traded corporations, have only one goal, which is to get more and more people to take more and more drugs on a regular basis. They do not want to cure or prevent disease because doing so would put them out of business. I blew the whistle and exposed the truth about the unholy alliance between the drug industry, the news media, the food industry, the Food and Drug Administration, and the Federal Trade Commission. I blew the whistle and exposed the truth about how natural non-drug and non-surgical methods of preventing and curing disease are being suppressed and hidden from the public. I exposed the truth about how the drug companies lie about the safety and effectiveness of their drugs. I blew the whistle and exposed the truth about how non-prescription and prescription drugs are the number one cause of illness and disease. I blew the whistle and exposed the truth about how the food industry is purposely creating food and putting chemicals in the food that increase our hunger and appetite, get us physically addicted to the food like a drug, and make us fat. From personal, direct knowledge I exposed these secrets.

Yet, with all the personal attacks and persecution I, like Fritz, have lived with the feeling of self-satisfaction from the tens of thousands of letters from people all over the world who read my first two books and have been cured of their pain, illness, disease, and affliction without drugs or surgery.

Exposing the hidden secrets that they don't want you to know about is worth it. Millions of people are suffering needlessly because these secrets have not been made public. I decided that writing this book and publishing it for wide scale distribution, exposing the truth about the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" was desperately needed by the growing millions who are suffering from obesity. I knew I had to become "the whistle-blower" once again, and I was willing to face the consequences!

**The Cure Suppressed**

All truth passes through three stages. First it is ridiculed. Second it is violently opposed. Third it is accepted as self evident.
In my first book, Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You About, I reveal the natural non-drug and non-surgical ways to cure and prevent disease. In my second book, More Natural Cures Revealed: Previously Censored Name Brand Products That Cure Disease, I list the specific products that have been proven to be more effective than drugs, inexpensive, and with no side effects. In both books I, as a former insider, expose the secrets of how multinational corporations, in conjunction with governments and the news media, suppress the truth about these inexpensive natural alternatives to drugs and surgery. I detail how this occurs and why this occurs. The suppression of truthful information relating to natural inexpensive products that cure and prevent disease is not some kind of conspiracy theory. It is purely economic. Every publicly traded corporation is legally obliged to increase shareholder value. That's the payoffs and bribes, received only a one dollar fine! Remember, executives at Big Tobacco had the scientific proof that cigarette smoking caused disease yet lied about it for fifty years! Remember, that executives at Ford Motor Company knew that if they did not

Corporations employ thousands of lobbyists who get lawmakers to pass laws crushing competitors. In many cases these lobbyists and corporations use illegal tactics, bribes, and payoffs to achieve this result. This is common knowledge today. Hundreds of lawmakers around the world have been convicted of accepting bribes and payoffs from lobbyists and corporations to give them competitive advantages in the marketplace. In America, an unknown lobbyist by the name of Jack Abramoff recently admitted to paying off over sixty congressmen and senators so that his corporate clients could make more money.

Multinational corporations, specifically in the drug industry and food industry, indirectly control the boards of most of the media outlets. This means television networks, radio networks, newspapers, and magazines are no longer bastions of free speech and independent journalism. The media no longer independently reports objective truthful information. The media outlets today are, in effect, propaganda machines used by multinational conglomerates to spread information that ultimately increases sales of their products while simultaneously crushing competitors.

Remember, every publicly traded food company only wants to get more people to buy more food. This is achieved by purposely producing food that gets us physically addicted to the food like a drug, increasing hunger, and making us fat. The food produced today containing genetically modified substances, high fructose corn syrup, monosodium glutamate, artificial sweeteners, antibiotics, and over 15,000 other man-made chemicals has been specifically engineered to make the hypothalamus operate abnormally, thus making us fat.

Remember, the food industry and drug industry are, in fact, controlled by the same group of international billionaires. Food is produced specifically to increase obesity and disease. This increases food sales and also increases drug sales. Simultaneously, commonly used drugs such as cholesterol lowering drugs, high blood pressure medication, pain medication, cough syrup, sleep aids, anti-inflammatory, and antidepressants all have an adverse effect on the hypothalamus and other internal organs, increasing hunger and obesity. The fact is every non-prescription and prescription drug can be, in part, responsible for increased appetite and weight gain.

The weight loss industry is generally nothing more than a sub-industry, owned and controlled by the drug industry and food industry. It is estimated to be close to a $150 billion a year market. It is one of the fastest growing market segments in the world. The multinational corporations are excited about this growth potential. It is important to understand that the multinational corporations involved in the drug industry, food industry, and diet industry are looking at billions of dollars in profits as long as people continue to get fat! These industries absolutely want more and more people to become fatter and fatter all around the world. This means astronomical profits for these companies poised to take advantage of this trend. Any company or person that could threaten the increase in obesity must be stopped.

The economics of obesity come down to this: there is huge money to be made as long as people continue getting fatter. Diet aids and products can be sold as long as they don't work! Any true obesity cure must be debunked, discredited, and outlawed.

Another major reason why any effective permanent weight loss cure would be suppressed is the fact that every major drug company has invested hundreds of millions of dollars trying to patent an expensive drug, or surgical procedure, that the FDA will approve for the treatment of obesity. You see these outrageous, dangerous, and expensive surgical procedures all over television. The drug companies are currently making billions in profits on these insane surgical procedures. The drug companies never want a non-patentable, inexpensive cure widely used or accepted. If an inexpensive natural cure for obesity was available and used by the masses, these drug companies stand to lose billions of dollars in profits every year. To the drug companies, this is a war. Being publicly traded corporations, they are not interested in what is best for mankind. They are legally obliged to be only interested in their own corporate bottom line profits. This is the major conflict of interest that drug companies and every other publicly traded corporation has to deal with. When doing what is best for mankind adversely affects their profits they must choose profits over what is best for individual people.

The Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" is the only known cure for the obesity condition. Combined with the knowledge of what causes the condition, the patient can achieve a permanent cure to their obesity and overweight condition. The drug companies, food industry, and weight loss industry do not want you to know the truth about this cure.

Simeons's unexpected death remains a mystery. Throughout history people who made spectacular discoveries that ultimately posed major threats to the profits of multinational corporations have all suddenly, and unexpectedly, died under mysterious circumstances or just plain vanished without a trace. If you wonder if large corporations will go to illegal extreme measures to protect their profits, consider the well-known case of the big three auto makers setting up fake corporations to buy and dismantle public transportation in California so that they could increase automobile sales. In court the big three were found guilty, yet due to obvious payoffs and bribes, received only a one dollar fine! Remember, executives at Big Tobacco had the scientific proof that cigarette smoking caused disease yet lied about it for fifty years! Remember, that executives at Ford Motor Company knew that if they did not
recall the "exploding Pinto" thousands of innocent people would die, and be injured. They decided it was more cost effective to deal with the potential lawsuits than to recall their flawed automobile. Corporate executives have routinely chosen profits over the safety of human lives. In just the last ten years, thousands of corporate executives, corporations, and high ranking government officials have been found guilty of fraud, deception, and committing illegal acts adversely affecting the public in general. Corruption is widespread—more than you could ever imagine. I know firsthand...I was directly involved!

Years ago, people in the world were called the "public at large," "individuals," "humanity," or "citizens." Today, governments and corporations only refer to people as "consumers." This means that the only people that matter are those that have the ability to consume or buy products. If a group does not have the ability to consume or buy products they are irrelevant and expendable in the minds of corporations and governments. This is most notable in the way pharmaceutical companies are using poor impoverished people in third world nations as human guinea pigs in secret drug trials. Uneducated, impoverished human beings are given experimental drugs unknowingly so that pharmaceutical manufacturers can test levels of toxicity. This practice is causing deaths of hundreds of thousands of people. These deaths are never attributed to the drugs. The entire practice is illegal and is nothing more than a form of genocide. Although a work of fiction, the movie The Constant Gardener shows in graphic detail this unconscionable act of corporate greed. Watch the movie and be appalled.

Try to remember that every corporation is only trying to increase profits. They are only trying to get you to buy their product and not buy someone else's product. When you see advertisements on television know that the most sophisticated persuasive techniques are being used to motivate you to purchase the product. Deceptions, lies, and false and misleading advertising are at an all-time high. Remember, it's always all about the money.

The Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" was so effective and permanent that news of its success did, in fact, spread, in the 1970s. Wanting to cash in on the potential profits available in the weight loss industry, a group of businessmen started a company called Professional Reducing. These were not the scientists, or people involved in the medical profession; they were businessmen who wanted to get rich. Clinics were set up in various cities in the U.S. and around the world providing to the patients the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." The group made a fatal mistake. They put full-page ads in newspapers around the world advertising their weight loss clinics. This caught the attention of the food industry, the existing diet industry, the drug industry, the government and, of course, the media.

The government's public line was that it wanted to protect consumers from weight loss scams and rip-offs that did not work. In reality, the government is used by large corporations to wipe out competition. It is well known today, and has been proven in court, that corporations use lobbyists, bribes, and payoffs to get politicians and government officials in such agencies like the FDA and FTC to do its dirty work in crushing any company or person that could adversely affect these corporations' profits. This is true around the world and has been proven over and over again. The government and its agencies do not protect people; they, in fact, protect the profits of the corporations that are paying the politicians.

The drug companies wanted to debunk and discredit the Simeons cure because it would expose how their drugs were partially responsible for obesity. This could adversely affect sales. The Simeons cure also exposed how the food was being manufactured and sold specifically to increase obesity and disease. Knowledge of this could adversely affect drug company sales and profits. The drug companies were also working on surgical methods and expensive patentable drugs for the treatment of obesity, which they intended on selling, resulting in billions in annual profits. Widespread use of the Simeons cure could dramatically, adversely affect these future profits.

The food industry wanted to stop knowledge and use of the Simeons cure because it would result in thinner people, with normal appetites, resulting in less food sold, and lowers profits. They also were afraid of being exposed for purposely creating food that makes people obese and gives them disease. They were terrified of being hit with billion dollar class action suits like the tobacco companies were dealing with. This is why, today, food and drug companies are spending tens of millions of dollars trying to get Congress to pass tort reform, which will make them immune to these lawsuits. The drug and food companies know that their products cause obesity and disease, just like the tobacco companies knew for fifty years that cigarette smoking caused disease. The tobacco companies lied about this knowledge for almost fifty years. The drug companies and food companies are lying to us now.

The diet industry was making billions in profits selling diet products and diet food that not only didn't work, but actually made people fatter in the long run. They did not want Simeons loss cure protocol" in widespread use as it would expose them for the frauds and deceives that they really are. Use of the Simeons protocol could have a dramatic negative impact on the profits of these diet and weight loss companies.

One of the most massive and coordinated negative PR and debunking campaigns was initiated in history. These huge, powerful multinational corporations spent tens of millions of dollars, and paid off government officials and news media executives, with the goal of wiping out knowledge and use of the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol," as being marketed by Professional Reducing. Newspaper articles came out criticizing and debunking Simeons's method and Professional Reducing. Flagrant lies about the treatment were printed; newspapers, magazines, and television reports claimed that the treatment included injections of urine from pregnant women. This is false and a blatant lie. The reports said that the whole Simeons protocol was a money making scam. The reports ignored the thirty years of proven results and research. The U.S. Government even claimed that they conducted a double-blind study at Edwards Air Force Base showing that the Simeons cure was completely ineffective. This was an absolute lie. The study at Edwards Air Force Base did not follow the Simeons protocol at all! It was purposely set up to fail, thus allowing the news media to publicly discredit the true effectiveness of Simeons's cure.

Professional Reducing was put out of business. The cover-up and deception by the government and news media about the effectiveness of this cure terrified doctors around the world who were using the protocol with spectacular results.

The cure went underground once again.

Today, there are hundreds of doctors, physicians, and medical experts who are using the Simeons cure, and continuing to see the spectacular results. Revealing this cure on a widespread basis puts me in great personal jeopardy. I have personally seen thousands of patient records verifying the successful results. I have interviewed dozens of medical doctors who are using this treatment with spectacular results. I have talked to hundreds of patients who have received this treatment and report their spectacular results. Most importantly, I have personally done this treatment myself and can attest that everything about it is true.
If you have struggled with weight, I believe this is the only true permanent answer. If you deal with intense and constant hunger, food cravings, uncontrollable urges to eat when you are not hungry, and inability to lose fat in the problem areas of your body, I believe the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" can quickly, easily, and permanently correct the abnormal condition.

I am not a doctor. I have no formal medical training. As a journalist, reporter, investigator, and researcher, I am sharing with you this suppressed truth about the cause and cure of obesity.

Get ready to start a whole new life without deprivation, hunger, or frustration. Get ready to start a new life as a normal, thin, energetic, happy person. Now let me reveal for the first time ever on a mass scale, the original proven time-tested Simeons "weight loss cure protocol".

Cure Revealed

Great spirits have always encountered violent opposition from mediocre minds.—Albert Einstein

Dr. Simeons's "weight loss cure protocol" is detailed in his original manuscript, Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity. The complete manuscript is available for viewing at www.naturalcures.com. This manuscript gives the exact protocol that Simeons used in the 1950s and 1960s. Remember, at the time Simeons was treating patients with his method, many of today's man-made causes of an abnormal hypothalamus did not exist. When Simeons used his protocol the main causes of an abnormally operating hypothalamus were genetics, overtaxing of the hypothalamus due to stress or trauma, overtaxing of the hypothalamus due to previous severe dieting, or overtaxing of the hypothalamus by eating an excessively large meal preceded by an extended period of time (approximately twenty-four hours) of little or no food, and the repeated consumption of highly refined, low fiber food. These caused the hypothalamus to operate abnormally, creating intense and constant hunger, food cravings, low metabolism, and the excessive and abnormal storing of fat in the secure abnormal fat reserves known as the problem areas.

Today, however, there are many other direct or indirect causes of an abnormal hypothalamus. These include lack of walking, a clogged liver, Candida yeast overgrowth, a clogged colon, lack of enzymes in food, nutritional deficiencies, an inefficient thyroid, an abnormal pancreas, hormonal imbalance, excessive consumption of super-refined food, high fructose corn syrup, artificial sweeteners, growth hormones and antibiotics in meat and dairy, microwaving of food, irradiating of food, pasteurization of food, monosodium glutamate, non-prescription and prescription drugs, the chemicals in the lotions and creams that we put on our skin, the sweeteners, growth hormones and antibiotics in meat and dairy, microwaving of food, irradiating of food, pasteurization of food, the 15,000 man-made chemicals routinely put in our food, chlorine and fluoride put in the water we drink and bathe in, carbonated drinks, trans fats including hydrogenated oils, a sluggish lymphatic system, heavy metal toxicity, poor circulation, lack of oxygen in the blood, and environmental allergies, parasites, low muscle mass, cold drinks, air conditioning, lack of sleep, electromagnetic frequencies, stress, lack of fiber, genetically modified food, and more.

You can see why today obesity is an epidemic. Do not be dismayed. Doctors are still achieving the same spectacular results using "the weight loss cure protocol" exactly as Simeons administered it. However, doctors have found many additional treatments that can be done before and after the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" is undertaken that addresses all of these new issues relating to obesity that Simeons did not have to contend with.

Ideally, "the weight loss cure protocol" should be done in four phases.

Phase 1:

Phase 1 takes thirty days to complete. In Simeons's tune no one needed to do Phase 1. Today, however, Phase 1 is strongly recommended, but is not required. This phase contains many dos and don'ts which are designed to address the new causes of obesity that did not exist when Simeons developed "the weight loss cure protocol." It is recommended that you do as many of the dos and don'ts during the Phase 1 thirty-day period. The benefits of Phase 1 include increased energy and mental clarity, increasing metabolism, decreasing hunger, decreasing food cravings, alleviating depression, increasing overall health and vitality, and flattening of the stomach. People should lose between five and thirty pounds during Phase 1. Ideally, do this phase for at least thirty days. You can do this phase for a shorter or longer period if you so desire. When you complete this phase immediately begin Phase 2. These results are achieved by cleansing the liver, cleansing the colon, reducing Candida yeast overgrowth, handling nutritional deficiencies, correcting the thyroid, pancreas, and hormonal imbalances, cleansing the body of toxins, hydrating the cells, reducing heavy metals, reducing parasites, increasing muscle mass, stimulating the lymphatic system, and reducing stress. All of these factors have been now proven to create an abnormally operating hypothalamus contributing to your overweight condition. Doing Phase 1 will have tremendous long-term benefits. It will make your fat and weight loss during the Simeons protocol happen faster and you will lose more weight and fat than if you do not do Phase 1. Phase 1 accelerates the entire process and helps guarantee that the weight will not come back.

Phase 2:

Phase 2 is the exact Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" as outlined in the manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity. It is the exact protocol being used by medical doctors around the world with spectacular results. This phase is designed to stimulate the hypothalamus to release the secure fat deposits in the problem areas at an accelerated rate. This phase must be done for a minimum of three weeks and a maximum of six weeks. During this phase you should lose approximately one pound per day. You will be losing the secured abnormal fat reserves. You should notice a dramatic reshaping and re-sculpting of your body. Energy levels will be high, hunger and appetite low, and many people see an improvement of other medical conditions and symptoms.

Phase 3:

Phase 3 lasts three phases. This phase should be done immediately upon completing Phase 2. This, combined with Phase 2, is the original Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." This phase is designed to reset the hypothalamus and bodyweight set point. This is an important phase that keeps the weight off permanently. Successful execution and completion of this phase resets your metabolism higher, resets your hunger lower, and resets your hypothalamus so that in the future it does not store fat in the abnormal problem area secure fat reserves. This phase helps guarantee that your body is corrected from the abnormal condition which caused the obesity.

Phase 4:
This phase is for the rest of your life. It contains the simple, easy to follow dos and don'ts that make sure that the hypothala-mus does not get overtaxed and go back to the abnormal state, creating low metabolism, high hunger, food cravings, and the abnormal storing of fat in the problem area fat reserves leading to a return of the weight and the obesity condition. "The Weight Loss Cure Protocol"

**Phase 1**

Although this phase is not required, based on today's conditions, it is highly recommended. This phase consists of a series of dos and don'ts. It may be difficult for most people to do all the steps in this phase with strict adherence. Do as many as you can for the thirty days prior to starting Phase 2. The more you do in this phase will result in losing more weight faster during Phase 2. This phase addresses and corrects many of the new underlying causes of obesity that Simeons did not contend with in the 19505” and 1960s. If you skip this phase, or do it halfheartedly, you will still achieve spectacular results in Phase 2. However, this phase will accelerate the fat and weight loss in Phase 2, and make the whole protocol easier to complete. The more you do in this phase also will greatly increase your ability to keep the weight off permanently and eliminate food cravings in the future. Here are the steps in order of importance:

1. **Water.** Fat people are dehydrated. Drink one large glass of water immediately upon arising, and one-half to one gallon throughout the day. Recommended waters include Volvic, Fiji, and Evian. Spring water is best. If spring water is not available, drink water filtered by reverse osmosis. The last choice is distilled water. Never drink tap water as it is loaded with chlorine, fluoride, and other contaminates.

2. **Walk.** In the 1970s, two prominent physicians authored The Neuropsychology of Weight Control. They discovered that walking outside at a slow steady pace for one hour per day reset the body's weight set point, making people lean and thin. Of all the steps in Phase 1, this may be the most difficult one to do on a daily basis. However, this will have the most profound long-term effects. Walking should be done outside. Use a treadmill only as a last resort. Walk for one hour nonstop. Keep the pace steady and do not overexert yourself. Slow, rhythmic movement is the key. You should be able to maintain a conversation while walking. Getting your heart rate up to a level of aerobic should not be done during your walking. Ideally, this should be done every day. If this is not achievable, any amount of walking will still have a dramatic effect on resetting your body's set point and making you lean.

3. **Extra Virgin Raw Coconut Oil.** This is now easily available in most stores. Use this as your fat of choice in cooking. Take two teaspoons per day. This is proven to stimulate metabolism, improve digestion, and help release fat cells. It also gently stimulates the thyroid.

4. **Colonies.** Go to a licensed colon therapist, and under their supervision and guidance receive fifteen colonies during the thirty-day Phase 1 period. Colonies are similar to a high enema. They gently flush the colon with water eliminating impacted fecal matter and toxins. Gleaning the colon is absolutely vital for weight loss and good health. When the colon is cleansed people notice a dramatic flattening of the stomach. Colon cleansing this way allows most people to lose five to twenty pounds of excess weight! A clean colon dramatically reduces food cravings, gas, bloating, and constipation. A clean colon means improved digestion, better absorption of nutrients, increased energy and mental clarity, and a general overall improvement of health.

5. **Apples.** Eat a minimum of two organic apples every day. This will help regulate blood sugar, reduce appetite, and increase cleansing of the liver, gallbladder, and colon.

6. **Grapefruit.** Eat a minimum of two organic grapefruits daily. Enzymes in grapefruit are proven to help release fat. These also help regulated blood sugar, reduce food cravings, and stimulate cleansing of the liver, gallbladder, and colon.

7. **Raw Organic Apple Cider Vinegar.** Take one tablespoon three times a day. Use as your vinegar of choice in salads and cooking. This stimulates the metabolism and cleansing of the internal organs. It is also very powerful in helping release stored fat cells.

8. **Colon Cleanse.** In addition to the colonies it is recommended that you take a colon cleanse product during this phase. Four recommended products are The Almighty Cleanse, The Seven-Day Miracle Cleanse, Dual Action Cleanse, and The Pure Body Institute Cleanse. You will lose weight and fat by doing these cleanses. You will feel better and have more energy. Your skin, hair, and nails will look radiant and younger. Your hormonal imbalances can be corrected. All organs and glands in the body will operate more efficiently; your health will dramatically improve, www.tryal-mighty-cleanse.com, www.qnlabs.com, www.dnatura.com, www.dr-schulze.com, or www.pbiv.com.

9. **Eliminate/Reduce Candida Yeast Overgrowth.** Candida is a major cause of poor digestion, gas, bloating, constipation, allergies, hormonal imbalances, fatigue, and food cravings. It must be addressed and corrected. Recommended products are ThreeLac. Take as directed. If you do not address Candida, food cravings will persist, www.123candida.com.

10. **Insulin.** The majority of overweight people have some form of diabetes or pre-diabetic condition. The pancreas secretes insulin abnormally. This must be corrected. When this is corrected the person easily loses weight and hunger is also diminished. The recommended product to take is Eleotin. In studies, almost every person who takes Eleotin has a decrease in appetite and begins to naturally lose weight. The Eleotin product is an all-natural combination of herbs that promotes a healthy pancreas. It should be taken for a minimum of ninety days. Eleotin tea is preferred over the capsules. Take as directed, www.eastwoodcompanies.com.

11. **Drink Green Tea.** Ideally, drink a minimum of one-cup per day. Organic green tea stimulates cleansing of the cells, increases metabolism, and helps regulate hunger. The recommended green tea is Wu Long tea. Available at www.wulongforlife.com.

12. **Whole Food Supplement.** Everyone has nutritional deficiencies. For the body to operate normally these deficiencies must be corrected. Take each day a whole food supplement, which will supply your body with the needed nutrients for health and weight loss. Recommended products include Garden of Life Living Multiple, Mega Food, and Healthy Habits Maximum Health Maxis. Check out www.qnlabs.com.

13. **Coral Calcium.** Research has proven that most people are deficient in calcium. Calcium supplementation has been shown to have major health benefits and increase weight loss. Ideally, use coral calcium that comes in a sachet that is added to the water you drink daily. Recommended products include Ericssons Coral Calcium, and Coral Calcium Daily, available at www.ericssonscoral.com, or www.trycorcal.com.
14. **Probiotics.** All people benefit from taking probiotics. This friendly bacteria, when reintroduced into the body, stimulates metabolism, improves digestion, and helps with cleansing. Recommended products include Probiotics Plus, available at www.mercola.com, or similar products available at www.qnlabs.com.


16. **Organic Yerba Mate Tea.** Drink at least one cup per day. This tea increases energy without creating nervousness or jitters. It reduces appetite and stimulates releasing of fat cells.

17. **Eat Breakfast.** Eating a large breakfast is important at resetting the body's weight set point, increasing metabolism, and decreasing appetite throughout the day. An ideal breakfast would include organic eggs from cage-free chickens, wild smoked salmon, organic rye toast (making sure the bread is made with only rye flour, water, yeast, and salt), organic raw butter or organic raw extra virgin coconut oil, organic asparagus, organic tomatoes, organic beef, chicken or turkey sausages, organic beef, turkey or chicken in any fashion, wild (not farm raised) fish in any fashion, organic potatoes cooked in any fashion, organic oatmeal, organic coffee or tea, organic apples, pears, grapefruit, strawberries, plums, peaches, kiwis, mangos, papayas, blueberries, raspberries, nectarines, or melon. A large breakfast is recommended.

18. **Eat Six Times Per Day.** It is important to eat throughout the day in order to reset your metabolism high and release abnormal fat reserves. Knowing that during this phase you should be eating a minimum of two organic apples and two organic grapefruits daily, having snacks in between meals should be easy to do. Ideally, you should have a large breakfast, a snack consisting of an organic apple or organic grapefruit mid-morning, a full lunch, a snack consisting of an organic apple or organic grapefruit in mid-afternoon, a full dinner, and an evening snack consisting of an organic apple or an organic grapefruit. Doing this will start the process that allows the body to begin releasing abnormal fat reserves, as well as normalizing hunger and increasing metabolism. You should eat six times a day even if you are not hungry.

19. **Eat Dinner Before 6:00 p.m.** Ideally, you should finish eating your dinner three and one-half hours before you go to bed. This is very important at helping reset the hypothalamus so as not to store fat.

20. **Eat Protein Before Bed.** Eat 100 grams of organic beef, veal, chicken, turkey, or fish right before bedtime. This helps stimulate the mobilization of fat cells and decreases water retention. It also stimulates metabolism and actually helps you burn fat while you sleep.

21. **Take Acetyl L-Garnitine.** This amino acid helps turn fat into fuel. It promotes the increase of lean muscle tissue and helps prevent muscle tissue from being lost. It speeds the burning of fat cells and increasing metabolic rate.

22. **Eat Hot Peppers.** Organic hot peppers and hot salsa stimulate an increase in metabolism and reduce appetite. It is very effective at helping reset the body's weight set point, metabolic rate and, additionally, helps release fat stores. Use organic hot salsa and organic hot peppers liberally as often as possible.

23. **Use Cinnamon.** Cinnamon helps regulate insulin and blood sugar. This helps stimulate the hypothalamus into being reset to a normal state. Cinnamon normalizes appetite and helps release fat reserves.

24. **Eat Salad With Lunch and Dinner.** In addition to whatever you choose to eat for lunch and dinner, add a big salad made with fresh organic ingredients; include such things as lettuce, onions, radishes, cucumbers, spinach, broccoli, cauliflower, garlic, tomatoes, asparagus, mushrooms, carrots, celery, herbs, fresh lemon juice, extra virgin olive oil, raw organic apple cider vinegar, sea salt, hot peppers, etc. Eating these raw organic vegetables before your meal stimulates digestion, adds important fiber which regulates blood sugar and appetite, and helps reset the body's weight set point. It also adds vital enzymes and nutrients that stimulate the release of stored fat.

25. **No Trans Fats!** Man-made trans fats absolutely, 100% will make you obese. They also lead to heart disease, cancer, arthritis, and diabetes. The most common trans fat is hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oil of any kind. You cannot eat food with trans fats. Read the labels on food. If it says hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oil of any kind, do not eat it. Learn to shop at a store such as Whole Foods, Wild Oats, or Trader Joe's. Read the food labels.

26. **No High Fructose Corn Syrup.** You cannot eat any food with any man-made sweeteners. Read the food labels. If it says high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, sucrose, dextrose, or maltodextrose, do not eat it. These man-made super high processed sugars have been designed to overtax the hypothalamus and make you fat. If you buy 100% organic products you can find any type of food you want without these man-made sugars.

27. **No Artificial Sweeteners.** Do not consume any food that has NutraSweet, Splenda, aspartame, sucrolos, or saccharin on the label. These artificial sweeteners absolutely make you fat. They all adversely affect the hypothalamus and create the conditions for obesity. These artificial sweeteners are also highly chemically addicting and cause depression and anxiety.

28. **No Monosodium Glutamate (MSG).** MSG is a flavor enhancer and preservative. It is called an excitotoxin. It adversely affects the hypothalamus, as well as being chemically addicting. It will make you fat and leads to depression. Read the labels.

29. **Eat Only Organic Meat And Dairy.** Beef, chicken, turkey, milk, cheese, and all dairy products that are not certified organic are loaded with growth hormones, antibiotics, and other drugs. These products lead to obesity. It is perfectly fine to eat meat, poultry, and dairy products as long as they are certified organic, ideally grass fed, and have not been injected with growth hormone, antibiotics, or other drugs. Consuming meat, poultry, and dairy products that are not organic means you are putting in your body massive amounts of animal growth hormone, powerful animal antibiotics, and other animal drugs. This will create hormonal imbalances in the body leading to weight gain, abnormal storing of fat, menstrual cycle problems with women, PMS, and depression.

30. **No Nitrates. Read the labels.** If nitrates are listed do not buy the product. Nitrates cause hormonal imbalances and will lead to weight gain, allergies, and food cravings.

31. **No Farm Raised Fish.** Farm raised fish live in cesspools of poisonous water. They are fed massive amounts of drugs and chemicals to increase growth and production. Much of the fish is injected with chemical food dyes to make them appear fresher longer. The chemicals and poisons found in these fish cause hormonal imbalances leading to weight gain and depression.
32. No Microwaving. Throw your microwave oven away. Any food that has been microwaved has been chemically altered into an unnatural state. Research shows eating any food that has been microwaved adversely affects blood cell counts and is linked to depression. Microwaved food causes hormonal imbalances leading to weight gain.

33. Limit Carbonated Drinks. Carbonated drinks block calcium absorption and lead to nutritional deficiencies. They adversely affect digestion and the pancreas. They clog the liver and lymphatic system. These should be avoided. If you absolutely must have a carbonated drink, never drink a "diet" carbonated beverage. Try to choose a 100% organic carbonated beverage. If this is unavailable, choose a regular soda. The problem is that the major soda manufacturers have changed from sugar to high fructose corn syrup, making their beverages lethal when it comes to weight loss. Drink water, tea, freshly made juice, or coffee.

34. Limit Ice Cold Drinks. Drinking beverages that are very cold slows metabolism and actually increases hunger. These should be limited or avoided altogether. If you are drinking your one-half to one gallon of water per day, and several cups of the recommended teas, you should have no need or desire for any other beverage.

35. No Fast Food. All fast food restaurants, as well as national and regional chains, should be avoided. The foods served are loaded with all of the ingredients that I mentioned above that should be avoided. Food from fast food restaurants and regional and national chains are loaded with trans fats, super high processed sugars including high fructose corn syrup, artificial sweeteners, MSG, nitrates, and meat, dairy, and poultry that are loaded with growth hormone, antibiotics, and drugs. Much of the food is irradiated and micro-waved. The food is super highly refined with little or no fiber. It is perfectly designed to overtax the hypothalamus and do everything perfectly in the body to increase your hunger, make you physically, chemically addicted to the food, make you depressed, and make you fat! These restaurants did not exist in Simeons's time. They must be avoided.

36. Eat 100% Organic Food. Ideally, all the food you buy and consume should be labeled 100% organic. This means the food has not been genetically modified and has little, if any, man-made chemicals, preservatives, flavor enhancers, herbicides, pesticides, growth hormones, antibiotics, or other drugs. One hundred percent organic means 100% organic. The next best is when the label says "organic." This means the product is approximately 80% organic. The next best is when the label says "made with organic ingredients." This means approximately 30% of the product is organic. If the label says "all natural," it means nothing! You need to read the ingredient list. If there is something in the ingredients that you can't pronounce, don't buy it! Eating real food will keep you thin. Eating man-made processed food will make you fat because that's what the food manufacturers have designed the food to do.

37. Use Natural Sweeteners. If you need to use a sweetener, choose stevia as your first option. This is an all-natural herb which helps regulate blood sugar and stimulate weight loss. Other good options include raw organic agave nectar, raw organic honey, or raw organic sugar cane. Remember, science is not better than nature. Natural sweeteners are always better than artificial chemically made sweeteners.

38. Infrared Saunas. Sweating in a sauna increases metabolism and stimulates the release of fat cells. The skin is the largest organ in the body. Sweating in the sauna helps stimulate the release of accumulated toxins, increasing metabolism, bettering overall health, reducing appetite, and increasing metabolic rate. The two basic types of saunas are conventional saunas and infrared saunas. Both are very good. Based on the current theories, infrared saunas seem to be the better choice. Sweating for twenty minutes a day in a sauna can be difficult to do with people's busy schedules. It is highly recommended, highly beneficial, and will increase weight loss, and elimination of toxins.

39. Get Sun. Lack of sunlight on the body has been shown to lead to depression, overeating, increase in appetite, low metabolism, and weight gain. Ideally, twenty minutes in the sun over a naked body each day is recommended. Do not use any lotions, sunscreens, or sunglasses. For more information on the benefits of the sun go to www.solarhealing.com. Exposure to the sun in this method also increases the release of endorphins, eliminating depression and suppressing appetite. The sun is also the best source of Vitamin D, thus has been shown to prevent cancer.

40. Get Some Sleep. Researchers have concluded that lack of proper sleep leads to obesity. Ideally, you should go to bed at 10:00 p.m. and arise at 6:00 a.m. This is ideal. Getting eight hours of sleep is best. The body releases certain healing hormones between 11:00 p.m. and 2:00 a.m. Being in a deep sleep during this time promotes healing in the body, longevity, youthful appearance, eliminating depression, and helps the hypothalamus to stay in a state of operating normalcy.

41. Krill Oil. These oil conies from marine animals in Arctic waters. It has one of the highest concentrations of omega-3s. Taking this supplement increases circulation, increases oxygenation in the body, and promotes normal hormone levels. It has been shown to alleviate depression, decrease appetite, and is beneficial to the liver and pancreas. It is a tremendous aid to longevity and health as well as weight loss. Krill oil is available in health food stores and at www.mercola.com and www.qnlabs.com.

42. Vitamin E. All-natural Vitamin E promotes proper circulation, has heart healthy benefits, and improves liver and gallbladder function. It is a powerful aid in weight loss, as well as promoting beautiful young-looking skin, and keeping your arteries open. I know of only two sources of Vitamin E that are truly all-natural. Do not buy Vitamin E in a health food store as all brands observed have some synthetic nature to them. The only two brands I recommend are 4 Spectrum E, available by calling (800) 581-8906, and Unique E available at www.acgraceco.com or www.qnlabs.com.

43. Digestive Enzymes. People who are overweight lack the ability to produce enough enzymes to digest food properly. This is caused by eating super high refined foods, pasteurized foods from bottles, cans and cartons, nutritional deficiencies, clogged liver and colon, and non-prescription and prescription drugs. To help bring the body back to normal it is suggested that during Phase 1 you take digestive enzymes with each meal. There are many good brands available including Garden of Life Q-Zyme Ultra. Additional sources are available at www.naturalscures.com and www.qnlabs.com.

44. No Lotions Or Creams. Look at all the products that you put on your skin. These include lotions, creams, soap, moisturizers, shampoos, bath gels, etc. People, fifty years ago, did not use these types of products on their skin. Remember, the skin is the largest organ in the body. Whatever you put on your skin is absorbed into the bloodstream. When you put toxic, poisonous chemicals on your skin, they enter the bloodstream and adversely affect the organs and glands. These products also block the pores of the skin, reducing the body's ability to naturally detoxify, thus creating internal imbalances. This all leads to health problems, lower metabolism and, ultimately, obesity. The three most deadly ingredients you should avoid are mineral oil, propylene glycol, and sodium laureth sulfate. These are all deadly poisons. Read the labels on the products you currently have. It is advised that you reduce the amount of
products you put on your skin. If you do choose to continue putting various products on your skin, choose 100% organic products. Many doctors around the world believe that for good health—if you can’t eat it, don’t put it on your skin!

48. **Shower Filter.** Remember, your skin is the largest organ in the body. The water your shower in is loaded with fluoride, chlorine, and hundreds of other contaminants. Research has proven that when you take a shower your body absorbs more toxins than if you drank eight glasses of the same water. In hot showers steam is created filling your shower with poisonous gas from the contaminated water, which is inhaled into the lungs and, again, absorbed into the skin. Getting a shower filter will allow you to bathe and shower in pure, fresh water. Dry skin caused by the chlorine will disappear. You will never have a bad hair day again! Energy levels and a feeling of well being also increase. Shower filters that I personally use are available at www.ewater.com, and www.wellnessfilter.com.

49. **Electromagnetic Chaos Eliminator.** We are bombarded by invisible electromagnetic energy every day. This did not exist fifty years ago. Today, however, with satellites, radio transmissions, cell phones, wireless devices, high-definition TVs, and an array of electronic products, every cell in our body is being smashed with trillions of bits of unnatural electromagnetic chaos. Researchers have now proven that this adversely affects the cells in our body, which in turn, adversely affect our health. This also leads to glandular abnormalities including that of the hypothalamus. This in turn leads to increased appetite and lower metabolism, thus contributing to obesity. It is recommended that you obtain a device that neutralizes these electromagnetic frequencies. I personally wear a Q-Link and E-Pendant. I also use a Biopro device on my cellular phone. Use of these devices will lead to increased energy, better mental clarity, better body function and reducing of depression. Check out www.ewater.com, www.clarus.com, and www.bioprotechnology.com.

50. **Breathe.** Interestingly enough, the majority of people in America do not breathe fully and deeply, thus have a body that is deficient in oxygen. This is caused by many factors including the stresses we deal with on a daily basis. Several researchers showed that when overweight people did nothing else but deep breathing ten minutes, two times a day, they all lost weight. This is because increased oxygen to the body increases metabolism, lowers appetite, and releases beneficial hormones alleviating depression. Lack of oxygen in the body also leads to a host of diseases including cancer. It is recommended that during Phase 1 and beyond that you engage in a daily practice of deep breathing. You can do this while driving in your car, watching TV, or sitting in front of your computer. For specific breathing techniques and methods, check out www.u-cure.com, www.breathe2000.com, www.oxycise.com, www.tbfinc.com, www.breathing.com, and www.bestbreathingexercises.com.

51. **Reduce Air Conditioning.** This is a mystery. Researchers have shown that people who spend long hours in air conditioning gain weight faster than those who don’t. there are many theories to why this is true. I would encourage you to limit or reduce the amount of air conditioning you are exposed to.

52. **Fluorescent Lights.** Being exposed to florescent lights should be avoided or eliminated. Florescent lighting causes chemical reactions in the brain that produce fatigue and depression. This leads to food cravings. Florescent lighting also negatively affects the cells of the body, suppressing the immune system and lowering the metabolism.

53. **Chamomile Tea.** Reducing stress is vitally important for resetting the hypothalamus and achieving permanent weight loss. Organic chamomile tea should be consumed daily to help relax the body. One cup or more per day is recommended.

54. **AlphaCalm.** It is recommended to take one capsule of AlphaCalm two times a day. This is a powerful and effective product at reducing stress, promoting profound relaxation without causing drowsiness. It is a revolutionary breakthrough product for anxiety, stress, and mental fatigue. This promotes lower appetite and also helps in relieving depression. It is available by calling (800) 554-6051.

55. **De-stressing CDs.** I cannot emphasize how important stress reduction is in reducing hunger, increasing metabolism, alleviating depression, and promoting long-term permanent weight loss. Listening to a stress reducing CD once per day has profound mental, emotional, and health benefits. The recommended CDs are available at www.advancednaturals.com, or call (800) 690-9988.

56. **Add Fiber.** Adding fiber to your diet during Phase 1 will help speed up the weight loss process dramatically. It will reduce appetite, relieve constipation, improve digestion, help cleanse the body of toxins, help increase energy, and help correct years of eating super highly refined food. One of the best fiber blend products contains organic flax seed, oat bran, and acacia. It's called Organic Triple Fiber Max, available at www.advancednaturals.com.

57. **Parasites.** Eliminating parasites is important for weight loss. Virtually everyone has parasites that are partially responsible for a host of medical symptoms including inability to lose weight. These are also responsible for food and environmental allergies, asthma, skin disorders, constipation, gas and bloating, and can lead to ulcers, diabetes, and even cancer. During Phase 1, it is not recommended to do a complete parasite cleanse. Ideally, you should consider doing a parasite cleanse AFTER you complete Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3 of “the weight loss cure protocol.”

58. **Liver Cleanse.** In virtually all obese people tested, a clogged or sluggish liver exists. This leads to improper metabolism of fat, slowing of digestion, increased appetite, low metabolism, and is partially responsible for food cravings. This also creates an
overtaxing of the body's immune system and is partially responsible for the onset of many medical symptoms, conditions, and diseases. When the liver is cleansed and operating properly, every organ and gland in the body can work more efficiently. This increases energy, decreases depression, increases metabolism, lowers hunger, and dramatically increases an overall sense of well being. It is recommended that you do a liver AFTER you complete Phase 1, Phase 2, and Phase 3 of "the weight loss cure protocol."

59. Lift Weights. Doing any kind of resistance training, such as weight lifting or using the machines available at exercise studios such as Curves, is encouraged and beneficial. It will increase muscle mass, which will increase long-term improvement in the metabolism. Resistance training also releases hormones in the body that have anti-aging benefits, including improved skin and a youthful appearance. Strength increases, which leads to increased energy and vitality.

60. Drugs. ALL non-prescription, over-the-counter, and prescription drugs and medications of every kind absolutely, 100%, are proven to lead to weight gain and obesity. All non-prescription, over-the-counter, and prescription medications and drugs absolutely, 100%, cause illness and disease. This is proven. No drug, including even a common aspirin, is safe. Every time you take even the smallest amount of even the most common medications you are causing severe damage to the human body, leading to additional medical- symptoms, conditions, and obesity. The drug manufacturers themselves state this in their own printed literature. It is advised, only under the supervision of a licensed health care practitioner, that you avoid any and all non-prescription, over-the-counter medications, and prescription drugs. If you are taking a drug for such things as acid reflux, high blood pressure, high cholesterol, chronic pain, etc. you should know that there are all-natural non-drug alternatives that are proven to work better and have no negative side effects, but rather only health benefits. You can learn about these at www.naturalcures.com or by reading my first two books, Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About and More Natural "Cures" Revealed Previously Censored Brand Name Products That Cure Disease. In Dr. Simeons's day, less than 5% of the population took any kind of drug or medication on a regular basis. Today, it's an astonishing 70% of Americans who take medication or drugs on a regular basis. If you continue to take non-prescription and prescription medications and drugs, your health will continue to deteriorate and weight loss will continue to be a challenge.

This list may seem overwhelming. Certainly the average person may find it difficult to do everything on this list for the entire thirty-day Phase 1 period. If I operated a clinic where people came to receive "the weight loss cure protocol," every person would do everything on this list for thirty days. During the thirty days each person would feel better than ever before with increased energy, decreased depression and moodiness, and a constant feeling of fullness without any feelings of deprivation. At the end of the thirty days everyone would have lost between five and thirty pounds! Everyone would look younger and healthier. Everyone would feel more energetic, be sleeping better, and have massive reductions in appetite and food cravings. This would occur, and has occurred, when people do everything suggested in Phase 1. However, you live a hectic, busy lifestyle; therefore, you may only be able to do some of the things in this phase. Remember, during this phase you are not reducing the quantity of food you are consuming. You are to eat as much food as you want. If you want ice cream, cake, or cookies, eat them. Just make sure they are 100% organic without the forbidden ingredients listed above. Many of the above items are very easy to do. Drinking water, eating apples and grapefruits, eating breakfast, taking Eleotin, drinking Yerba Mate, Wu Long, and Chamomile tea, taking coral calcium, adding hot peppers and cinnamon, and eating a big salad with lunch and dinner are all very easy to do. Avoiding the forbidden ingredients such as artificial sweeteners, high fructose corn syrup, and MSG is also easy to do. Simply shop at a market such as Whole Foods, Trader Joe's, or Wild Oats, and read the ingredient list on the label! Remember, this thirty-day Phase 1 was not part of the original Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." When Simeons developed and administered his weight loss cure the conditions that people deal with today did not exist. If you skip this entire phase and go right to Phase 2, which is the original Simeons "weight loss cure protocol," you will still see spectacular results. Doing Phase 1 in ANY degree has been shown to make everything work faster and most importantly, help guarantee that permanent weight loss will be achieved and hunger and food cravings will be permanently eliminated. In actual fact, if a person did everything in Phase 1, the research shows that there is a similar resetting of the hypothalamus that is achieved by Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." The problem is that it takes approximately ninety days to achieve the results.

Therefore, if you truly want to increase metabolism, lower hunger, eliminate food cravings, release secured problem area fat deposits, and correct and reset the hypothalamus permanently so you never gain the weight back, it is strongly encouraged that you do as many items listed in Phase 1 for thirty days prior to starting Phase 2. You will be glad you did!

Phase 2:

This is the exact Dr. Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" as used by hundreds of thousands of patients around the world over the last thirty years with spectacular permanent results. The entire manuscript that describes this protocol entitled Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity, by Dr. A.T.W. Simeons, M.D., is available for you to read in its entirety at www.naturalcures.com.

This Phase Must Be Done Under The Supervision Of A Licensed Health Care Practitioner!

Day One:

- Take an injection of between 125-200 units of hCG (human chorionic gonadotrophin) first thing in the morning.
- Drink one-half to one gallon of water throughout the day, ideally with coral calcium sachets.
- Gorge yourself and eat as much food as you can throughout the day.
- Do any of the items from Phase 1 as you choose.

Day Two:
- Repeat Day One.

Day Three:

- Weigh yourself immediately upon arising, after emptying the bladder, without clothes.
- Take an injection of between 125-200 units of hCG (human chorionic gonadotrophin) first thing in the morning.
- Drink one-half to one gallon of water throughout the day, ideally with coral calcium sachets.
- For breakfast have only
  - black coffee (organic preferred), or
  - organic green tea, or
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— organic Yerba Mate tea, or
— organic Wu Long tea, or
— organic chamomile tea.
— You may have as much as you desire.

- Throughout the morning drink as much organic green tea, organic Yerba Mate tea, organic Wu Long tea, and/or organic chamomile tea, and water as you desire. Always make your tea with pure water, never tap water.
- For lunch eat 100 grams (weighed raw) of grilled (no oil or fat)
  — organic grass fed beef or veal, or
  — organic chicken breast (skinless), or
  — wild Chilean sea bass, or
  — flounder, or
  — sole, or
  — halibut
- One large handful of one of the following organic vegetables
  — Spinach
  — Chard
  — Beet greens
  — Lettuces of any kind
  — Tomatoes
  — Celery
  — Fennel
  — White, yellow, or red onions
  — Red radishes
  — Cucumbers
  — Asparagus, or
  — Cabbage
These can be eaten raw, steamed, grilled (without oil), or gently boiled. Do mix vegetables in the same meal.
- One small organic apple, or small organic grapefruit, or a handful of organic strawberries
- You may season any of the food with the juice of half an organic lemon, white or black pepper, organic raw apple cider vinegar, sea salt, organic garlic, organic basil, organic parsley, organic thyme, organic marjoram, or any other organic herb. Absolutely no oil, butter, dressings, or anything else!
- Dinner:
  — The same choices as for lunch. Do not, however, have two meals exactly the same in the same day.
  — Black coffee, organic green tea, Wu Long tea, organic Yerba Mate tea, and organic chamomile tea can be consumed in any quantity as often as you wish throughout the day. You should drink at least one cup Wu Long, one cup Yerba Mate tea, and one cup chamomile tea each day.
  — No medicines or over-the-counter non-prescription drugs should be taken. (Done under supervision of a physician.)
  — No cosmetics other than lipstick, eyebrow pencil, and facial powder should be used.
  — No creams, lotions, or moisturizers, or anything should be put on the skin.
  — You must eat everything as described. Do not skip meals, and each meal must consist of the protein, the vegetables, and the fruit.
  — You may eat the fruit in between meals instead of with the meal if you choose.
  — It is encouraged, but not required, that you do the following activities:
    - Drink Eleotin tea three times per day, as the instructions suggest.
    - Walk for one hour per day.
    - Listen to stress reducing CDs daily.
    - Use a rebounder as often as possible.
    - Do yoga as often as possible.
    - Sweat for twenty minutes in an infrared or regular sauna as often as possible.
    - Get colonies as often as recommended by a licensed colon therapist.
    - Get twenty minutes of sun daily as often as possible.
    - Wear a Q-Link or E-Pendant, and use a Biopro chip on your cellular phone.
    - Reduce exposure to air conditioning.
    - Do not drink very cold beverages.
    - Get one to three Thai massages a week. Thai massages are administered without lotions. You will be fully clothed and the massage consists of a series of assisted stretches. Do not take regular massages where lotions and creams are applied to your skin.

Day Four Through Day Forty-Five:
Follow the Day Three instructions every day for the entire course of treatment. In order to achieve permanent results you must continue the treatment exactly as described for a minimum of twenty-one days and a maximum of forty-five days.

Starting Treatment: Women should start the treatment immediately after their menses, or at least ten days before their next menses. During menstruation no injections are to be taken, but the diet is continued exactly as described. Injections are resumed immediately following the menses.
spectacular results will keep your motivation high, allowing you to overcome any short-term hunger. 

the secure problem area fat reserves in the body. Instructions in this phase should result in a resetting of the body weight set point and hypothalamus. This is the phase that resets personal satisfaction, then it is time to go to Phase 3.

This phase is relatively simple. For twenty-one days immediately following the last day of the Phase 2 restricted diet you are allowed to eat as much food and any type of food you choose. The exceptions are as follows:

- No starch, including breads, pastas, any wheat product, white rice, potatoes, yams, etc.
- No artificial sweeteners, including aspartame, sucroses, NutraSweet, Splenda, saccharin, etc.
- No food from fast food restaurants.
- No trans fats, including hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils.
- No nitrites.
- Limit non-prescription and prescription drug use.
- Limit ice cold drinks.
- Limit exposure to air conditioning.
- Limit exposure to florescent lights.

During the entire Phase 2 you should weigh yourself every morning at approximately the same time. Keep a daily record of your weight. You should also take front, side, and rear photos of your stripped down body on the day you start Phase 2. Take measurements of the thighs, calves, hips, waist, chest, back, and arms. Upon completion of Phase 2 take another series of photos and measurements. The before and after pictures combined with the weight and inch loss are a vital key to motivating you to continue with Phase 3 and Phase 4. This will also start reprogramming your mind with the belief and mental image of the body you desire. This is a very important component as it will counteract the programming we have imposed, as well as the food company advertising brainwashing we have endured over the years.

During this phase you should lose approximately one pound per day. This will vary from day-to-day. Hunger will vary for each individual. Hunger pangs will last no more than five to seven days. The majority of people have no hunger pangs at all, even from the first day, or have mild hunger pains that last only one to three days. The more you did in Phase 1, in many cases, determines how long the hunger pains last. If you have severe Candida overgrowth, a clogged colon, or have taken large amounts of non-prescription and prescription drugs over the years, your hunger pains may initially be higher and duration slightly longer. The vast majority of patients, however, state that hunger pains are very mild or nonexistent. The major feeling that people deal with in the first few days of Phase 2 is a feeling of emptiness in their stomachs. This is quite different than hunger pains. Weighing yourself daily and seeing the spectacular results will keep your motivation high, allowing you to overcome any short-term hunger.

You may have many questions regarding this phase. You may read Dr. Simeons manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity at www.naturalcures.com. In the question and answer section of this book I address the most common concerns. At the end of the book I also give you additional references for your review, as well as the names, addresses, and websites of clinics that are currently administering this "weight loss cure protocol."

The most common question asked is that if a person just did this low calorie diet without the hCG injections, wouldn’t they still lose weight? Every legitimate double-blind study shows that when people eat this diet without the hCG injections they do, in fact, lose weight. However, they do not lose the problem area secure fat deposits. Their body is not reshaped. They lose muscle and structural fat. They have massive hunger and fatigue. When they stop the diet they immediately gain all the weight back, plus more! Those who do the diet with the hCG injections lost more weight than the other group, had no hunger or fatigue, and lost fat in the problem areas. Their bodies were completely reshaped. They did not lose structural fat and muscle. Most importantly, when they stopped the diet and hGG injections, they did not gain the weight back! Although there are critics and so-called experts that continue to debunk and discredit Simeons’s "weight loss cure protocol," the hundreds of thousands of patients achieving these results, combined with the massive amounts of scientific documentation, double-blind studies, clinical studies and observations, are proof beyond a doubt that this is in fact the ultimate cure for obesity. This method has passed the test of time.

Once you have completed one or more six-week rounds of Phase 2 and have lost the weight and reshaped your body to your personal satisfaction, then it is time to go to Phase 3.

Phase 3

This is an important phase of the treatment. This is also part of the original Simeons protocol. Successfully following the instructions in this phase should result in a resetting of the body weight set point and hypothalamus. This is the phase that resets metabolism to a high normal state, eliminates future intense and constant hunger, and prevents the abnormal future storing of fat in the secure problem area fat reserves in the body.

During the entire Phase 3 you should receive the last hCG injection. For twenty-one days immediately following the last day of the Phase 3 you are allowed to eat as much food and any type of food you choose. The exceptions are as follows:

- No sugar, dextrose, sucrose, honey, molasses, high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, or any sweetener.
- No starch, including breads, pastas, any wheat product, white rice, potatoes, yams, etc.
- No artificial sweeteners, including aspartame, sucroses, NutraSweet, Splenda, saccharin, etc.
- No food from fast food restaurants.
- No trans fats, including hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils.
- No nitrites.
- Limit non-prescription and prescription drug use.
- Limit ice cold drinks.
- Limit exposure to air conditioning.
- Limit exposure to florescent lights.
Additionally, doing as many of the following activities is highly suggested and recommended;

- Drink one-half to one gallon of pure spring water daily, ideally with coral calcium sachets.
- Walk for one hour per day.
- Eat a minimum of two organic apples per day.
- Eat a minimum of one organic grapefruit per day.
- Take a teaspoon of raw organic coconut oil twice per day.
- Take one to three teaspoons of raw organic apple cider vinegar per day.
- Continue to drink Eleotin tea three times per day, as the directions suggest.
- Take ThreeLac as directed.
- Drink organic green tea, organic Yerba Mata tea, organic Wu Long tea, and organic chamomile tea daily in any quantities you desire.
- Use stevia as the sweetener of choice.
- Sleep seven to eight hours per night, ideally going to bed at approximately 10:00 p.m. and arising at 6:00 a.m.
- Eat a large breakfast.
- Eat something six times per day.
- Finish your dinner three and one-half hours before bedtime.
- On occasion eat 100 grams of organic chicken, turkey, veal, beef, or fish before bedtime.
- On occasion take Acetyl L-Carnitine.
- Take digestive enzymes with food.
- Take probiotics daily.
- Take a whole food supplement daily.
- Take Vitamin E daily.
- Take krill oil daily.
- Use a rebounder five to ten minutes twice per day.
- Sweat twenty minutes per day in an infrared or conventional sauna.
- Get twenty minutes of sun daily.
- Get additional colonics as recommended by a licensed colon therapist.
- Do yoga as often as you can.
- Do not use the microwave.
- Continue wearing a Q,-Link or E-Pendant and use Biopro on your cellular phone.
- Add hot peppers to food.
- Add cinnamon to food.
- Always eat a big salad with lunch and dinner.
- Avoid lotions, creams, and body care products with propylene glycol or sodium laurel sulfate.
- Avoid monosodium glutamate.
- Avoid farm-raised fish.
- Add fiber from flax seed, oat bran, and acacia daily into your diet.
- Continue to listen to stress reducing CDs daily.
- Do resistance exercise such as weight lifting.
- Buy and use a shower filter.

You must absolutely weigh yourself every morning after first emptying your bladder. You must do this daily without fail. As it takes about three weeks after completing Phase 2 before the weight stabilizes, it is important that daily weighing during this phase be adhered to. As long as your weight stays within two pounds of the weight reached on the day of the last injection you are fine. The moment the scale goes beyond two pounds, even by only a few ounces, you must do the following steps:

- The same day you notice the increase you must entirely skip all food until 6:00 p.m. During this time you should drink as much water, up to one gallon, as you can. You must drink a minimum of half a gallon of pure water. In addition to the water, drink as much of the various teas that are recommended. You may use stevia in the teas. In the evening eat the biggest steak you can from grass fed organic beef. The steak can be grilled or fried with oil and seasoned with pepper and herbs, but no salt. You may have either a large organic raw tomato or large organic raw apple.

It is of the utmost importance that these steps of skipping meals occur on the same day as the scale registered an increase of more than two pounds from the weight you achieved on the last day of injections. You must not postpone this protocol until the following day. Weighing yourself daily is vitally important. Because the hypothalamus is now corrected from its abnormal condition, when you gain weight the body will not store the excess in the secure abnormal fat reserves. This means that weight gain will now result in storing of fat evenly throughout the body in the normal or structural fat areas. This means that by looking in the mirror, or by feeling how your clothes fit, will be misleading. You can actually gain ten to fifteen pounds and never notice it. This is why daily weighing is so important.

During the three weeks in Phase 3 monitor and be aware of your appetite. Many people out of habit put large amounts of food on their plate. During this time you will notice you get full very quickly. Take note of the feeling of fullness and loss of appetite and stop eating! It is very important that you eat a full breakfast, lunch, and dinner, and have three snacks, ideally consisting of an organic apple or an organic grapefruit, however, during each meal it is advised that you eat slowly, consciously be aware of chewing your food thoroughly, and stop eating when you are full. Many fat people have the fear that if they don't continue to eat during mealtime they will be hungry later on and feel miserable. This three-week Phase 3 is important as it helps change behavioral habits that played
a part in your weight problem. Some basic guidelines that will help change past behavioral habits that lead to obesity include the following:

- Sit at a table and be relaxed when eating a meal.
- Do not eat in front of the TV, in the car, or standing up.
- Eat slowly and consciously chew food thoroughly.
- Play relaxing music while eating, ideally baroque classical music or other types of music that are known to relax the body at the biological level.
- Put smaller amounts of food on your plate, and don't go for seconds.
- Be conscious about whether you are really hungry or full. Stop eating when you are no longer hungry and are full and satisfied.

You should never gain more than two pounds during this phase without immediately correcting this situation by doing the skipping meals and steak protocol. Surprisingly, Simeons discovered that it is equally undesirable for you to lose more than two pounds after the last injection. This is because any loss of weight after the last injection is usually a loss of muscle, or structural fat.

Simeons noted that some patients become overly enthusiastic after the success they achieved during Phase 2. These patients do not believe they can eat normal amounts of food six times per day without regaining weight. They disregard the advice to eat anything they please (with the short list of exceptions) and want to play it safe. They try, more or less, to continue the low calorie diet from Phase 2 with minor variations. To their horror they find that their weight actually goes up. They then follow the instructions of skipping breakfast and lunch, but are afraid to eat the steak for fear of gaining more weight and instead have something such as a small salad. They become hungry and weak. The next morning they find they've increased yet another pound! They feel terrible and even the dreaded swelling of their ankles comes back. Dr. Simeons explained these phenomena in these terms. During Phase 2 the patient is just above the verge of protein deficiency, but because of the hCG injections protein is being fed back into a system from the breakdown and release of the secure problem area fatty tissue. Once the treatment is over, there is no more hCG in the body and this process no longer takes place. Unless an adequate amount of protein is eaten as soon as Phase 2 is over, protein deficiency is bound to develop. This inevitably caused a marked retention of water, increased weight, which many times results in swelling of the ankles, huge hunger, tiredness, and irritability.

It is advised that you follow these instructions exactly as described. Never do this or any weight loss program without being supervised by a licensed health care practitioner. You are encouraged to go to www.naturalcures.com and read Dr. Simeons entire manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity. It is suggested that you invest some time for viewing the various scientific documents, abstracts, double-blind studies, and patient testimonials that are available from the sources listed at the end of this book.

Remember, I have personally done this protocol myself. I have talked to the medical doctors who are treating patients with this protocol. I have reviewed patient files and records. I have talked to numerous patients who have utilized Simeons's method. The results are 100% verifiable and true. The safety is without question. The long-term success is unrivaled.

I have also talked to skeptics and naysayers who claim that the Simeons method is dangerous and does not work. None of these people have any hard legitimate evidence to backup their claim. Recently I called the Food and Drug Administration and talked to a senior officer about the use of hCG in the treatment of obesity. I was provided information from the FDA and the National Institutes of Health. The government literature states, "Although hCG has been prescribed to help some patients lose weight it should NEVER be used this way. When used improperly hCG can cause serious problems." Remember, this is "the weight loss cure" THEY don't want you to know about. Remember, I discussed earlier how the FDA and other government agencies have an unholy alliance with the food industry and drug industry to keep the truth about this real weight loss cure from the public.

I inquired with dozens of government agency officials as to WHY they claim hCG should never be used to help patients lose weight. They never could give me a legitimate answer! I asked, what are the "serious problems" that hCG has been known and proven to cause? No one in any government agency could supply ANY documentation or substantiation proving that using small doses of hCG and the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" has EVER caused any serious problems in any patient even though the government makes this erroneous claim in their own literature. The drug companies, the food companies, the government, and the media do not want you to know the truth about this obesity cure breakthrough.

When you successfully complete the twenty-one days of Phase 3, you are ready to begin your new life as a normal, thin, energetic, happy, healthy person who is no longer a slave to hunger, food cravings, and food. Your hypothalamus will be reset and corrected from its abnormal operating state. Your metabolism will be high. Your hunger and food cravings will be low. You will no longer abnormally store fat in the abnormal secure fat reserves. You will have been cured of the main causes of obesity. Now let's make sure that you keep this corrected condition permanently and don't screw up your hypothalamus again!

**Phase 4**

When you start this phase it will be the first day of the rest of your life. It will be a whole new life. Your life now will be different than before. Your hunger will be normalized and will no longer be intense and constant. You will eat normal, small amounts of food and be perfectly satisfied and full. You will no longer have uncontrollable urges and desires to eat. You will no longer have food cravings, causing you to eat when you are not hungry. Your metabolism will be high so you easily burn for fuel the food you consume. You will not gain any more weight. Your body will no longer abnormally store fat in the secure problem area fat deposits around your body. Your energy levels will be high. You will sleep deeply and soundly. Your skin, hair, nails, and eyes will be youthful and radiant, glowing with vibrant health. You will be happy and no longer suffer from depression, stress, or anxiety. You will find yourself more energetic, doing things and exercising more than you ever imagined. You will be more social and your relationships with other people will be better.

Up until now you have been a slave to food. You've been an addict, programmed by the food industry to be a compulsive overeater. You were plagued with a low metabolism, fatigue, and constant and intense hunger. You also developed many dangerous habits that helped create the weight problem you have had to endure. Those days are gone and the bright, sunny, beautiful days are now your present and future.
Phase 4 is for the rest of your life. This phase will consist of some basic and easy to follow dos and don'ts that will become your new, exciting habits. These new success habits will replace some of your old failure habits. These new healthy habits will begin to replace many of your old unhealthy habits. These new habits will give you a feeling of empowerment; they will make you feel in control; they will give you confidence, peace, and security.

Remember who the enemy is. The food companies, including fast food, regional and national chain restaurants, and all manufacturers and sellers of everything we eat are doing everything in their power, through deceptive advertising and other coercive techniques to get you to buy their food or eat in their restaurants. Remember too that they are purposely creating and making food that will get you chemically and physically addicted, increase your appetite, and make you fat. They are the enemy.

The simplest rule to follow is to eat anything you want, as much as you want, as often as you want. The only caveat is only eat 100% organic food. If you do this you will never be consuming all of the things that are designed to overtax your hypothalamus and create the conditions of obesity. In real life, in the real world, eating only 100% organic food can be next to impossible. Basically then, what you work to achieve is to avoid, as best you can, the man-made ingredients that cause obesity. Remember, obesity and weight gain is generally not caused by calories, fat, simple or complex carbohydrates, foods with a high glycemic index rate, or sodium. Obesity and weight gain is caused by the man-made ingredients, chemicals, and food processing techniques employed in the growing, producing, and manufacturing of food. To keep the weight off permanently, and to achieve vibrant dynamic health, here is a list of dos and don'ts:

1. Eat only 100% organic food. Although this is the ideal scene, in real life this can be next to impossible. Do the best you can. You don't have to count calories or be concerned with fat, carbohydrates, protein, or sodium. As we've learned so far, real food without man-made chemical ingredients and food processing techniques, that are not super highly refined, do not create the conditions for obesity. As you go throughout your life following this rule will not only prevent weight gain, and give you vibrant health, it will also to fully indulge in the most delicious food without deprivation.

2. No "brand name" food. The rule here is not to eat food produced by publicly traded corporations. Remember, large publicly traded food companies are the enemy. They are producing food that is genetically modified, loaded with chemicals, growth hormone, drugs, trans fats, and other ingredients specifically and purposely created to increase your appetite, get you chemically addicted to the food, and make you fat. You cannot trust any of the mass-produced food they sell. They are using deceptive advertising techniques and sophisticated brainwashing techniques in their advertising to create mental triggers that cause us to have compulsive urges and cravings for their food. Staying away from any brand name heavily advertised product is the best course of action. Knowing that every publicly traded large food company will use every deceitful and misleading technique, and fancy food label, to get us to buy their product and make us fat is reason enough to avoid supporting them by never buying their products.

3. No fast food, regional or national chain restaurants. This is the same as the previous rule. Virtually all the food available from regional and national restaurant chains and fast food companies is specifically designed to increase appetite, get us chemically addicted to the food, and make us fat. This is a new phenomenon. It did not exist in Simeon's day. If you go back to eating food from these unscrupulous companies you will get fat again.

4. Do a Candida cleanse. In Simeon's day Candida yeast overgrowth was almost nonexistent. Today, over 80% of the U.S. population has some degree of Candida yeast overgrowth. This condition creates massive food cravings, gas and bloating, depression, increased hunger, poor digestion, and fatigue. In order to make your weight loss permanent and to ensure no food cravings or feelings of deprivation, it is vital that you do a Candida cleanse as soon as possible. A good beginner cleanse is the ThreeLac program, available at www.123candida.com. The most complete and powerful Candida cleanse is the LifeForce Program available at www.lifeforceplan.com. There are many other Candida cleanse and programs available. Consult with a local licensed health care practitioner who uses non-drug and non-surgical methods to cure and treat disease. A list is available at www.naturalcures.com.

5. Clean your colon. Hopefully, you have done this step in Phase 1. Since it is impossible for you to eat perfectly for the rest of your life, it is necessary for you to clean your colon at least once per year. I generally do some form of colon cleanse three to four times per year. Good colon cleanses include a series of five to fifteen colonies in a thirty-day period. Other good colon cleanses can be found at www.drnatura.com, www.tryalniigjycleanse.com, www.pbiv.com, www.qnlabs.com, and www.dr-schulze.com.


7. Drink one-half to one gallon of pure water daily. This is vital to keep the cells hydrated and continually flush toxins from the body. Ideally, drink water with coral calcium sachets.

8. Do a parasite cleanse. After you have done a colon cleanse and a liver cleanse, it is wise to use a parasite cleanse product or program. In addition to promoting long-term weight regulation, the benefits also include dramatic increase in energy and alleviating of a multitude of medical symptoms and conditions. It has been shown that a majority of people have parasites which are partially responsible for the development of many degenerative diseases. For a list of recommended parasite cleanse products and programs go to www.naturalcures.com, www.qnlabs.com, www.drnatura.com, www.drstockwell.com, and www.paradervices.com.

9. Do a heavy metal cleanse. The best known method is intravenous chelation performed by a licensed health care practitioner. Products that can be taken at home that help remove and help the body cleanse heavy metals can be found at www.naturalcures.com.

10. Walk for one hour, outside, every day.

11. Eat! Always eat breakfast, eat something six times per day, and finish your dinner three and one-half hours before you go to bed. Avoid eating a huge meal as this overtaxes the hypothalamus.

12. Eat protein before bed. On occasion eat 100 grams of organic beef, veal, chicken, turkey, or fish right before bed.
13. Take Acetyl L-Carnitine. This helps turn fat into fuel.
14. Eat a minimum of one organic apple every day.
15. Eat organic grapefruits as you desire.
16. Have a big salad with lunch and dinner (made with organic ingredients).
17. Add organic hot peppers and cinnamon as often as possible.
18. Use organic virgin coconut oil as often as possible.
19. Use organic raw apple cider vinegar as often as possible.
20. Sleep eight hours per night; ideally, between 10:00 p.m. and 6:00 a.m.
21. Drink organic Yerba Mate tea, chamomile tea, Wu Long tea, and green tea liberally.
22. Every day take a whole food supplement, probiotics, Vitamin E, and krill oil.
23. Use Stevia as your sweetener of choice.
24. Get sun on a regular basis.
25. Use an infrared or conventional sauna as often as possible.
26. Use a Rebounder as often as possible.
27. Do yoga as often as possible.
28. Do resistance training, such as weight lifting, as often as possible.
29. Take AlphaCalm as needed.
30. Listen to stress reducing CDs often.
31. Reduce exposure to florescent lights and air conditioning.
32. Limit ice cold drinks.
33. Get massages often.
34. Use a Q.-Link, E-Pendant, and/or Biopro for neutralizing electromagnetic chaos.
35. Limit carbonated drinks.
36. Limit non-prescription, over-the-counter, and prescription drug use.
37. Use deep breathing techniques on a regular basis.
38. The following items must be avoided at all costs as they will quickly and easily make you gain weight:
39. No super highly refined sugars. These include high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, sucrose, and dextrose.
40. No genetically modified food. If it doesn't say 100% organic, it is probably genetically modified.
41. No artificial sweeteners. This includes NutraSweet, Splenda, aspartame, saccharin, and others,
42. No trans fats. This includes hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils,
43. No monosodium glutamate.
44. No food with nitrates.
45. No meat, poultry, or dairy that is not 100% organic. All meat, poultry, and dairy that is not 100% organic is loaded with growth hormones, antibiotics, and other drugs. These ab-so-intfilv name weight gain and other physical and emotional problems.
46. No farm raised fish.
47. No propylene glycol or sodium laureth sulfate. Make sure your shampoos, conditioners, moisturizers, soaps, lotions, and creams do not contain these deadly poisonous chemicals.
48. Do not use a microwave.
49. Drink fresh cantaloupe and watermelon juice. Juicing experts Jay Kordich and Jack LaLane suggest drinking freshly made juice from cantaloupes and watermelons can speed cleansing of toxins and promote weight loss. Use a Juiceman juicer or a Jack LaLane Power Juicer.
50. Do a full body fat cleanse. The best known cleanse that releases toxins from the fatty tissue in the body is called the Purification Program. I, and many of my friends, have done this program with spectacular results. Cleansing toxins out of the fatty tissue is vital in reducing or eliminating food cravings and urges. Check out www.purification.org, and www. clearbodyclearmind. com. This list may seem overwhelming and difficult to implement in real life. I can tell you it is relatively easy. The key is to shop in stores which carry the types of products that do not make you fat. Shop at your local farmers market, your local health food store, or stores such as Whole Foods, Wild Oats, or Trader Joe's. You still must read the ingredient list on the label. I recently went into a major supermarket chain to do some investigating. I looked at mustard, ketchup, and bread. Every single jar of mustard had high fructose corn syrup in it! Every single bottle of ketchup had high fructose corn syrup in it! Most amazingly, every single loaf of bread had some kind of super highly refined processed sugar such as high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, dextrose, malt dextrose, honey, molasses, etc. This is why obesity is an epidemic today. I then went to Whole Foods. I easily found many brands of mustard, ketchup, and bread that did not have any high fructose corn syrup or any other super refined highly processed sugars. You see, it's not that mustard, ketchup, bread, or any other type of food is fattening, it is the ingredients and food processing techniques of that food that make it fattening! Understanding this means you can eat virtually any kind of food you want and not gain weight. You can still eat mashed potatoes and gravy, cheesburgers, French fries, pizza, pasta, cheese, butter, eggs, pot roast, cake, cookies, ice cream, etc. The key is reading the ingredient list. All of these foods are available without the forbidden fat inducing man-made ingredients. They are all available with 100% organic whole food, non-refined, real ingredients as nature intended. This kind of food actually tastes much better, is more filling, and much more satisfying than the man-made mass-produced counterparts that are sold by the large publicly traded international food conglomerates.

It is impossible for the average person to eat this way all the time. This is why doing a colon cleanse, liver cleanse, heavy metal cleanse, and parasite cleanse once or more per year is strongly suggested. The Candida cleanse usually only needs to be done once. Always consult a licensed healthcare practitioner before and during your cleanses.

As you can see, today's environment is quite different than in the 1950s and 1960s when Simeons was treating patients. Today, virtually everything we eat, combined with our sedentary lifestyle, is working perfectly to make us fat. There are more causes for
obesity today than ever before. Now that you know the causes you can avoid them in the future. Avoiding the causes of obesity is a decision.

People ask me if they can still eat the foods they are accustom to. The answer is absolutely yes, but you must change brands! If you like Oreos cookies change to another brand such as Paul Newman organic cookies that are almost identical to Oreos. The Oreos are loaded with trans fats and super highly refined sugars and ingredients that make you fat. Paul Newman's cookies have no trans fats, organic ingredients, and no super highly refined sugars and ingredients. They taste better, and are more filling; they do not give you the sugar crash and increased hunger associated with Oreos. In normal amounts they will not make you fat.

If you have successfully completed Phases 1, 2, and 3, implementing the suggestions in Phase 4 should be easy. You should have renewed energy, enthusiasm, and confidence for keeping the weight off permanently. As you read this, you probably have not started "the weight loss protocol" yet. It may seem hard to do. I can assure you that the protocol outlined in Phases 1, 2, 3 and 4 will be easy and enjoyable.

When I first learned of the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" I thought it was very strict and would be very hard to follow. I was fearful that I would have to use superhuman willpower to stay on the protocol. I believed I would be hungry, tired, grumpy, and feeling deprived throughout the course of treatment. I believed I would be giving up all the pleasures of eating. This fear made me come up with every excuse to delay starting "the weight loss cure protocol." It took over one year before I actually got started. I can tell you all of my fears and apprehension was totally unfounded. I was never hungry, I had tons of energy, my disposition was bright and pleasant, I did not have to use any willpower, and my motivation to stick with the protocol was very high. I, like every other patient I talked to, found this approach to obesity very easy to do. I only wish I had done it a year earlier. I encourage you to do this protocol exactly as Simeons outlined it.

At this point there are several items I want to address and clarify. The next chapter is entitled "Frequently Asked Questions." It is important that you read everything in that chapter as well as everything in this entire book. Many important and vital questions and issues must be handled before you start "the weight loss cure protocol." You may be skeptical or apprehensive of Simeons's approach to obesity. There are many groups, associations, government agencies, companies, alleged watchdog groups, alleged consumer advocacy groups, and doctors who are critical of Simeons's method. We are tapping into the $150 billion per year diet and weight loss industry. The money at stake is so big that I am sure the news media, the American Medical Association, the FDA, the FTC, state attorneys general, and other groups will do everything in their power to debunk and discredit me, this book, and Dr. Simeons's work.

Remember, this approach has passed the test of time. It has been successfully used for over thirty years. Hundreds of thousands of patients have achieved successful results. There is not one known patient who has had any serious negative effects by doing the protocol exactly as Simeons described. The scientific research is overwhelmingly conclusive showing the effectiveness and safety of this protocol. The clinical trials, double-blind studies, and thousands of doctors, and patients' observations over the last thirty years prove conclusively that this protocol is absolutely, completely safe, and absolutely works! The hundreds of thousands of patients, including members of royal families, celebrities, and the super wealthy, who have used this protocol safely achieving spectacular results, cannot all be wrong! Will you be the next success story who says, "The Simeons "weightless cure protocol" absolutely, 100%, works. It's easy and safe. I should know, because I used it myself"? Read on to learn more inside secrets to this technique, and how and why everyone will try to convince you not to use it!

Chapter Six - Frequently Asked Questions

The thing that bugs me is that people think the FDA is protecting them. It isn't. The FDA is protecting the profits of the corporations that pay us and the politicians!—Herbert Ley, M.D., Former FDA Commissioner

This is an important chapter. In order for you to safely achieve the results from "the weight loss cure protocol" it is essential that you fully understand all of the specifics and nuances of this protocol and do it exactly and precisely as directed under the supervision of a medical doctor. Make sure you have read this book cover-to-cover and fully understand every concept and instruction without any confusion. If you have any questions or need clarification on anything described in this book, or any health matter, you may go to www.naturalcures.com. Members of the www.naturalcures.com web community have access to trained specialists who can answer all your questions. You are also strongly encouraged to read Dr. Simeons's manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity, which is available online in the weight loss section of www.naturalcures.com.

This chapter will cover the most common questions that people have regarding "the weight loss cure protocol." It will also cover additional important issues and situations that can come up during the process.

Question: Where do I get hCG?
Answer: HGG is a natural substance that is produced in the human body during pregnancy. Pharmaceutical companies extract this substance from the urine of pregnant women. It is purified and made into pharmaceutical grade hCG. Although it is a natural substance, it is classified as a "drug" and available by prescription only. You must get hCG from a medical doctor with a prescription. In countries around the world doctors may prescribe hCG for a number of conditions. In most countries medical doctors are allowed to prescribe hCG for use in the treatment of obesity. In America hCG is one of the only pharmaceutical compounds that the FDA has specifically said should not be used in the treatment of obesity! There is much debate of whether a medical doctor in America has the legal right to prescribe hCG to be used with the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." I suggest showing your medical doctor this book and have them read Simeons's original manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity. I am not suggesting, or recommending, that you in anyway break any federal or state law. I am suggesting that in America you have a constitutional right to do what you feel is best for your own body. It is ludicrous that people around the world have easy access to hCG, under the supervision of a medical doctor, and are fully able to do the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" and Americans must continue to suffer.

HGG and the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" can also be procured from doctors outside of the United States and legally brought back into the country for personal use. This is provided you have a valid prescription from a licensed medical doctor in that country, I, myself, went to Germany, got a prescription, and received enough hCG.
Answer: It all depends on what country you live in! In America the FDA makes the erroneous statement that hCG should never be used in the treatment of obesity. They are adamantly against this. I have talked to dozens of officers at the FDA, the National Institutes of Health, and various other government agencies. I asked why they were so adamant about making sure people did not use hCG in the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." No one could give me a straight answer. No one could provide me any documentation or substantiation proving that the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol," used exactly as described, was unsafe. This is a great cover up as to the true causes and cure for the obesity epidemic. The FDA and other government agencies are protecting the profits of the pharmaceutical companies as they work to get approval on a number of expensive, ineffective surgical procedures and patented drugs to be sold for the treatment of obesity. As the past commissioner of the FDA, Dr. Herbert Ley, stated, "The FDA is not protecting people. It protects the profits of the pharmaceutical companies." In 1962, the Journal of the American Medical Association warned people against the Simeons protocol stating, "Adherence to such a drastic regime is potentially more hazardous to the patient's health than continued obesity." This has been proven to be a false, unsubstantiated statement. In 1974, the Food and Drug Administration required producers of hCG to...
label the drug with a warning against using it for weight loss or fat redistribution. Interestingly enough, no one has ever come out with a clear definitive statement that the use of hCG as part of the exact Simeons protocol was ineffective or dangerous. It is true that hCG should never be used to treat obesity alone. It must only be used as part of the exact Simeons protocol. According to the FDA, it is in fact legal for doctors in America to prescribe medications for purposes that are not approved by the FDA. This suggests that doctors in America can prescribe hCG to be used as part of the Simeons protocol, even though this purpose has not been approved by the FDA.

Question: My doctor says this won't work and is not safe.
Answer: Find another doctor. If your doctor has not personally treated patients using the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" exactly and precisely as instructed, how would he know whether the protocol was effective and safe? Thousands of medical doctors around the world over the last thirty years have treated hundreds of thousands of patients. The success rate is almost 100%. There has never been a single patient that has been reported to have any negative side effects during or after the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" was administered. The safety and efficacy of this protocol is absolutely without question. There is not one bit of evidence showing that even a single patient has had any negative side effects as long as they have done the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" precisely and accurately as described. Thousands of medical doctors all can't be wrong. Hundreds of thousands of patients all can't be hallucinating about their successful fat reduction and weight loss. I personally did this program and, like hundreds of thousands of other successful patients, can attest that everything about it is true.

Question: Are there doctors and clinics using this treatment now?
Answer: Yes. I have personally talked to numerous medical doctors around the world who are currently treating patients with the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." Because of the overwhelming desire by the pharmaceutical industry, food industry, and various government agencies to suppress the truth about this obesity cure, most of these doctors asked not to be mentioned by name in this book. Doing so would subject them to persecution and possible prosecution for curing obesity patients. At www.naturalcures.com I will be listing doctors and clinics around the world that are administering the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol." One fearless doctor using this method is Dr. Daniel Belluscio, M.D. For most of Dr. Belluscio's medical career, he has been devoted to the study of hCG and the Simeons method for weight loss. He spent many years at the Bellevue Klinik in Switzerland, an institution with one of the most impressive records of using hCG in the treatment of obesity. He has traveled extensively, lecturing on HCG and obesity in the U.S.A., Sweden, Italy, Germany, and Israel. He has published several reports on the method for health care practitioners and articles on the subject for the general public. In 1987, Dr. Belluscio founded the hCG Research Clinic, an institution for obesity research. Records show that the clinic has used the hCG approach on over 6,500 patients to date. This reliable and effective method for obesity management has been validated by appropriate double-blind studies. Information on this clinic is available at www.hcgobesity.org.

Question: Isn't 500 calories a day too low to be safe?
Answer: No. Research now confirms that eating very low calorie diets actually increase overall health, have anti-aging effects, and increase lifespan. This was reported recently in The New York Times. Most importantly, however, is when you are doing the diet combined with the hCG injections, your body is being flooded with over 2,000 calories of nutrition from the releasing of the abnormal fat reserves. This is one of the reasons that during Phase 2, consisting of the diet and hCG injections, you are not hungry and generally have an increase in energy levels.

Question: During the diet in Phase 2 will I have vitamin, mineral, or other nutritional deficiencies due to the low food consumption?
Answer: No. During the three- to six-week Phase 2 period your body is releasing massive amounts of stored nutrition from the fat cells that are being synthesized. Extensive studies have been conducted on patients throughout the protocol proving that no nutritional deficiencies develop. Therefore, during Phase 2 you should not be consuming anything other than those listed in the instructions. This includes no vitamin, mineral, or food supplements.

Question: Have any changes been made to the original Simeons "weight loss cure protocol"?
Answer: Phases 2 and 3 are, in fact, the original instructions as described in Simeons's manuscript Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity. There are two exceptions. Simeons used 125 IE of hCG. He suggested that taking larger amounts do not improve results, but rather have the opposite effect. Doctors in the 1970s and 1980s began dealing with patients who had many more issues and causes of abnormal hypothalamus activity than Simeons dealt with. Therefore, after Simeons's death in 1970, doctors began researching with slightly higher amounts of hCG. It was found that between 175 and 200 IEs were the optimal daily doses. Remember, this is an incredibly small amount of hCG. During pregnancy women are flooded with over 300,000 IEs of hCG on a daily basis. Doctors routinely administer 6,000 or more IEs of hCG to patients with various medical conditions. Taking 125 to 200 IEs daily for three to six weeks is an incredibly small amount. How much you should take should be determined between you and your doctor. The minimum is 125 IEs, as Simeons originally instructed, and the maximum should be no more than 200 IEs.

The second modification to Simeons's original protocol is the exclusion of melba toast, or an Italian grissino breadstick with lunch and dinner. It has been found that by eliminating "the small melba toast or grissino breadstick from the lunch and dinner meals speeds up the fat burning process. Simeons also did not include Phase 1 or Phase 4 of the current protocol. This is because all of the issues that are addressed in Phase 1 and Phase 4 did not exist in the 1950s and 1960s when Simeons was treating patients.

Question: Why was the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" kept a secret and why don't food companies, drug companies, and the government want us to know the truth about its effectiveness and safety?
Answer: It was kept secret because the doctors who are using the treatment successfully know full-well that they will be criticized, debunked, persecuted, and prosecuted for curing people of their obesity. Remember, the more overweight, fat, and obese people there are, the more money the drug companies, the food companies, and the diet industry
companies make. It's pure economics. It's all about money and profits. These companies will go to the greatest lengths of deception and fraud to increase their profits. A prime example of the deceit and fraud these companies partake in is the recent initiative brokered by former president Bill Clinton with soft drink manufacturers and school systems. President Clinton announced that he had brokered a deal with the soft drink manufacturers that would help fight obesity and promote health in school children. His announcement was that the soft drink manufacturers would no longer be selling soft drinks in schools through vending machines and at school lunch programs. This was supposed to help reduce the large consumption of sugar contained in soft drinks. This sounds like a wonderful thing. It was made to appear that the soft drink companies were losing profits and were sincerely interested in helping fight obesity in school age children. This is a great lie and deception. What they didn't tell you is that the number of soft drink vending machines in the schools continues to increase. The number of soft drink dispensers in school lunch programs continues to increase. The most significant thing they did not tell you was that diet sodas will continue to be sold and served to our children! This is a huge profit windfall for the soft drink manufacturers. Soft drink companies want to sell more diet sodas than regular sodas. Why? Diet sodas are cheaper to make and are more profitable. Diet sodas contain artificial sweeteners, including NutraSweet and Splenda, that are physically, chemically addicting. Diet sodas also increase depression and obesity. Diet sodas are being called the new crack.

Soft drink manufacturers are popping the Champagne over this initiative. They are like crack cocaine dealers, selling their product to young school children, getting them physically and chemically addicted and creating a lifelong consumer who cannot stop consuming their products. The drug companies, the food companies, and the diet industry companies do not want you to know the truth about the safety and effectiveness of the Simeons "weight loss cure protocol" because it absolutely will cost them huge profits. They are so fearful about this information being leaked out that they are paying lobbyists tens of millions of dollars to try to get lawmakers to pass legislation that will stop this information being disseminated and used by the masses. Additionally, this information is blowing the whistle and exposing the dirty secrets about how the food industry is purposefully designing and creating food that makes us physically, chemically addicted, increase our hunger and appetites, and actually make us fat! Exposing how the food companies are purposefully creating the obesity epidemic, it is putting great fear in the executives who could face massive multibillion class action suits from angry citizens who have been duped, lied to, and deceived by these multinational publicly traded corporations.

---

Question: What are your sources for the information in this book?

Answer: I have traveled over five million miles researching non-drug and non-surgical ways to cure and prevent disease. My research and investigations have been going on for over twenty years. I am not a medical doctor, and have no formal medical training. I am simply reporting to you the facts as an investigative journalist. I have interviewed over 5,000 medical doctors and health care practitioners around the world. I have read over 1,000 books on various health subjects. I have interviewed hundreds of authors who have focused on various areas of health care. I have dozens of inside sources at the FDA, the Centers for Disease Control, the FTC, the National Institutes of Health, and other state and federal agencies who provide me inside, top secret information. I have inside sources at dozens of pharmaceutical companies, food companies, and diet industry companies that have supplied me with massive amounts of secret documents. I have personally been involved, on a covert basis, with pharmaceutical companies and government agencies around the world. I have interviewed thousands of patients who have gone through these various protocols. I have reviewed hundreds of thousands of pages of scientific documents, studies, and doctor/patient records. I have personally done this protocol myself and have the best firsthand experience on reporting it to you.

Question: Isn't obesity just caused by overeating?

Answer: No. Dr. Simeons states in his manuscript that most obese patients do not suffer from compulsive overeating; they suffer genuine hunger. This real, gnawing, torturing hunger has nothing to do whatever with compulsive overeating. Sudden desires for sweets are a result of Candida yeast overgrowth and from the subconscious knowledge that highly refined food will relieve the hunger faster than any other kind of food. Compulsive overeating differs fundamentally from the obese patient's actual genuine hunger and real greater need for food. Compulsive overeating can be a frightening, ugly spectacle to behold. The mechanisms causing this reaction are entirely beyond the patient's control. These eating frenzies are also caused by the mental triggers and hypnotic suggestions implanted in our minds by the food companies' coercive television, radio, and print advertising. The solution to this condition is the LifeForce Plan, comprehensive Candida cleanse, a complete and comprehensive colon cleanse, liver cleanse, parasite cleanse, and heavy metal detox. The Purification Program is also a required course of treatment that will help alleviate the physical and biological causes of this disorder, www.purifica-tion.org or www.clearbodyclearmind.com. Handling nutritional deficiencies via whole food supplementation is also required. Stress reduction by taking AlphaCalm and listening to stress reducing CDs also are needed. Deprogramming the mind by reading books that expose the coercive nature of advertising is an effective solution to the hypnotic triggers that we carry with us. In Simeons's time people suffering from compulsive eating disorders constituted less than 2% of patients. Today estimates vary between 30% and 50% of all obese individuals suffer from this disorder.

Question: Could it be that I actually have a fear or reluctance of losing weight?

Answer: Dr. Simeons stated that some patients are consciously or unconsciously deeply attached to their fat and cannot bear the thought of losing it. Some people have subconsciously worked out a pattern in life in which their obesity plays a determining role, and then become subconsciously reluctant to upset this pattern and face a new kind of life which will be entirely different when their bodies have become normal and very attractive. This condition can be corrected. One known recommended technology for this and other mental and emotional issues, as well as psychosomatic illness, is Dianetics, www.dianetics.com.

Question: Does the weight loss protocol get rid of cellulite?
Answer: In most cases, absolutely yes! If you are very strict and fully commit to all of the dos and don'ts in Phase 1, complete a full course of treatment in Phases 2 and 3, and partake in all the suggestions in Phase 4, cellulite can vanish completely in a one- to six-month period of time. How do I prepare and inject hCG? HGG is available by prescription only. It is a pure substance extracted from the urine of pregnant women. The form that is to be used in this protocol is human chorionic gonadotrophin, not any animal form. It should come as a highly soluble powder. These preparations are carefully standardized, and any brand made by a reliable, approved pharmaceutical company is acceptable. The hCG should be extracted from the urine and not from the placenta. It must be of human and not animal origin. In fake, false, and misleading studies done around the world, animal hCG or hCG from the placenta was used, which will, of course, not work. The powder should be sealed in small ampoules where the amount is stated in international units. Be sure to check the date of manufacture and expiry. Once the date of expiry has passed, the HCG becomes useless. A suitable solvent solution is always supplied in a separate ampoule in the same package. Once the HCG powder is mixed with the solution it must be used within a few hours. Some say that the HCG will stay fully potent for two to three days after mixing. There is debate about whether this is true. Ideally, take the injection of hCG immediately upon mixing it into a solution. HGG, when injected, produces little if any tissue reaction. It is completely painless, and in the many thousands of injections Simeons has given he has never seen a negative reaction at the site of the injection. The injection is done deep intraglutely in the outer upper quadrant of the buttocks. Ideally the injection should not be given into the superficial fat layers, but should reach the muscle. It is important that the daily injection be taken at the same time each morning. Always do these injections while under the care and supervision of a medical doctor.

Question: Must I gorge for the first two days in Phase 2?
Answer: You. Dr. Simeons stipulates that a person will not be comfortable on the 500 calorie diet unless his normal fat reserves are reasonably well stocked. It is for this reason that in every case a person must eat to capacity the most fattening food they can get down for the first two days in Phase 2. It is a fundamental mistake to start the 500 calorie diet as soon as hCG injections are started as it seems to take about three injections before abnormal fat deposits begin to get released and circulate, thus becoming available to the body as fuel.

Question: How do I measure the 100 grams of protein?
Answer: Use a highly accurate small kitchen scale. Always weigh the protein raw.

Question: Can I substitute smoked fish, pickled fish, or deli meats?
Answer: Absolutely not. Nothing smoked, dried, or pickled. Never use deli meats. The meats must be of the leanest variety, trimming off any and all visible fat. The meat must be 100% organic otherwise it will contain growth hormone, antibiotics, and other animal drugs which slowdown or stop the fat burning process. Farm raised fish should never be used as these are loaded with man-made chemicals and food dyes which will slow down or stop the fat burning process. Simeons was very specific that grass fed beef and veal be used, otherwise the animals were fed genetically modified grain and animal parts, creating an abnormally high fat content and fat marbling of the beef and veal. Eating beef and veal that is not grass fed and 100% organic will slow down or stop the fat burning process. The amounts must be extremely accurate. One hundred grams is 100 grams!

Question: Can I mix vegetables?
Answer: Yes. Dr. Simeons stated that a person will not be comfortable on the 500 calorie diet unless his natural fat reserves are reasonably well stocked. It is for this reason that in every case a person must eat to capacity the most fattening food they can get down for the first two days in Phase 2. It is a fundamental mistake to start the 500 calorie diet as soon as hCG injections are started as it seems to take about three injections before abnormal fat deposits begin to get released and circulate, thus becoming available to the body as fuel.

Question: Can I change some food items on the diet?
Answer: No. You must be very strict in following the diet exactly if you want to achieve results. Simeons was very particular in his research about how even the smallest change or variation would slow down or stop the fat burning process completely. He said that the diet used in conjunction with the HCG injections must not exceed 500 calories per day. He also stated that the way these calories are made up is of the utmost important. He pointed out that if a patient dropped the apple and had a little more protein he would not be getting any more calories, but he would not lose weight. There are a number of foods, particularly fruits and vegetables, which have the same or even lower caloric values than those listed as permissible. However, when substitutions are made Simeons found that they interfere with the regular loss of weight under hCG. This is due to the nature of their chemical compositions. Simeons also noted that beef in Europe was quite different than beef from America. If it's not on the list do not eat it.

Question: Can I eat lamb, pork, shellfish, duck, or venison while on the 500 calorie Phase 2 diet?
Answer: No.

Question: Will I be hungry during this protocol?
Answer: During Phase 1 you can never be hungry because there is no restriction on the amount of food you eat. In Phase 2 you may have slight hunger between one and seven days. This will depend on how much of Phase 1 you did. During Phase 3 you cannot be hungry because there is no limit to the amount of food you consume. In Phase 4 you can never be hungry because the hypothalamus has now been reset, lowering your natural hunger and there are no limits to the amount of food you consume. Do not be fearful of this program because you are horrified at the thought of enduring torturous hunger. Like the hundreds of thousands of other people who have gone through this protocol, you will find the process enjoyable and relatively easy.

Question: Can I use artificial sweeteners while on this protocol?
Answer: No. You should never use any artificial sweeteners ever again for as long as you live. All artificial sweeteners, including NutraSweet and Splenda, should never be consumed. They increase depression, are physically, chemically addicting, and they make you fat.

Question: Can I use MSG (monosodium glutamate)?
Answer: Organic raw apple cider vinegar in liquid form is the best. However, it is better to take apple cider vinegar tablets than taking nothing at all. I personally take apple cider vinegar tablets on the occasions where it is inconvenient to take the liquid form. Remember, organic raw apple cider vinegar has almost miraculous health enhancing effects, as well as helping reduce fat deposits in the body.

Question: Can I swim or use hot tubs?
Answer: Although swimming is fantastic exercise, I do not recommend it because almost all swimming pools today are loaded with deadly chlorine. All tap water is loaded with chlorine and fluoride. Swimming pools and hot tubs have additional chlorine and other poisonous chemicals added to them. The skin is the largest organ in the body. Being in a swimming pool or hot tub means you are flooding your bloodstream and body cells with deadly chlorine, fluoride, and other poisonous chemicals. These chemicals, once on your skin and in your body, create hormonal imbalances leading to a host of problems including depression, PMS, digestive disorders, and obesity. I have a swimming pool and hot tub; however, no chlorine or any chemicals are used. The water has been filtered through ultraviolet light, granular activated charcoal impregnated with silver, and other organic filtering material. It is kept clean, with flushing of ozone and oxygen. It is actually super healthy to drink the water, never mind swim in it! Swimming in the ocean or lakes is highly beneficial and recommended. Watch out, however, as certain natural water sources can be heavily polluted.

Question: Can I drink juices while doing the protocol?
Answer: Some patients may be dealing with insulin resistance or low blood sugar. The solution is to make sure you are drinking Eleotin tea as the instructions dictate. Make sure at breakfast you drink organic Yerba Mate tea. Drink several cups of organic Yerba Mate tea throughout the day. Also, take the apple from either lunch or dinner meal and eat it for breakfast. A hypoactive thyroid, Candida yeast overgrowth, poor circulation, or parasites could also cause low energy. If you did the steps in Phase 1, low energy should not be a major concern. It is extremely rare that low energy persists for more than a day or two during Phase 2. It has never been reported that low energy ever reaches the point of being de-habilitating. If you are experiencing low energy, know that the condition is temporary and will be addressed by following Phases 3 and 4.

Question: While on the protocol can I use gum, mints, lozenges, or cough syrup?
Answer: No. You should never eat anything with MSG in it ever again as long as you live. It is a deadly, dangerous excitotoxin. It increases depression, increases appetite, and makes you fat. Although swimming is fantastic exercise, I do not recommend it because almost all swimming pools today are loaded with deadly chlorine. All tap water is loaded with chlorine and fluoride. Swimming pools and hot tubs have additional chlorine and other poisonous chemicals added to them. The skin is the largest organ in the body. Being in a swimming pool or hot tub means you are flooding your bloodstream and body cells with deadly chlorine, fluoride, and other poisonous chemicals. These chemicals, once on your skin and in your body, create hormonal imbalances leading to a host of problems including depression, PMS, digestive disorders, and obesity. I have a swimming pool and hot tub; however, no chlorine or any chemicals are used. The water has been filtered through ultraviolet light, granular activated charcoal impregnated with silver, and other organic filtering material. It is kept clean, with flushing of ozone and oxygen. It is actually super healthy to drink the water, never mind swim in it! Swimming in the ocean or lakes is highly beneficial and recommended. Watch out, however, as certain natural water sources can be heavily polluted.

Question: Can I drink juices while doing the protocol?
Answer: Some patients may be dealing with insulin resistance or low blood sugar. The solution is to make sure you are drinking Eleotin tea as the instructions dictate. Make sure at breakfast you drink organic Yerba Mate tea. Drink several cups of organic Yerba Mate tea throughout the day. Also, take the apple from either lunch or dinner meal and eat it for breakfast. A hypoactive thyroid, Candida yeast overgrowth, poor circulation, or parasites could also cause low energy. If you did the steps in Phase 1, low energy should not be a major concern. It is extremely rare that low energy persists for more than a day or two during Phase 2. It has never been reported that low energy ever reaches the point of being de-habilitating. If you are experiencing low energy, know that the condition is temporary and will be addressed by following Phases 3 and 4.

Question: What about human growth hormone, testosterone, or other hormone treatments?
Answer: Receiving any hormone replacement therapy such as injections of human growth hormone or testosterone can produce increased muscle mass, increased energy, and fat reduction. There are many anti-aging benefits. However, once you start taking hormones your body shuts down its normal hormone production. This means you are actually making the condition worse in the long run. You will be a slave to taking the hormone injections for the rest of your life. This is serious business and you should strongly consider all options before taking such drastic measures. There are, however, homeopathic substances which stimulate the body to produce human growth hormone naturally. One such product is called Renewal, available at www.alwaysyoung.com.

Question: Can I take apple cider vinegar tablets instead of the liquid?
Answer: organic raw apple cider vinegar in liquid form is the best. However, it is better to take apple cider vinegar tablets than taking nothing at all. I personally take apple cider vinegar tablets on the occasions where it is inconvenient to take the liquid form. Remember, organic raw apple cider vinegar has almost miraculous health enhancing effects, as well as helping reduce fat deposits in the body.

Question: Must I eat breakfast as well as eating six times per day?
Answer: Yes. Dr. Simeons stated that one of the causes of obesity was eating infrequently and having extremely large meals. The human body's digestive system is designed to eat smaller meals every few hours. The body is designed to handle food that is raw or unrefined. The human body's digestive tract is similar to primates; it best operates with continual rubbing. It is not suited for gorging followed by long periods of time without food. Thus, skipping breakfast, eating a light lunch, and a huge dinner places a great unnatural burden on the digestive system and intestinal tract. In today's society we eat large meals which contain more food than the body requires at the moment in order to tide us over until the next meal. This food has been produced to be easily digestible, is highly refined, and floods the body with nourishment and calories for which it has no immediate need and cannot physically handle. The body must store this surplus somehow somewhere, thus creating fat deposits. This is why experts
agree that eating breakfast, a snack mid-morning, lunch, a snack mid-afternoon, dinner, and a snack in the evening, is one of the healthiest, best long-term approaches for weight management and better health.

**Question:** Can I eat salt?

**Answer:** During all the phases salt may be consumed, however, always choose sea salt or Himalayan salt. Ideally, use salt in minimal amounts and use approximately the same amount of salt each day. A sudden increase in salt intake during Phase 2 will be followed by a corresponding temporary increase in weight. It does not influence the loss of fat however. It will only create retention of water, which will show up as increased weight on the scale. Therefore, during Phase 2 keep your salt intake close to the same every day.

**Question:** Must I eliminate cosmetics, moisturizers, lotions, and creams during Phase 2?

**Answer:** Yes. Dr. Simeons stated that most people find it hard to believe that the fats, oils, creams, and ointments applied to the skin are absorbed into the body and interfere with the weight reduction by hCG just as if those ingredients were eaten. This almost incredible sensitivity to even such very minor increases in nutritional and caloric intake is a peculiar feature of the hCG method. Simeons found that persons who habitually handle fats, such as workers in beauty parlors, masseuses, butchers, etc. never show a satisfactory loss of weight when using hCG unless they avoid all contact with the skin fully and products. Such fats and various goods. Simeons lists this important point with two cases. A lady who was following the protocol perfectly suddenly increased half a pound. No dietary error was made and she used no face creams of any kind. Menses was not an issue as she was already past menopause. This puzzled the doctors. Finally, she realized that she had bought herself a new set of makeup, pots, and bottles. She used her fingers to transfer her large assortment of cosmetics to the new containers. This was enough to create absorption through the skin, which in turn adversely affected the hCG weight reduction results. Another case concerned a man Simeons treated who was twenty pounds overweight. From the first day of Phase 2 he did not lose weight at a satisfactory level. He followed the program exactly, but still without the anticipated one pound per day weight loss. In questioning, the patient explained to Simeons that he had a glass eye. He changed and cleaned the eye daily, putting a very special ointment into his eye socket. The patient was told to stop using the ointment immediately. From that day forward his weight loss became satisfactory and consistent.

Many modern cosmetics contain hormones, which interfere with endocrine regulations in the body and must be avoided. Remember, whatever you put on the skin is absorbed into the body just as though you ate it.

**Question:** What about abdominal exercises and aerobics?

**Answer:** Aerobic exercise has many health benefits. In terms of resetting the body weight set point, walking one hour per day outside is much more effective. In terms of increasing metabolism and flushing the body of toxins, yoga and rebounding is more effective. In terms of increasing muscle mass, strength, and tone, as well as getting the body to release anti-aging hormones, resistance training such as weight lifting is more effective. Aerobic exercise is extremely healthy and beneficial and should be engaged in by everyone at any level you desire. Abdominal exercises or fancy abdominal exercise machines do, in fact, strengthen and tone the abdominal muscles. They will not, however, burn fat around the waist, midsection, or stomach. They will not eliminated the “love handles.” They will never flatten the stomach. I have been in the TV infomercial and direct response industry for over twenty years. I know most of the people selling these abdominal products. The joke in the industry is that “These products are for selling, not for using!” The advertisements for these products are all false and misleading. I should know because I was involved in the production of many of them. If you want to get a flat stomach and eliminate the flat around the waist and midsection you must do "the weight loss cure protocol" in its entirety. If you want stronger, more defined abdominal muscles, then abdominal exercises are effective. But, you'll never see those defined abdominal muscles unless you get rid of the layer of fat that is covering them!

**Question:** Getting seven to eight hours of deep sleep is important for health and makes you lose weight. This research comes from Dr. Neal Kohatsu from the California Department of Health Services. He states, "Even a modest increase in sleep duration has shown to have a clinically significant affect on weight." Sleep disorders are caused by nutritional deficiencies, MSG, and other excitotoxins, artificial sweeteners, the massive amounts of caffeine and other stimulants consumed on a daily basis, trans fats, toxic ingredients in the products you put on the skin, chlorine and fluoride in the water you shower and bathe in, parasites, and several other factors. If you do all the steps in Phase 1 and Phase 4, your ability to fall asleep and sleep fully and deeply the entire night should be normalized within ninety days. Studies show over 50% of Americans deal with some kind of sleep problems at least two to three times per week. Another cause of sleep disorders is non-prescription and prescription drug use. Most common over-the-counter non-prescription and prescription drugs actually cause sleep issues. Non-prescription and prescription sleeping aids are one of the most profitable market segments for drug companies. Like obesity, the food companies and drug companies are specifically designing products and food that cause sleep disorders. This is done purposely so that more sleeping pills will be sold and corporate profits will continue to skyrocket. Isn't it interesting that fifty years ago virtually no one had a hard time falling asleep and staying asleep? Isn't it bizarre that today almost everyone has a hard time falling asleep even though they are physically exhausted? This condition has been created by the food companies and the drug companies themselves! When you go through all four phases of this protocol your sleep disorders will be corrected.
Question: What about all these diet pills, patches, and products that claim to burn fat, reduce hunger, increase metabolism, block carbs, etc.?
Answer: Repeat after me... scam, scam, scam, scam! They are rip offs and do not work! Remember, I know most of the people who sell these worthless products! For years I was involved in the production of the labels and advertising of these products. Everything about these products is false, misleading, and deceptive. They absolutely, categorically do not work. Do not waste your money. In some cases they will temporarily, slightly reduce hunger or increase metabolic rate. However, when you stop taking the product your hunger comes back stronger than ever before, and your metabolism is lower than before! You will gain all the weight back, plus ten pounds! None of these products allow you to burn or release the secure problem area fat reserves. When you use them, any weight you lose will be either muscle or important structural fat. If a product is ever invented that actually works I will personally endorse it and give all my endorsement royalties to charity!

Question: Celebrities, doctors, and everyone who endorses products does so for three reasons. Money... money... and money. It's all always about the money. These endorsers will say anything about the product as long as they get the check. I should know because I hired celebrities and doctors to endorse products I was involved with over the last twenty years-1 can tell you that if you heard what these people say about what they truly think of these products it would make you sick. When you see them on television looking so sincere, and telling you how wonderful their life is because of this product, drug, or food, you must know that they are simply reading a script. They are professional actors doing what they do best... acting! If you saw the outtakes, and heard their comments after the filming is completed, you would see that you are being mislead and lied to. In most cases the celebrities and doctors endorse the products do not even use the products they are endorsing. Remember, these doctors and celebrities are paid millions of dollars to endorse, recommend, and help companies sell their products. This is nothing more than deceptive and fraudulent advertising at its highest.

Question: What about all these diet pills, patches, and products that claim to burn fat, reduce hunger, increase metabolism, block carbs, etc.?
Answer: Repeat after me... scam, scam, scam, scam! They are rip offs and do not work! Remember, I know most of the people who sell these worthless products! For years I was involved in the production of the labels and advertising of these products. Everything about these products is false, misleading, and deceptive. They absolutely, categorically do not work. Do not waste your money. In some cases they will temporarily, slightly reduce hunger or increase metabolic rate. However, when you stop taking the product your hunger comes back stronger than ever before, and your metabolism is lower than before! You will gain all the weight back, plus ten pounds! None of these products allow you to burn or release the secure problem area fat reserves. When you use them, any weight you lose will be either muscle or important structural fat. If a product is ever invented that actually works I will personally endorse it and give all my endorsement royalties to charity!

Question: What about all these doctors and celebrities who endorse weight loss products or various food products?
Answer: Celebrities, doctors, and everyone who endorses products does so for three reasons. Money... money... and money. It's all always about the money. These endorsers will say anything about the product as long as they get the check. I should know because I hired celebrities and doctors to endorse products I was involved with over the last twenty years-1 can tell you that if you heard what these people say about what they truly think of these products it would make you sick. When you see them on television looking so sincere, and telling you how wonderful their life is because of this product, drug, or food, you must know that they are simply reading a script. They are professional actors doing what they do best... acting! If you saw the outtakes, and heard their comments after the filming is completed, you would see that you are being mislead and lied to. In most cases the celebrities and doctors endorse the products do not even use the products they are endorsing. Remember, these doctors and celebrities are paid millions of dollars to endorse, recommend, and help companies sell their products. This is nothing more than deceptive and fraudulent advertising at its highest.

Question: After I do Phases 1, 2, and 3 should I continue weighing myself every day?
Answer: Yes. Because you have dealt with the obesity condition for so long, it is important to weigh yourself every day to make sure that you are maintaining your new lower weight. This will help you focused on doing the steps in Phase 4, thus making sure your bad habits do not return and the weight stays off permanently.

Question: What if I'm skeptical and nervous about using this protocol?
Answer: No. These are marketing ploys and scams designed to deceive you. Always read the ingredient list on the product labels. Always look for 100% organic.

Question: What about all these doctors and celebrities who endorse weight loss products or various food products?
Answer: Celebrities, doctors, and everyone who endorses products does so for three reasons. Money... money... and money. It's all always about the money. These endorsers will say anything about the product as long as they get the check. I should know because I hired celebrities and doctors to endorse products I was involved with over the last twenty years-1 can tell you that if you heard what these people say about what they truly think of these products it would make you sick. When you see them on television looking so sincere, and telling you how wonderful their life is because of this product, drug, or food, you must know that they are simply reading a script. They are professional actors doing what they do best... acting! If you saw the outtakes, and heard their comments after the filming is completed, you would see that you are being mislead and lied to. In most cases the celebrities and doctors endorse the products do not even use the products they are endorsing. Remember, these doctors and celebrities are paid millions of dollars to endorse, recommend, and help companies sell their products. This is nothing more than deceptive and fraudulent advertising at its highest.

Question: What if I'm skeptical and nervous about using this protocol?
Answer: No. These are marketing ploys and scams designed to deceive you. Always read the ingredient list on the product labels. Always look for 100% organic.

Question: How do I maintain my weight after completing Phase 4?
Answer: Yes. If you lose a substantial amount of weight and a year later find you have gained some weight back, do the protocol as often as you desire. I know of many people that have lost sixty pounds or more who find themselves gaining ten to fifteen pounds over a year's time. Rather than let their weight gain get out of hand, they do Phase 2 of the protocol for three weeks each year to lose the weight because they have found it is the easiest and most effective way to lose abnormal fat and has the best long-term effects.

Question: What if I'm skeptical and nervous about using this protocol?
Answer: No. These are marketing ploys and scams designed to deceive you. Always read the ingredient list on the product labels. Always look for 100% organic.

Question: Dr. Simeons found that patients were often skeptical about the claims that this protocol could be done without hunger and would deliver fast and long-term results. He overcame this by letting new patients spend some time in
the waiting room with patients who were currently engaged in the protocol. The existing patients would always explain to the potential new patients, with evangelical zeal, the ease and spectacular results they were achieving. When new potential patients heard firsthand and saw with their own eyes the results, skepticism, apprehension, and anxiety was always relieved. I would encourage you to visit www.hcgobesity.org and view before and after photos of actual patients who have engaged in this protocol. Also go to www.naturalcures.com and look under the weight loss section. Read Dr. Simeons’s manuscript *Pounds and Inches: A New Approach to Obesity* for yourself.

**Question:** Do I really need to eat organic grass fed beef, organic poultry, and organic milk, cheese, and dairy products?

**Answer:** Yes. Unless it is 100% organic, the animals and dairy products will be loaded with growth hormones, antibiotics, and other animal drugs. When you consume meat, poultry, and dairy you are, in fact, consuming these animal growth hormones and drugs. This causes health problems in the body, depression, and leads to obesity. If the animals are not 100% organic and grass fed, they are fed genetically modified grain, man-made chemical food products, and ground up dead animals. This creates meat, poultry and dairy products that are unnatural and will, in fact, lead to obesity and other diseases.

**Question:** Why are fast food, and regional and chain restaurants so bad?

**Answer:** All restaurant food is designed to make you fat. The worst offenders are fast food chains. All regional and national chain restaurants also need to be avoided. Virtually all restaurants have their food produced by the same small group of multinational food companies. Almost all restaurant food comes premade, premixed, preseasoned, freeze dried, frozen, or in jars and cans. Restaurants today do not cook food from scratch. They are not using fresh organic ingredients. Most food served in these kinds of restaurant are simply reheated! The food sold in fast food restaurants, regional and national restaurants, and most other restaurants are loaded to the highest degree with the specific ingredients that cause obesity. These include super highly refined sugars, such as high fructose corn syrup, corn syrup, sucrose, and dextrose; trans fats, such as hydrogenated or partially hydrogenated oils; artificial sweeteners, including aspartame and sucroloes; meat, poultry, and dairy loaded with growth hormone, antibiotics, and other animal drugs; virtually no food with any fiber; food that is super highly refined and extremely high on the glycemic index; monosodium glutamate and other excitotoxins; and meals that are massively high in calories. This situation permeates American culture and is spreading all around the world. Wherever these kinds of restaurants spring up, and this kind of food is sold, obesity springs up as well. We know that smoking cigarettes causes cancer. The tobacco companies lied about this known fact for fifty years. We now know that eating food from fast food restaurants, regional and national chain restaurants, and most other restaurants, absolutely causes obesity. These companies have done this purposely and are lying to us now about this true fact.

**Question:** Will you be setting up clinics around the world offering this protocol?

**Answer:** I am assisting medical doctors around the world in setting up clinics where this protocol can be taught and administered. For a list of doctors who administer this protocol, and clinics that offer this protocol, go to www.naturalcures.com. Look under the weight loss section.

**Question:** Do you have any recipes that work with this protocol?

**Answer:** Yes. I intend on coming out with a cookbook in the future. I am not a chef. I do, however, cook simple, delicious meals almost every day. Fantastic meals can be made from scratch in less than an hour and, in most cases, in less than thirty minutes. If I can cook, anybody can cook! I should have a show on the Food Network! Gall or e-mail them and let them know you think so as well. For current recipes and DVDs with cooking instructions go to www.naturalcures.com.

**Question:** What if I show no weight loss four days in a row while on Phase 2?

**Answer:** Dr. Simeons discussed at length daily weight fluctuations or reaching weight plateaus. He explained that at times there may be no drop of weight at all for two or three days, which is then followed by a sudden large drop which reestablishes the normal daily average of about one pound per day during Phase 2. Weight fluctuations occur more so in women than in men. If a person weighs themselves and notices that the weight stays the same for four days in a row, the patient is told that after weighing on the fourth morning, to only eat six organic apples for that day. The patient is told to drink nothing except a small amount of water, just enough to quench their thirst when needed. Two cups of corn silk tea should be consumed. The next morning there should be a drop in weight. If not, do not be concerned. It is important to note that because this protocol is synthesizing and releasing so much abnormal fat, the body may retain excess water in order to rid the system of this excess released fat and accompanying toxins. This adjustment results in no apparent weight loss on the scale, however, you must know that the body is still being reshaped, and massive fat loss is still occurring.

**Question:** Can I do Phase 1 for longer than thirty days?

**Answer:** Yes. You can do the items in Phase 1 for as short or as long as you want. Doing if for a minimum of thirty days immediately before starting Phase 2 is ideal. Some people have done the steps in Phase 1 for forty-five, sixty, even ninety days before starting Phase 2. This was mainly due to the fact that Phase 1 has no restrictions on the amount of food you can consume. Patients found doing Phase 1 was easy and they saw consistent weight loss; therefore, because they were apprehensive about doing Phase 2, they simply continued with doing the steps in Phase 1. This is entirely acceptable. In actual fact, if you were to do all the steps in Phase 1 with strict adherence for ninety to 120 days in a row you would actually begin to reset the body's weight set point and correct the abnormal hypothalamus condition. Weight loss would be slow, but you would in fact be releasing abnormal secure fat deposits. This is
another alternative for those who do not want or are unable to do the hCG protocol. If you do Phase 1 for an extended period of time you should do the LifeForce Plan Candida cleanse (www.lifeforceplan.com), as well as a liver cleanse and a parasite cleanse, to achieve the full results of resetting the hypothalamus.

Question: Can I take higher doses of hCG?
Answer: Simeons said never go above 200 International Units of hCG a day. He also said not to take a larger amount and increasing the duration between injections. Therefore, do not take a weekly injection, for example. You must take only between 125-200 IU's, and this must be taken every day during the protocol.

Question: Can I stay on Phase 2 longer than six weeks?
Answer: Simeons found that the body has a tendency to create an immunity to hCG. Therefore, staying on Phase 2 for longer than six weeks is not advised. You must take at least a six-week break before you start the injections and protocol of Phase 2 again. This is important, as once your body starts developing immunity to hCG you will no longer be burning abnormal fat reserves, but rather start burning structural fat and muscle. Therefore, if you complete six weeks of Phase 2, and still desire to lose more weight, you must then do Phase 3 for six weeks. Then, do Phase 2 again up to a maximum of six weeks. If you still have more weight you wish to lose, then do Phase 3 for eight weeks. Then, do Phase 2 again for up to a maximum of six weeks. If you still have more weight you wish to lose, do Phase 3 for ten weeks. Then, do Phase 2 again for a maximum of six weeks. Continue adding two weeks to Phase 3 for as long as you need. When you have reached your desired weight during Phase 2, continue by doing Phase 3 for three weeks, then continue to Phase 4.

Question: What if I'm a vegetarian?
Answer: If you are a vegetarian and cannot do the diet in Phase 2, then it is advised that you not do the Phase 2 Simeons protocol of diet and hCG. Instead, do the Turbo Protein Diet as your Phase 2. Available at www.almased.com.

Question: What about homogenized dairy products?
Answer: The best dairy products are 100% organic and raw. Raw means the dairy products have not been pasteurized or homogenized. Pasteurization and homogenization of dairy products changes their chemical compositions, making them hard to digest and creating excess mucus in the body. If you can only get homogenized and pasteurized dairy products, limit their use.

Question: Why are the majority of children today fat starting at birth?
Answer: There are many factors causing the majority of children to be classified as overweight, fat, and obese. During pregnancy the mother is releasing secured fat reserves which nourish the child. Because of all the toxins consumed by the mother before conception, these fat reserves are loaded with toxicity, which is transferred to the unborn fetus. What the mother eats transfers to the unborn fetus as well. This means the unborn fetus is being flooded with residues of non-prescription and prescription drugs, herbicides, pesticides, trans fats, artificial sweeteners, and thousands of other chemical compounds. When the child is born, the likelihood that the hypothalamus has already been overtaxed is very high. Not breast feeding and using formula that has been microwaved worsens the condition. Early and massive use of vaccines and antibiotics also cause the hypothalamus to become abnormal, thus creating obese children. School lunch programs and "kids meals" are loaded with the highest amounts of super highly refined food and sugars, lack of fiber, high fructose corn syrup, trans fats, nitrates, and MSG. The kids don't have a chance. Obesity will continue to rise as this is what the food industry wants.

Question: Is buying food in bulk a good idea?
Answer: No. Research shows that buying in bulk causes people to eat more frequently, and larger quantities of food. Ideally, keep little food in your home. Buy food on a daily basis for daily consumption. This allows you to buy fresher, more nutritious food, as well as reducing the quantity and frequency of food you consume.

Question: What is the best dairy products?
Answer: The best dairy products are 100% organic and raw. Raw means the dairy products have not been pasteurized or homogenized. Pasteurization and homogenization of dairy products changes their chemical compositions, making them hard to digest and creating excess mucus in the body. If you can only get homogenized and pasteurized dairy products, limit their use.

Question: Why are the majority of children today fat starting at birth?
Answer: There are many factors causing the majority of children to be classified as overweight, fat, and obese. During pregnancy the mother is releasing secured fat reserves which nourish the child. Because of all the toxins consumed by the mother before conception, these fat reserves are loaded with toxicity, which is transferred to the unborn fetus. What the mother eats transfers to the unborn fetus as well. This means the unborn fetus is being flooded with residues of non-prescription and prescription drugs, herbicides, pesticides, trans fats, artificial sweeteners, and thousands of other chemical compounds. When the child is born, the likelihood that the hypothalamus has already been overtaxed is very high. Not breast feeding and using formula that has been microwaved worsens the condition. Early and massive use of vaccines and antibiotics also cause the hypothalamus to become abnormal, thus creating obese children. School lunch programs and "kids meals" are loaded with the highest amounts of super highly refined food and sugars, lack of fiber, high fructose corn syrup, trans fats, nitrates, and MSG. The kids don't have a chance. Obesity will continue to rise as this is what the food industry wants.

Question: Eating in restaurants is a nightmare. The food is heavily processed, loaded with trans fats, high fructose corn syrup, MSG, and lacks fiber. It is almost never fresh. The portions are outrageously huge. The environment in restaurants creates massive overeating, and eating food that is specifically designed to make us fat. On one occasion I was in a restaurant eating breakfast. It noticed on the menu a "fresh fruit salad." I asked the waitress if the fruit salad was fresh. She said yes. When it arrived it was obvious that it was canned, loaded with heavy sugary syrup. I told the waitress that the fruit salad appeared to be canned. She said yes. I was surprised. I asked her, "Didn't you say it was fresh?" She replied, "It is fresh; we opened the can this morning." On another occasion I asked if the chicken wings on the menu came pre-made and frozen. The waitress said yes, but they were "all-natural." I asked if I could see the bag so I could read the ingredient list. There were over seventy-five ingredients in these chicken wings, including monosodium glutamate, high fructose corn syrup, and trans fats. It's hard to eat restaurant food. This is why you must consistently do the various cleanses throughout the year to get poisonous toxins out of your system. An effective technique that I use when eating in restaurants is this: knowing that the portions will be enormous, I normally tell the waitress to take half of my food and put it in a "to go bag," and only serve me a half-size portion. This is always more than enough food and makes it so I don't have to use willpower to stop eating. I also order one main course and share it with my dinner companion.

Question: Eating in restaurants is a nightmare. The food is heavily processed, loaded with trans fats, high fructose corn syrup, MSG, and lacks fiber. It is almost never fresh. The portions are outrageously huge. The environment in restaurants creates massive overeating, and eating food that is specifically designed to make us fat. On one occasion I was in a restaurant eating breakfast. It noticed on the menu a "fresh fruit salad." I asked the waitress if the fruit salad was fresh. She said yes. When it arrived it was obvious that it was canned, loaded with heavy sugary syrup. I told the waitress that the fruit salad appeared to be canned. She said yes. I was surprised. I asked her, "Didn't you say it was fresh?" She replied, "It is fresh; we opened the can this morning." On another occasion I asked if the chicken wings on the menu came pre-made and frozen. The waitress said yes, but they were "all-natural." I asked if I could see the bag so I could read the ingredient list. There were over seventy-five ingredients in these chicken wings, including monosodium glutamate, high fructose corn syrup, and trans fats. It's hard to eat restaurant food. This is why you must consistently do the various cleanses throughout the year to get poisonous toxins out of your system. An effective technique that I use when eating in restaurants is this: knowing that the portions will be enormous, I normally tell the waitress to take half of my food and put it in a "to go bag," and only serve me a half-size portion. This is always more than enough food and makes it so I don't have to use willpower to stop eating. I also order one main course and share it with my dinner companion.

Question: What if I have only ten pounds to lose?
If you do all the steps in Phase 1 you may lose all the weight you need to. However, the Simeons’ “weight loss cure protocol” is designed to reshape and re-sculpt the body and release abnormal fat deposits. If you are on Phase 2 and lose all the weight you need before the minimum three weeks has been completed, simply double the amount of food on the diet.

When the FDA, AMA, or FTC says a medical treatment or drug is effective and safe, or ineffective and dangerous, aren’t they usually correct in their statements?

No. These organizations have repeatedly said that thousands of drugs are safe and effective. Later, these drugs, like Vioxx, need to be pulled off the market because so many people are dying or developing major medical conditions. The FDA’s history of emphatically claiming a drug is safe, then pulling it off the market because it becomes proven to be unsafe, is full of thousands of such cases. Whistle-blowers who work for the FDA claim that the FDA’s statements of safety and effectiveness of drugs and surgical procedures can never be trusted. Conversely, when the FDA says that something is not effective and unsafe, they are often proven in court to be lying or making such statements without any substantiation or documentation. There are hundreds of examples where courts have proven that the FDA and various medical boards make statements claiming that certain natural products and procedures are dangerous when there is absolutely no substantiation. Statements made by the AMA, FDA, FTC, and various medical boards can never be trusted. This comes directly from whistle-blowers who are working, or who have worked, directly for these agencies.

Do medical boards, the AMA, FDA, or other organizations really suppress effective cures that could help people?

Yes. This has been proven in hundreds of documented cases all around the world. The most recent example is two Australian medical doctors who claimed to have discovered that bacteria lives in the stomach which can partially be responsible for ulcers. For over 100 years, the established medical community has known the fact that bacteria does not, and can not, live in the stomach. These medical doctors were ridiculed, harassed, discredited, and almost lost their licenses. After ten years of persecution, “science” finally proved that these two doctors were correct with their discovery. The entire medical establishment was wrong for over 100 years. The doctors received a Nobel Prize for their discovery. Suppression of effective, safe cures is widespread around the world.

Weren’t you sued by the Federal Trade Commission and called a habitual false advertiser?

The U.S. Government has said in their own internal documents that agencies are encouraged to sue, debunk, discredit, and make false allegations against anyone and any company that it deems has taken any action that could expose internal corruption, conflicts of interest, or adversely affect profits of the corporations who are in effect paying the politicians. The FTC has sued and made false accusations against hundreds of individuals and companies that expose the truth about inexpensive, safe and effective, natural cures for medical conditions. I was sued twice by the FTC for allegedly making false, misleading, and unsubstantiated statements in advertising. This is the standard method that the FTC uses to crush whistle-blowers. All of these allegations have been proven in court to be totally false. The FTC was forced to drop all charges against me and sign official court documents stating that after a full investigation, “There is no finding of any wrongdoing by Mr. Trudeau or any of his companies.” I have never paid any fines to the FTC. The attacks on me started when I became a whistle-blower exposing the corruption and conflicts of interest in the FTC, FDA, and other state and federal agencies. It is interesting to note that the FTG has never sued a pharmaceutical or food corporation, even though it has been proven in court that they routinely engage in false and misleading advertising and make unsubstantiated claims. U.S. government agencies routinely lie, deceive, and mislead the public in an attempt to protect the profits of large conglomerates. The most obvious example of this is when the United States Supreme Court ruled that the tomato, which is scientifically a fruit, be legally called a vegetable so that additional tax revenue can be generated by the government! I am currently suing the Federal Trade Commission and other government agencies for their blatant and flagrant violations of the U.S. Constitution against me and other citizens. Remember, insiders at these agencies have said themselves that these bureaucracies do not protect citizens, but rather do everything in their power to protect conglomerate profits.

Should I read your first two books?

Yes. Natural Cures “They” Don’t Want You To Know About has sold over six million copies. It exposes in great length the unholy alliance between the drug companies, food companies, media, and government agencies. It gives you the inexpensive, safe and effective, all-natural, non-drug and non-surgical ways to cure and prevent virtually every disease. There are inexpensive, natural alternatives to virtually every drug on the market. This expose blows the whistle and exposes information that “they” don’t want you to know about.

More Natural Cures Revealed: Previously Censored Brand Name Products That Cure Disease picks up where the first book left off and contains information that was actually censored out of the first book by the U.S. Government. Both books give information that is not available anywhere else. They are fast, entertaining, and exciting reads. They are available at www.naturalcures.com and everywhere where books are sold.

Do thoughts play a role in obesity?

Yes. Remember, you become what you think about. The pictures you have in your mind, what you think about, and what you say with your mouth all have powerful effects on the physiology and can contribute greatly in creating obesity or creating a thin, lean, healthy body. Two effective techniques that can help you use these facts to your advantage are as follows. Write down the phrase “I weigh ___ pounds.” Put your goal weight in the blank. Put this card everywhere you can see it, such as on your computer screen, on your TV, on the dashboard of your car, on the mirror in your bathroom, on your refrigerator, etc. carry it with you at all times. Look at this card as many times as possible throughout the day and say the words out loud. This will help program your mind to create your ideal weight. Another effective technique is to use a computer software program to put your face on a picture of the body that you desire. Put this picture, or pictures, everywhere you can see it throughout the day. Look at this picture as
many times as possible. This will help create the picture in your mind that will cause it to be attracted into your life. Thoughts are, in fact, things!

Question: Is the media really biased?
Answer: The media is very biased and has major conflicts of interest, which means it can never have objective journalism. Multinational corporations that in turn own thousands of companies around the world own all major television networks. The large corporations, therefore, use the television networks to promote their other business holdings. A perfect example is Fox News Network. Fox News is owned by News Corp., which is owned by Rupert Murdoch. News Corp owns Harper Collins book publishers. All of the Fox News TV anchors get books published by Harper Collins. They are told to use their television shows to promote their books. Fox also uses its TV network to promote other books sold by Harper Collins. It also uses its network to bash and discredit books published by other publishing companies, such as mine. This happens with every television network. TV news shows are nothing more than commercials promoting products sold by the group’s other companies, and discrediting products sold by competitors. Because I expose the drug companies and the fast food industry, most news shows will never have me on as a guest. Because I expose what the news channels are doing and how they deceive the public, I am constantly bashed and discredited by news organizations. Another example is the Larry King Show on CNN. I was scheduled to appear on Larry King because I had the biggest selling nonfiction book in America. Every major author has been invited as a guest on Larry King. When the executives at CNN heard that I was going to be a guest, they immediately ordered Larry King to cancel my appearance. They gave no rational explanation. My insiders at CNN tell me that the executives are petrified that I will expose the CNN news network, its drug company sponsors, and food company sponsors. Because the Larry King Show is live, I could not be edited. The major advertisers and studio executives do not want me to educate the public about their unhealthy products. As you can see, there is no objective journalism.

Question: Do electromagnetic frequencies really affect our cells and cause weight gain?
Answer: Yes. All wireless devices, and all electrical wiring, create electromagnetic fields which adversely affect the cells in the body, creating hormonal imbalances leading to fatigue, depression, and weight gain. If you've ever been in your home when the electricity went out you would notice how amazingly quiet everything becomes. You will notice that you begin to feel calmer and more relaxed almost instantly. This occurs when people go camping and sleep in a tent or log cabin without electricity. Without all the electromagnetic fields, the body dramatically relaxes and normalizes. This is why you need some kind of device that can neutralize EMFs.

Question: Do governments and corporations really work together to make us fat?
Answer: Yes. This is not a conspiracy theory. This is pure economics. Governments are pressured by corporations to write laws and do things that protect and increase corporate profits, even at the expense of citizens. Governments around the world have passed laws making corporations legal entities with all the same rights and privileges as human beings! In America, in airports and interstate highways, governments passed laws allowing only fast food restaurants like McDonald’s and Burger King to be the exclusive food providers for travelers. Virtually nothing is homemade. This unholy alliance between governments and corporations is not new. Big Tobacco has paid off politicians, allowing cigarettes and other tobacco products to be the only item in America where the ingredients do not have to be listed! This was done because the tobacco companies did not want to show the hundreds of poisonous chemicals put in cigarettes. Ingredients do not have to be listed on food sold in restaurants for the same reason. Some of you may have watched the movie The Aviator. I recommend the movie. It shows how Pan American Airlines was paying off politicians to get laws passed giving Pan Am a monopoly for transatlantic travel. The bill that was promoted by the senator from Maine was actually written by the executives of Pan American Airlines! This goes on all the time. A company called Halliburton received massive construction contracts from the government without any other company allowed to bid. It is estimated that Halliburton has overcharged the government in excess of $100 billion hi just the last few years! Corruption between corporations and governments continues to rise. One tragic example is when corporations and the super wealthy of the world paid off U.S. politicians to write laws allowing stocks to be bought and sold without exposing the owners. This was because the corporations and super wealthy wanted to be able to buy and sell stocks on inside information without their identities being revealed. The day before the 9/11 tragedy these secret individuals or entities bought massive amounts of airline socks hoping their value would go down. When 9/11 happened, the airline stocks crashed, and these anonymous individuals and corporations made hundreds of millions of dollars in profits. They obviously knew that airplanes would attack the World Trade Center in this terrorist activity. The government could have easily required that the identities of those who profited be revealed. The government will not do so because it is more concerned about protecting the profits of these corporations and individuals than in protecting American citizens.

Question: Can you define “homemade” or “made from scratch”?
Answer: Making things from scratch means you start with single basic ingredients. Some people are confused about what making something from scratch means. As an example, I had a friend who said she was going to make a pie from scratch. She went out and bought a pre-made pie crust, bought canned pie filling, and bought Cool Whip topping. This is not making something from scratch. Making a pie from scratch means using flour, water, eggs, salt, and butter to make your crust. It means getting fresh fruit, organic raw sugar, cinnamon sticks, and fresh lemon juice squeezed from a real lemon to make your filling. It means getting fresh organic raw cream and whipping it into whipped cream for your topping. This is making something from scratch. Cookbooks today teach people how to open up cans of soup, use premixed products, and making them believe they are cooking from scratch. These cookbooks are a joke. Because it's so hard to get good food in real life, I suggest doing what I do. I almost always make my own lunch, put it in a lunch bucket, and take it with me. It's easy, it's cheaper, and makes you feel fantastic knowing you're eating food with the best quality organic ingredients, made from scratch!
Chapter Seven - Curing Food Cravings, Emotional Eating, and Uncontrollable Compulsive Eating

Every fat person is familiar with severe intense cravings for food or certain kinds of food. Every fat person is intimately aware of the sometimes sudden uncontrollable, almost insane urges to eat food even when they are not hungry. Fat people know too well that emotions drive them uncontrollably to eat food. Most fat people have had the occasion when "something snapped" and they went on a compulsive nonstop food eating binge. People who have never had a weight problem have no comprehension of how torturous, how debilitating, and how uncontrollable these food cravings and urges can be.

Almost every fitness guru, weight loss guru and author has never experienced these feelings or had to deal with this ever-present condition. The food can be genetically modified, pasteurized, microwaved, irradiated, gassed, or filled with other poisons, none of which have to be listed on the label. All of these things lead to obesity.

You may have other questions regarding this protocol. Information about this method is being constantly updated. Visit www.hcgobesity.org for additional information about the method. You may also submit questions at www.naturalcures.com, which will be answered by a trained specialist. You may also visit www.naturalcures.com under the weight loss, section often to view new information and updates as they become available. You may also visit www.hcgobesity.org for additional information about the use of this method.

Now, let's fully address, in full detail, compulsive overeating, food cravings, emotional eating, and uncontrollable urges to eat even when you are not hungry! The solutions to these torturous, debilitating issues are simple, easy, and miraculous in their effectiveness!
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As you can see, it is virtually the same list of items that causes most disease and illness, low metabolism, high hunger, an abnormal operating hypothalamus, an abnormally high storing of fat in secure problem areas in the body that cause these uncontrollable physical and emotional food cravings and compulsive eating disorders. Psychologists give us a bunch of psychobabble and mumbo-jumbo about eating disorders. I have never met a patient who was treated by a psychologist or a psychiatrist that was ever cured and totally free from these internal, overwhelming, and compulsive food cravings and urges. They may have these cravings and urges "under control," but they are still always there.

Doctors around the world who clear and correct all the above conditions find that their patients are completely free from food cravings, emotional eating, and uncontrollable urges to eat when they are not hungry. The method of cleaning and wiping out the causes of food cravings is to do "the weight loss cure protocol" in its entirety! Doing all the steps in Phases 1, 2, 3, and 4 addresses and corrects all the causes for food cravings and compulsive overeating.

Doing the LifeForce Plan and/or ThreeLac Candida cleanse wipes out the main cause of sugar and carbohydrate cravings. Doing a full parasite cleanse, liver cleanse, colon cleanse, and heavy metal cleanse will also dramatically reduce, or wipe out completely, cravings for certain types of foods. Eliminating from your diet artificial sweeteners, MSG, trans fats, high fructose corn syrup, genetically modified food, microwaved food, and meat, poultry, and dairy with growth hormone and antibiotics also frees the patient from excessive bingeing tendencies, food cravings, and uncontrollable desires to eat. Drinking pure spring or filtered water, and using a shower filter, thus eliminating chlorine and fluoride, dramatically reduces food cravings as well. Eliminating sodium laurel sulfate, propylene glycol, mineral oil, and other various hormones and toxins from the products you put on your skin eliminates the causes of some hormonal imbalances which lead to insane, crazy food cravings. Taking coral calcium, Vitamin E, krill oil, and whole food supplements address nutritional deficiencies, thus eliminating the body's survival mechanism of making you crave certain foods. Drinking pure water addresses dehydration of the cells, thus stopping additional food cravings. Doing the Purification Program as described in Phase 4 cleanses the fatty tissues in the body of toxins, thus eliminating that mechanism from creating additional urges to eat when you are not hungry. Walking, rebounding and/or doing yoga reduces stress and normalizes hormonal imbalances, dramatically reducing non-hunger related cravings to eat food.

While all of these items play a role in food cravings, the number one most important cause of carbohydrate cravings is Candida yeast overgrowth. If you want to eliminate carbohydrate and sugar cravings, you absolutely must do a complete extensive Candida cleanse. There are many good Candida cleanses that can be found online, in your local health food store, from licensed healthcare practitioners, or at www.naturalcures.com. A good beginner Candida protocol is called ThreeLac, available at www.123candida.com. The most comprehensive and complete Candida cleanse is the LifeForce Plan, available at www.lifeforceplan.com. A longtime friend, Dr. Jeff McCombs, created the LifeForce Plan. It is the only program I know of that cleanses the body of not only the Candida yeast, but also the fungus that the Candida turns into and which is spread throughout the body. Doing the complete LifeForce Plan will be a profound life-changing experience. Not only will sugar and carbohydrate cravings be gone forever, but you will experience a dramatic increase in energy, almost miraculous relieving of anxiety, stress, and depression, develop beautiful radiant young looking skin, hair, eyes, and nails, eliminate constipation, gas, and bloating, and see a dramatic flattening of your stomach. Sleep will also dramatically improve. Metabolism will skyrocket.

If you do not do a Candida cleanse you will always be a slave to sugar and carbohydrate cravings. The single most significant cause of "emotional eating" or uncontrollable urges to eat when you are not hungry, is a combination of stress and anxiety patterns locked in the body, as well as the hypnotic triggers that are in our minds due to the subliminal, and highly advanced, suggestive advertising we are bombarded with on TV, radio, and print media put out by the food companies. Every person reading this has been purposefully and systematically hypnotized, given posthypnotic suggestions and bombarded by subliminal suggestions by the food companies in their advertising to specifically create uncontrollable cravings to eat specific food even when they are not hungry. Combine this with the fact that the food you are craving is loaded with chemical agents to create drug-like physical addiction and you can now see why you are screwed when it comes to trying to lose weight! There are several solutions to this dilemma.

1. Don't eat the forbidden foods as listed in Phase 4 as they create drug-like physical addictions. This is absolutely essential. When I say never, I mean never. Would you consider thinking that you could on occasion smoke some crack cocaine or shoot-up some heroin and not become addicted? The food at fast food restaurants, and the ingredients that I suggest be forbidden, can be as physically chemical addicting as heroin or crack cocaine.
2. Do not watch advertising for restaurants and food products. Avoid listening to ads on the radio, or reading ads printed in magazines, for food companies, fast food restaurants, any restaurants, or any food products. I can assure you from personal inside experience that all of these ads are being produced with either subliminal messages, hypnotic methods, misleading information, or are designed to simply make you buy their product at all costs. If you think for a moment, right now, can you recall any ad or jingle for a restaurant or food product? I bet everyone can finish this... "Two all beef patties, special sauce, lettuce, cheese..."!

3. Deprogram yourself from all the posthypnotic suggestions and subliminal messages that are stuck in your brain. The best way to do this is to read books and watch DVDs that expose the truth. Doing this will counteract the post-hypnotic suggestions and subliminal messages that will be triggered in the future creating uncontrollable urges. If you don't think posthypnotic suggestions and subliminal messages are being used in the advertising of food, just watch how children react when they want certain food items. Children become insatiable, like crazed drug addicts needing a fix, demanding food from certain fast food restaurants, cereals, or sweets such as cookies, cakes, and candies that are heavily advertised. When the child is told no, these post-hypnotic suggestions and subliminal messages are triggered, causing anger, fear, and anxiety in the children if they do not get the food product they are after. These advertising techniques have been documented in several books and documentaries. Corporate insiders and whistle-blowers have come forward exposing what is being called a heinous crime against children and humanity. Ideally, you should read immediately upon arising at least one page from one of the recommended books, and read at least one page just before retiring. You are being bombarded daily with these messages; therefore, you should counteract them and depopgram yourself on a daily basis as well. Remember, these food companies are spending millions of dollars and using every dirty trick in the book to get you to buy their products, have uncontrollable urges to eat their product, and get you physically chemically addicted to the product like a drug addict. Books include:

- **Natural Cures "They"Don't Want You To Know About**, by Kevin Trudeau
- **More Natural "Cures"Revealed: Previously Censored Brand Name Products That Cure Disease**, by Kevin Trudeau
- **Sweet Deception: Why Splenda, NutraSweet, and the FDA May Be Hazardous to Your Health**, by Dr. Joseph Mercola and Dr. Kendra Degen Pearsall
- **Don't Eat This Book: Fast Food and the Supersizing of America**, by Morgan Spurlock
- **Fat Land: How Americans Became the Fattest People in the World**, by Greg Critser
- **The Hundred-Year Lie: How Food and Medicine Are Destroying Your Health**, by Randall Fitzgerald
- **Chew On This: Everything You Don't Want to Know About Fast Food**, by Eric Schlosser and Charles Wilson
- **The End of Food: How the Food Industry is Destroying Our Food Supply—And What We Can Do About It**, by Thomas F. Pawluk

DVDs include:

- SupersizeMe
- Who Killed The Electric Carp
- Iraq For Sale: The War Profiteers
- The Corporation
- The Constant Gardner
- Tucker
- Sister Kenny
- The Smartest Guys in The Room: The Story of Enron

4. De-stress. Today's lifestyle is incredibly stressful. The enormous amounts of violence and graphic images on television and movies dramatically increase stress. Cell phones and constant instant electronic communications dramatically increase stress. Interestingly enough, the advertising produced by the food companies is, in many cases, specifically designed to increase stress and create a subconscious belief that eating their food will reduce stress. There are many ways to reduce stress: meditating or praying, massage, exercise, singing, dancing, walking outside in the sun, playing with pets or children, laughing, playing a musical instrument, listening to baroque classical music, or having a glass of wine or other alcoholic beverage all are some effective ways to reduce stress. All are encouraged and recommended. Two particularly effective stress reducing methods include Dr. Goldwell's stress reducing CDs, available at www.u-cure.com. The U-Gure CDs are some of the most effective and powerful stress reducing and health enhancing products every developed. Listening to these CDs help alkalize the body's pH, dramatically increasing health, vitality, and energy. Another effective product for stress and anxiety is AlphaCalm, available by calling 1-800-554-6651.

There is one other incredibly powerful and effective technique that can reduce stress and anxiety, and eliminate uncontrollable urges to eat when you are not hungry. This technique also has been proven to cure post-traumatic stress disorder and phobias in virtually five minutes! The technique was developed by Dr. Roger Gallahan, Ph.D. Dr. Gallahan was a practicing psychologist who found, after years of research, that standardized psychological and psychiatric treatment methods were totally ineffective at addressing emotional, and mental, stress and phobic disorders. He found that all known treatments used by mental health practitioners for addictions were useless. Moreover, he discovered that psychiatric drug therapy and other treatments actually harmed the patient. He then discovered that stress, anxiety, phobias, and uncontrollable "addictive" urges could be eradicated by a method of tapping with the fingers certain acupressure points on the body in a specific sequence. His technique was so effective that he toured the world, appearing on numerous television and radio shows demonstrating how in less than five minutes he could cure someone of phobias, stress and anxiety, uncontrollable addictive urges, and even post-traumatic stress disorder. On talk show after talk show he was challenged by the journalists and reporters who gave him the most difficult cases. People who were massively phobic of spiders,
snakes, elevators, or heights were one of the other instantly and permanently cured of their phobia. This was proven with follow-up studies of these individuals. Imagine a person who was deathly afraid of heights his whole life, being cured of this debilitating condition in less than five minutes, and able to walk on the ledge of a tall building without any fear or apprehension whatsoever. One patient who was phobic of snakes her whole life was shown a snake locked in a fish tank. She immediately screamed with fear and started to hyperventilate. Her phobia and fear of snakes was a lifelong condition. Within five minutes of using the Gallahan technique, this woman was holding the snake, laughing with glee. She was totally and permanently cured of her fear, anxiety, and phobia of snakes. This type of result occurred virtually every single time.

Gallahan also worked with people with severe, compulsive, overwhelming addictive urges. This included heroine addicts, cocaine addicts, cigarette smokers, and compulsive overeaters. In all cases the results were virtually the same. When the patient had the overwhelming urge, they used the Gallahan technique. In less than five minutes the urge was completely gone. The patient no longer wanted the heroine, cocaine, cigarette, or food. In most cases, the thought of consuming the substance became repulsive.

It is highly recommended that every person who engages in this "weight loss cure protocol" become familiar with the Gallahan technique for reducing and eliminating urges.

Once you are fully aware of how to use the technique you are to use this technique EVERY TIME you have an overwhelming urge to eat food. This means, during the entire Phase 1, 2, 3, and 4, EVERY TIME you have a strong urge to eat something, or any food craving, you are to use the Gallahan technique. What you will find is that the urge or craving will be greatly reduced or eliminated altogether. You may find that you have urges or cravings many times throughout the day. Use the Callahan technique each and every time! By using the Gallahan technique each and every time you have a strong urge to eat, or a food craving, you will be releasing stored energy patterns. As these energy patterns get released, the severity and number of strong urges and food cravings will go down dramatically. By the time you reach Phase 4 there is an excellent chance that food cravings and strong urges will have been totally eliminated.

In one particular patient strong urges and food cravings occurred ten to fifteen times per day. The patient was told that the next time they felt the strong urge to eat or a food craving, they were to use the Gallahan technique. The patient took less than two minutes to apply the technique. Instantly, the patient's body completely relaxed from head to toe. The patient noticed all the muscles in his face and throughout his body became completely relaxed. The patient's breathing dramatically deepened and became much easier and fuller. The strong urge to eat and food craving was 100% gone. The patient was told to use the Gallahan technique the next time a strong urge or food craving came up. The patient fully expected that he would get another urge or craving within an hour or two. Amazingly, the rest of the day passed without any urges or cravings whatsoever. Six weeks later the patient still had not had a return of any strong urges to eat, or food cravings! The patient did have a reoccurrence of food cravings upon hearing news of his sister's sudden death. The stress of this traumatic incident triggered strong urges and cravings. The patient applied the Gallahan technique. In less than five minutes the patient was completely relieved of his stress, anxiety, and trauma. His strong urges and food cravings were completely eliminated. It has been five years since, and the patient still has yet to have a reoccurrence of strong urges and food cravings.

Most people may need to use the Callahan technique several times each day. In many patients, one or two treatments is all that is needed and lasts months or years before urges or food cravings return and another simple treatment is needed. For many patients the process is more gradual. For the first several days or weeks the patient may be using the Gallahan technique many times each day. Usually, as days and weeks go on, the number of times that the patient needs to use the Gallahan technique goes down dramatically.

When I first learned of this powerful, effective technology, I tried it on almost everyone I met! It was instantly curing people who were phobic of elevators, escalators, spiders, snakes, and who had fear of heights.

On one particular instance I was traveling to Canada on a fishing trip. My good friend Bill was coming up from Florida to meet me at the airport. I didn't know it, but Bill had a fear of heights and, specifically, flying his whole life. I was a little surprised that he did not fly from Florida to meet me at the airport in Canada. He actually drove the entire way. When he met me at the airport he told me they would be driving to the fishing lodge. Little did he know, we were about to get on an old four-seater, pontoon float plane that would take off and land on the lake, and take us to the lodge. He nearly cramped his pants when he saw the plane. I had no idea he was being serious when he told me he did not want to fly. We got on the plane. I quickly realized that he had a most severe fear and phobia of flying. He was at the verge of hyperventilating. He grabbed onto the seat so tightly his knuckles turned white. He was sweating profusely and appeared to be mumbling some sort of prayer. I actually became excited because I thought this would be a good test for the Gallahan technique. I immediately applied the technique. Virtually, within two minutes, Bill completely changed. He stopped gripping the seat, his breathing completely relaxed, and he stopped sweating. I think he had already finished the prayer at this point. He looked at me and said he couldn't believe how good he felt. He was amazed that he felt totally relaxed, confident, and in control. He looked out the window with childlike amazement. He was laughing. He told me this was the first time in his life that he had looked out the window of an airplane. That was over ten years ago, and his phobia and fear of flying has never returned.

On another occasion I was traveling in Utah. At this health spa and resort many celebrities, would come for beauty treatments, relaxation, and a desire to lose weight through traditional diet and exercise. I met a famous celebrity whose name I will not mention. We struck up a friendship and she explained that she was desperately trying to lose weight. I was not aware of the Simeons weight loss protocol at the time. I asked her if she had any particular foods that she craved. Her eyes brightened up, and a big smile came across her face. She looked up and said, "I'm addicted to Haagen-Dazs ice cream." It was obvious that she truly loved and craved this food. I asked her if there was a particular flavor that she enjoyed. With passion she exclaimed, "Butter Pecan is by far my favorite. I eat it every day." Knowing that she had been on a strict diet for the last few days, I assumed she was dealing with hunger and feeling deprived by not being able to eat the food she enjoyed. I asked her if she would like to have some Butter Pecan Haagen-Dazs ice cream right now. The look of anxiety and depression came over her face as she said, "I would love, love, love some, but I need to lose weight, I need to stick to this diet." She obviously had a strong desire, urge, and craving for this Butter Pecan Haagen-Dazs ice cream. I asked her if she would be excited if she could eliminate the overwhelming, almost uncontrollable urge and craving for this ice cream. She said yes. She loved the idea of no longer being a slave to this uncontrollable food craving. I said, let's make this test real. I'll be right back. I ran out the door, hopped in my car, and drove to the store to get some Haagen-Dazs Butter
Pecan ice cream. Ten minutes later I was back at the spa dining room with my super star celebrity friend. I went to the kitchen and scooped out a large bowl of the luscious and delicious Haagen-Dazs Butter Pecan ice cream. I was excited to see if the Gallahan technique could cure this desperate woman from her overwhelming addiction and compulsive food craving for this ice cream. I was slightly apprehensive knowing that if the Gallahan technique did not take her cravings away my little experiment may trigger a massive food binge. But I had seen this work in virtually every instance on Good Morning America, CNN, Evening Magazine, Phil Donahue, Jenny Jones, and Regis and Kelly. Dr. Gallahan’s techniques virtually worked 100% of the time with even the most severe cases. I was optimistic and confident.

I went to the dining room and put the bowl of ice cream in front of my new friend. I watched as her face contorted, her breathing quickened, and she obviously became highly agitated. She stared at the ice cream with a fixed intention that would not waiver. I asked her on a scale of one to ten what was her desire for the ice cream. While keeping her fixated stare at the bowl of ice cream in front of her she said, “Eleven.” She never looked at me; she was consumed with the thought of the ice cream. I then applied the Gallahan technique. It took less than three minutes. Immediately her breathing relaxed and deeply. She looked around the room as if she was coming out of a trance or a deep sleep. It was almost as if she didn’t know where she was. She was not looking at the ice cream. I told her to look at the ice cream and tell me what her desire to eat it was now. She gazed at the ice cream and seemed confused and befuddled. She looked up at me with a strange expression as if dumbfounded by what she was about to say. After a long pause, she said slowly and as if she didn’t believe her own words, “I don’t want it at all.” My insides were jumping with glee. It had worked again! This woman may now be free of a lifelong compulsive eating disorder. I pushed further. I told her to pick up the bowl of ice cream, smell it, and imagine how wonderful and delicious it would taste. She complied with my request. I asked what her desire on a scale of one to ten was now. She again looked confused as she said, “I have no interest or desire in eating this ice cream. I absolutely do not want it.”

Three years later I received a call from this super star celebrity. She had lost over fifty pounds and told me that since that day she has never had any desire to eat ice cream!

I could give you dozens more examples of similar situations from my personal direct experience. The point is, this is an incredibly effective and profound technique. I will give you the instructions here for the basic technique; however, there are more advanced techniques available. I recommend you read Dr. Callahan’s books Tapping the Healer Within, The Anxiety Addiction Connection, and Why Do I Eat When I’m Not Hungry? For additional information or personalized, individualized treatment by a fully trained practitioner, go to www.tftrx.com. or www.emofree.com

The Basic CaUahan Technique

This technique should be done EVERY time you have a strong urge to eat or have any food cravings.

1. Ask yourself on a scale of one to ten, how severe is your urge or food craving? This is very important.
2. With two fingers from your right hand tap 15 to 20 times directly under the right eye. About half an inch to one inch is perfect. You do not have to tap very hard.
3. Now tap directly under the right armpit, approximately three to four inches down. Tap 15 to 20 times.
4. Find the collarbone point. This is located approximately one-half inch below the small dip in the front of the neck, and two to three inches over on the right side of the chest. You are looking for the top of the collarbone. Tap 15 to 20 times.
5. Find the “gamut spot” on the back of the left hand. This is located between the little finger and ring finger, approximately one inch below the “V” on the back of the hand. Tap repeatedly on this spot as you do the following:
   - Keep your eyes open for five seconds.
   - Close your eyes for five seconds.
   - Open your eyes for five seconds.
   - While keeping your head still, move your eyes down to the right and hold for five seconds.
   - While keeping your head still, move your eyes down to the left and hold for five seconds.
   - Roll your eyes in a circle to the right.
   - Roll your eyes in a circle to the left.
   - Count to five out loud.
   - Hum a tune for five seconds, out loud.
   - Count to five out loud again.
   - While keeping your head straight, look down as far as you can and slowly move your eyes upward until you are looking up as high as you can.
6. Take three slow, long, deep breaths.
7. Ask yourself on a scale from one to ten what your urge or food craving is now. If the urge or food craving is gone you are finished with the process. If it is the same, higher, or slightly lower, repeat the process one more time.

This basic technique should dramatically reduce, or completely eliminate, the urge, desire, or food craving. Sometimes additional patterns and more advanced techniques are required for complete permanent results. These can be done by talking to a licensed practitioner on the phone who uses a special voice recognition technology that determines what points and sequence should be used. Using this basic technique, however, EVERY time you have an urge or desire will, over time, produce dramatic long-term results.

This is an important ingredient in “the weight loss cure protocol.” Do not underestimate its value and deep powerful effects.

As you can see, there are many overlapping and connected causes of food cravings, compulsive eating urges, and uncontrollable desires to eat when you’re not hungry. The root causes will be neutralized and corrected by doing all the recommendations in this book. In some people these sensations will be reduced or eliminated very quickly. In other people the causes are deeply entrenched throughout the physiology and will take more time to be significantly reduced or totally eliminated. Doctors around the world state that although each patient reduces or eliminates these cravings and urges over different time periods, every patient can and does dramatically reduce or eliminate these urges and cravings provided they do the recommendations and suggestions as outlined.
You can overcome food cravings, compulsive overeating, binging, and uncontrollable urges to eat when you are not hungry. Do not be dismayed. Instead, be of good cheer. The causes of your condition are now known, and the cure is in the palm of your hand.

The Proof Revealed

*Power tends to corrupt, and absolute power corrupts absolutely.* — Lord Acton

*Once the media touches a story the facts are lost forever.* — Norman Mailer

The information I am reporting on and revealing in this book may appear to some as unconventional and controversial. The proof and evidence, however, showing that everything in this book is accurate, true, and works, is overwhelming. If the contents of this book were ever put on trial, the evidence is so overwhelmingly clear that any judge or jury would come back with a verdict exclaiming that without a doubt all the concepts, methods, and protocols outlined in this book are accurate, safe, and effective!

Why then are so many trying to debunk and discredit this information? When I first published *Natural Cures "They" Don't Want You To Know About* I was personally ridiculed and discredited on a massive scale through the media. The concepts I exposed and reported on in that book were criticized and debunked as being quackery. They were not my concepts or opinions, I was simply reporting effective non-drug and non-surgical, all-natural methods that were being used successfully by doctors around the world to cure and prevent disease. Yet, the book and the accurate reporting contained in the book were widely criticized by those companies and organizations that had a financial interest in that information hidden. A few years and six million copies later, that book is now being held up as one of the great exposes on the healthcare system in America. The non-drug and non-surgical ways to cure and prevent disease that I reported on and revealed in that book are now being accepted in the mainstream.

The protocols, methods, and causes of obesity outlined in this book are not my opinions and theories. They are factual, evidence-based conclusions made by scientists, researchers, medical doctors, and acclaimed well-respected experts in the field. Many of these have been reported on in well respected media outlets, scientific and medical journals, and by acclaimed, well respected journalists and authors. The key points in this book have been discussed in the *New York Times*, *The Wall Street Journal*, *CBS News*, *CNN*, *Fox News*, *The New England Journal of Medicine*, *The Lancet*, and virtually hundreds of other major newspapers, major magazines, radio programs, television networks, scientific and medical journals, best selling books, and documentaries.

There are many sources that provide indisputable evidence and proof that all of the recommendations and steps in "the weight loss cure protocol" are safe and effective; these include published studies, double-blind studies, clinical studies, published abstracts, published articles, and reported observations from scientists, biochemists, medical researchers, medical doctors, and journalists.

The most powerful evidence is always a direct, firsthand, eyewitness! Therefore, the absolute most compelling evidence comes first from the hundreds of medical doctors who have been using these techniques for over thirty years and know firsthand that they are safe and effective. Secondly, the bombshell that blows any criticism out of the water is the hundreds of thousands of actual real people who have used these techniques with virtually no side effects and almost 100% positive results.